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Professional development is an essential component to maintaining quality teaching in
mathematics and science (Monk, 1994; Milken, 2000; Loucks-Horsley et al, 2003).
University mathematics and science faculty have been subject to criticism regarding
professional development and teaching practices (CSMEE, 2000; NRC, 1999; NSES,
1996). Undergraduate

students in

secondary

pre-service

Science,

Technology,

Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) teacher training programs adopt the models that
they have experienced as learners in the university setting (NRC, 1999). This
qualitative case study followed a team of three research faculty, one lecturer, one
master teacher, and two graduate teaching assistants who team taught an upper level
inquiry- based science research methods science course in a STEM teacher preparation
program in the College of Natural Sciences at a large public Midwestern research
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university. Course instructor dialogue between members was recorded, transcribed and
triangulated with teaching sequences, course materials, and student interaction during
two semesters. The study detailed how faculty members’ and graduate teaching
assistants’ content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, attitudes and beliefs
about teaching and learning were confronted, challenged, and transformed using
interdependent disquisition via regular weekly meetings and team teaching practices.
Examples of actual dialogue and meeting characteristics are presented compared and
discussed against best practices in science education. Four themes emerged from the
data: (1) students’ inquiries drive the conversation, (2) confrontations sort out what
works from what doesn’t, (3) leadership seems to contribute to learning opportunities
for the team and (4) humor indicates the divergent creative abilities of the members of
the team and engaging in humorous episodes facilitates learning between team
members. Students were directly connected to team members’ developmental
processes. This analysis suggests that measurable professional development
opportunities exist in team meetings for science faculty and graduate teaching assistants
when team teaching inquiry based undergraduate science courses.
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Prologue:
I’m a teacher. I have been a teacher for as long as I can remember. My
mother can attest that early in elementary school, I lined up my little brother and
sister in chairs in a row and played teacher a lot. I would put the lessons on my little
chalkboard accompanied by the screeches that come with calcium carbonate on slate.
I would grade their assigned homework and was reported to have put a big red letter F
on my brother’s paper because his handwriting was poor. He was only 2 or 3 years old
but that’s what teachers do. My teacher at that time emphasized every day that
handwriting was very important. Never mind that I was making him write with his
right hand and he was left- handed. I had a vision for the correct way, after all, I was
right handed and I was his teacher!
Today my understanding of the art of teaching is slightly more sophisticated. I
have had 27 years to practice professionally and even during the course of graduate
school, I have continued to work as a teacher. Thankfully for my students today, I have
a much better understanding of the value of learner- centered classrooms.
One of the things I found most disappointing as a practicing science teacher
was the district delivery of required professional development. None was content
related. As a high school biology and chemistry teacher, isolated in the field with 150
students a day, scientific research was progressing exponentially, while I was standing
still. In the 1980’s the internet was not commonly available. Our local library and
school library didn’t have professional journals. As a science teacher, I was becoming
handicapped because the content of biology and chemistry and the connection
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between the two had changed a lot between 1984 and 2003. The closest university
was 68 miles away and didn’t even offer science content coursework at night.
I became acutely aware of the divide that grows over time. After 19 years in
the classroom, I left to go back to graduate school full time taking courses such as
biochemistry and molecular biology. I was very excited to be able to do PCR, analyze
DNA, and experiment with genetic engineering. When I graduated, I took a job in
biomedical engineering to develop curriculum on an HHMI grant as a full time research
associate. The money was good and I enjoyed the content but I missed the classroom.
I returned again to graduate school to obtain a Ph.D. and was hired as a teaching
assistant in a team of instructors who were teaching a research methods course.
This dissertation was much longer in the making than the three official years
it took to collect and analyze the data. This has been a very long journey in discovering
rich sources for learning for my own professional development. What I may lack as a
novice researcher, is balanced by what I know as a science teacher in the field.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter Introduction
Many sources support the current understanding that there is a strong
correlation between student success in mathematics and science, and quality teaching
(CSMEE, 1999, p 31; ECS, 2000, p 5; Darling- Hammond, 2005, p201-231). Across
studies, high quality teachers are identified to have strong content knowledge
(Shulman, 1987; Ma, 1999; Wilson et al, 2001), pedagogical content knowledge
(Shulman, 1986; Moses and Cobb, 2001; Carpenter et al, 1989; Peterson et al, 1989;
Knapp et al, 1995; Fennema et al, 1996; Carpenter et al, 2000; Franke et al, 2001), and
access to quality continuing professional development (Monk, 1994; Milken, 2000;
Loucks-Horsley et al, 2003). Multiple studies show the variation in achievement due to
the quality of teaching is important (Sanders and Rivers, 1996; Aaronson, et al, 2003;
Rockoff, 2004; Rivkin, et al, 2005; Kane, et al, 2006) So what is needed for a
university research scientist who teaches pre-service science and math teachers? Some
sources suggest that the science and math faculty who prepare future teachers lack the
―kinds of professional development experiences in teaching would that enable them to
model effectively the kinds of pedagogy that are needed‖ or that they can‘t even ―help
prospective teachers learn and understand the content and concepts that are critical to
effective teaching in these disciplines and their subject areas‖ (CSMEE, 2000, p 32)
They arrive at faculty positions with only ―vague knowledge about effective teaching
practice, about the ways students learn, or about the literature that can inform them and
help them improve their teaching‖ (NRC, 1999, p 15). In fact, the National Science
Education Standards (1996) makes a clear distinction between scientists and science
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teachers based on the types of science knowledge each possesses (p. 62).
In large research universities graduate teaching assistants play a prominent role
in the undergraduate science education (Travers, 1989) with few formal structures in
place for their professional development which includes gaining expertise in their
discipline as well as developing pedagogical content knowledge for teaching.
According to Tanner & Allen (2006) ―…university and college teaching is to a large
extent a profession with no formal training. It's startling but true that the majority of
faculty members—and lecturers who often teach large numbers of students—have no
formal training in the teaching and learning of their discipline.‖ Faculty and staff
provide little guidance for the graduate teaching assistance for instructional, curricular,
or assessment decisions, who often are given large laboratory or discussion sections
(Baiocco & DeWaters, 1989) which limit their learning opportunities for teaching in
their discipline (Jones, 1993; Rushin et.al., 1997) and sometimes result in an overblown
confidence in their abilities (Golde & Door, 2001). As a graduate student, negotiating
the tension between carrying out scientific research with greater access to faculty and
choosing a teaching assistantship, which may include isolation from faculty, may lead
to perceptions that learning to teach well does not contribute to the professional
development as a scientist (Ethington and Pisani, 1993). In a study conducted in 2004
(Luft et. al.) within a research university context identical to the one in this study,
seventeen graduate teaching assistants from the College of Natural Sciences in physics,
chemistry, and biology were studied and found to work autonomously in instructional
environments. The authors attribute this to the presence of a research culture, where
instruction is traditionally direct and not inquiry driven, even though the graduate
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students‘ experiential and intuitive notions about learning, motivation and abilities were
evident in discussions that were most frequently initiated while talking to other
graduate students. While a variety of professional development opportunities were
offered and even required for some TA positions at this university, the author‘s
conclusions were that there was an ―absence of adequate support to facilitate their
growth in this setting‖ (p 229).
The literature suggests that research professors aren‘t trained to teach.
Graduate students who are preparing to become professors aren‘t trained to teach.
Undergraduate students who want to become science teachers are being taught in a way
that doesn‘t model good teaching which then translates to the K-12 classroom.
Graue & Walsh (1998) write extensively about the value of vignettes in
qualitative work. While the authors concede that vignettes may be ―distortions of
experience to sell an interpretation,‖ or ―brainstorms of an author with little connection
to anyone‘s lived reality‖… ―they can be understandings that come out of sustained
inquiry that is well grounded in someone‘s life. It is a job for the reader to locate the
vignette within the rest of the interpretive case‖ (p 228). The following vignette is
offered to the reader as a source for understanding the context of common teaching
practices in research methods, an undergraduate science course designed for pre-service
secondary mathematics and science teachers, taught by a mixed team, and the setting
for this case study.

TEACHING VIGNETTE
The undergraduate students file in slowly one by one, hesitantly, on the first
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day of class in the semester. They take their seats, randomly, not knowing what is in
store for them in the next 2 hours. The teaching assistant who is a graduate student
hands them a brightly colored marker and asks them to make a name tag which is
positioned prominently for a quick identification. The professor enters, breathlessly
and hurriedly, taking roll person by person from the freshman photographs generated
by the university. For a waitlisted student not pictured on his sheet, he leans over,
draws a smiley face on his roll and places the student‘s name below it encouraging her
by commenting that she will probably get in.
Instead of providing a lengthy introduction of all of the components of the
required syllabus as is typical at large public universities, his comment is ―Since you‘ve
all been admitted, my theory is that you can all read…‖ as he passes out a large packet.
He is already building agency and responsibility for students directing their own
journey with resources for the course. After addressing safety explicitly, he has students
popping balloons and examining the fragments to generate questions. He calls them by
name and lets no one use the ―cloak of invisibility‖ to remain unengaged or
unresponsive. Expectations for learner participation are clearly in place within the first
5 minutes. He, and the other 4 team members who teach the course are interacting with
students individually to examine balloon fragments and generate ideas.

The class

consists of upper level math and science majors who dynamically construct, with the
instructors‘ help, the essence of designing an experiment and graphing the data using
the balloon fragments. Using this model and assisted by the rest of the teaching team,
each student generates their own written experimental design for the first inquiry, each
completely unique and to be carried out at their own homes, by the time class is over.
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Surprisingly, many students have never had the opportunity to independently ask their
own question or design their own experiment, test and evaluate it, even though they are
science and math majors. In the 8 years he has taught the course, he may never have
seen exactly the same inquiry twice because they are generated individually according
to a student‗s interest, experiences, and abilities. This is just the first day.
This professor models a form of teaching that he is comfortable with as a
research physicist who teaches graduate students in an RU/VH (formerly R-I) level
research university (Carnegie, 2010). It is not unusual for him to ask students in class
to grab a ―glob‖ of M& M‘s for a modeling exercise and connect it to the mathematics
that separates high school students prepared for calculus in college from those who are
not. His knowledge marketing often includes phrases such as ―Today is get something
for free day!‖ When voicing the value of the lessons for the students‘ futures he
references that iterative functions are first introduced in middle school mathematics.
He‘s written graduate level textbooks, he‘s written and received grants, and more
importantly, he and his team have been given federal funding to write for, teach, and
direct multiple replication sites across the nation to prepare math and science teachers.
It is not unusual to find him on his hands and knees helping individual students measure
projectiles in the hallway, strumming his guitar to help someone gather sound data, or
using his own bicycle that he rode to work to demonstrate gear ratios.

In his

characteristic suit and tie, he always demonstrates the eyewash fountain during the
safety discussion. You can imagine the response when he turns, eyes red, face dripping
as he smiles broadly before asking ―How many seconds do you have before permanent
damage to your eyes may occur?‖ The students hardly notice the lines from the safety
7

goggles that remain from the stylish pose he struck previously demonstrating the
annoying barrier for rubbing one‘s eyes.

He provides students with learning

experiences that transfer to classrooms far beyond his own (L. Siegel & E. Abel, former
students currently teaching, personal communication, September 23, 2010).
His belief in social constructivism is evident in his teaching practices which he
has acquired from teaching his own graduate students.

He has cleverly and

purposefully provided the next critical piece, just when students are asking for it. If
students ask why the square root of N, he is prepared to walk like a drunken sailor to
demonstrate clearly the relationship between the standard error and the sample size. He
is carefully pacing the lesson to provide the maximum enrichment when an opportunity
presents itself within the limited time frame. Yet he has never taken an education
methods course.

He does read articles in educational journals and

can share

conversantly why he chose to structure something on the fly or by the book in a given
classroom situation. How does this kind of orchestration of social classroom discourse
happen? When you ask him this question he labels it as a graduate model and directs
you to the course instructor‘s guide, a work that he and others have compiled from
years of systematic evaluation from a weekly team meeting of professionals who take
their role of science and mathematics educators and preparers of secondary teachers
very seriously.
There are researchers who recognize the application of Young‘s modulus
(IUPAC, 2006) to the snapping of a carrot in half, and encouraging a shy undergraduate
physics major to investigate such connections, snapping more than five pounds of
carrots under very careful and precise criteria, to get the data she needed for her
8

analysis is standard fare for the course. When asked a semester later, ―Hey, have you
snapped any carrots lately, for fun?

She smiled broadly and said, ―I will never

underestimate a simple event again!‖

Ask someone who has completed research

methods and you may see first a smile, then a hesitation usually with a deep and
prolonged sigh, but always a clear memory of meeting problematic challenges, created
by students‘ own design, to complete their required four inquiries in the semester (B.
Hood, former research methods student, personal communication, April 6, 2011).
To be fair, there are others who are uncomfortable with this form of
instruction, the direct and focused attention from a practicing physicist seated inches
away with a direct gaze of expectation, having to defend choices about how something
was measured, what tools were used, the efforts made to reduce both random and
systematic error, and the meaning of the analysis of the data that may elude the student
in this moment of intense scrutiny. This type of limelight with a research professor
audience, the established and recognized holders of important knowledge, seated right
beside you waiting for the ―right‖ answer may be quite unsettling for anyone learning
something new.
The afternoon class is led by a different research professor. His research area
includes the death of stars, and he makes it a point to let everyone know just how
important an event this is for each student present.

―You are created out of stardust

collected from the explosion of stars‖… he tells students.

―Without this, elements

heavier than hydrogen and helium wouldn‘t exist so you, being made of many, many,
many, carbon atoms, are, essentially cooked in the heart of a star‖. Maybe that explains
why he often takes seventeen flights of stairs on foot to his ―ivory towered office‖ in
9

the physics building which overlooks this southwestern public school campus. Perhaps
all Astrophysicists like being a little closer to the sky. Perhaps not all Astrophysicists
know how to make the sky more relevant to unsuspecting students.
On the first lecture day he tells people that they can determine the mass of the
earth with this and smiling, he pulls a marble out of his pocket. It may take two class
periods of collected data from balls rolling down ramps and socially constructed
formulas and relationships but students usually arrive within an order of magnitude to
the published answer. Having taken courses with giants such as Richard Feynman, his
uniquely challenging instructional designs look for depth in understanding. Under
certain circumstances, a pendulum with a spring will oscillate up and down for a while
then back and forth, then up and down, then back and forth.

Is this seemingly

discrepant event magic? No, simply another example of physics to be modeled.
His interesting questions in instructor team meetings such as, ―Do we have a
magnet strong enough to influence crystal growth?‖ This brings out the interest of the
other physics professor in the team in a quick exchange of units and relations
describing magnetic strength and dipole moments that leave the biologist and chemist
reeling.

No, it would take a magnet much stronger than what we have is their

conclusion. He sighs. ―What a pity – now that would be an interesting inquiry!‖ His
interest in classroom instruction is matched by the conversation in weekly team
meetings that support this team effort to provide this type of instruction. As a member
of the instructional team, watching him teach research methods is fascinating because
of the connections he makes between simple objects and complex ideas.
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The afternoon professor prefers to be called by his first name, even by
students. He orders pizza for study sessions after hours with students struggling to
learn, and for fun he claims to offer extra points if you can out- figure skate him. With
every lesson he brings focus to scale. ―Well, really‖ as he blinks and I am thinking that
he is accessing the deepest recesses of his mind, ―…that is a very small thing compared
to a galaxy.‖ He is master of the pause and uses it frequently. He tells students on
calibration day in lab, the tools he uses most often are chalk and pencils. He borrows
the paper because he is after all, a humble and poor professor. His conservative dress
and manner would indicate the same, except students have by now have figured out the
intensity in his determination to make research methods accessible to everyone.
Everything is relative and he often describes huge things as small, and small
things as huge in a witty thought- provoking way. He once laughed about the
disappearance of students during a safety discussion and is half- responsible for the
electrical arc that left a mark on one of the lab tables while investigating an interesting
discrepancy with electrical circuits. Hardly noticing, since he investigates gamma ray
bursts, an electrical arc seems miniscule, the researcher supposes.
He does not like to distance himself as the ―all knowing professor‖ although
he is brilliant. He tells students he obtained his Ph.D. from a small school, Caltech. He
has studied and taught in a variety of prestigious places.

He has held scientific

positions at the High Altitude Observatory in Boulder, Colorado as well as Cambridge,
Princeton, and Harvard, before bringing his expertise to serve for the last 9 years at this
public institution. As he introduces the task for inquiry III, which is a survey students
conduct, he encourages divergent thinking. ―Well, you know, it has been said that the
11

sky is the limit. Truthfully, the universe is much, much larger than that… so…. so be
creative in your designs!‖
When introducing the margin of error, a concept some students find difficult,
he offered the question, how many people would you need to survey to predict the
outcome of an election in the US? He said, ―You know, pollsters do this all the time.
If the population of the US is 300 million, and pollsters survey 1000 people to get a 3%
margin of error, how many people are needed to determine this in the largest
democracy in the world, India?‖ He writes down the population of 1200 million.
Students discuss for a while and he samples the room find that some think 4000 and
some think 1000. Before confirming anything, he asks, ―How about the smallest
democracy, San Marino whose population is 31, 342?‖ Students who thought it was
proportional arrive at the answer one. He asks, ―Only one? You can determine the
election by surveying only one?‖ The class concludes that the formula is not
determined by the population, but rather by the statistical method which depends on the
limited number of choices in a survey. He smiles, knowing this newly constructed
knowledge will be useful for the next task at hand. He and the team have structured the
course in a purposefully sequenced way to support a very complex set of scientific
skills as the learning goal.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine recorded dialogue between members of
a team of course instructors for evidence of professional growth opportunities, and to
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discover what group interactions in the case may facilitate the development of teaching
expertise in science.
Currently, no record exists in the body of literature for a study of this type, so it
introduces new territory to explore. By using a qualitative case study methodology, the
researcher recognizes the value of the study as a stimulus for future and ongoing
conversations (Kline, 2008).

With no evidence for what constitutes professional

development for science researchers who teach, studying a team which seems to be
effectively modeling researched- based teaching practices, recognized by the funding
for twenty one replication sites, is a logical place to start.
Research Questions
Do measurable professional development opportunities exist for university
research scientists, instructors, and or graduate student teaching assistants charged with
team teaching an upper- division undergraduate science course in a STEM teacher
preparation program?
Are there identifiable group interactions and/ or strategies that lead to
productive reflection and professional growth in teaching skill and practice? If so, how
are these interactions connected to students?
Methodology
―A case study design is employed to gain an in-depth understanding of the
situation and meaning for those involved. The interest is in the process rather than the
outcomes, in context rather than a specific variable, in discovery rather than
confirmation‖ (Merriam, 1998).

The researcher‘s goal is to use a constant and

comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to understand how dialogue between
13

instructors may facilitate the professional growth of the individuals who participate in a
teaching team.

Glaser later (1998) articulated that taping, pre research literature

reviews, and talking about the research before writing it up interferes with theory
emergence. This study however follows Strauss (& Corbin, 1998) who were later
convinced that looking systematically at transcripts provides a credible record to
objectively find theory grounded within. Charmaz (2006) also insists that the theory is
grounded in the data and that systematic organizing of data enables the researcher to
simply lift the theory directly from the data.

According to Preparing Teachers:

Building Evidence for Sound Policy,

―There are no well-formed theories that link teacher preparation to student outcomes‖
(CFE, 2010, p.22). In order to identify potential insights into mechanisms leading to
student success through professional development, this qualitative case study used
grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: Martin et al, 1986) in following three
tenured science professors, one science lecturer, one master teacher and two graduate
student teaching assistants for two semesters who team taught an upper division
inquiry-based research methods course in a pre-service STEM teacher education
program in the College of Natural Sciences within a large public RU/VH research
university. This classification was formerly R-1 classification by Carnegie – indicated
by the highest level of research as measured by research expenditures, number of
research doctorates awarded, number of research-focused faculty, and other factors
(Carnegie, 2010).
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The team taught multiple sections, twice a week for two hours and conducted
regularly scheduled instructional team meetings each week to discuss issues related to
the success of students in the course that semester. Students who take the course may
choose to take it for Biology, Chemistry or Physics credit and conduct four inquiries of
their own design during the semester, writing papers and presenting their work for the
majority of their evaluation. This study examined materials collected from the fall 2009
and spring 2010 semesters to probe for answers to study questions.
David Berliner, a Regents‘ Professor of Education at Arizona State University
who has conducted extensive research in education for over 30 years, believes based on
his experience in the field that our science of teacher education ―forces us to deal with
particular problems, where local knowledge is needed.

Therefore, ethnographic

research is crucial, as are case studies…‖ He identifies the power of contexts and the
ubiquity of interactions as necessitating research that is richer than a controlled
statistical randomized study to really understand the dynamics of the ―10th or 15th order
interactions‖ in this complex environment (2002).

Case study methodology (Stake,

1995; Merriam, 1998; and Yin, 2003) is prescribed for questions where unique
characteristics require depth of analysis, which may be accessible because the
researcher has a background conducive to interpreting the uniqueness of the context.
This researcher‘s 20 years of experience with traditional professional development as a
high school science teacher in public school settings stood in stark contrast to the
experience obtained as a member of this unique team at a research university. The
powerful contrast between these two motivated this researcher to carry out the study in
this setting in a more controlled and objective way in order to illuminate its unique
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features and strong potential for professional growth and development of faculty,
teaching assistants and instructors in a higher education environment.
A pilot study took a cursory examination of the first semester data set to
determine its feasibility, required timeline for development, the potential for a creative
contribution to the field, and limitations for analysis. The pilot led the researcher to
refine both the direction and depth of this study.
Formal research has been shown to be effective in guiding physics curriculum
development as an iterative process (McDermott & Shaffer, 1992). Similarly, although
no formal research has been published on it, the nature of the research methods course
with its regular weekly meetings leading to subsequent changes in the curriculum,
documented in an updated instructors manual and student course notes each semester
served as a framework and a source of evidence for triangulation of the professional
development opportunities that evolved.

In addition, linking the measurable

professional development opportunities directly to the influence from and or outcomes
of the students in the course is a novel addition to the literature base in science
education.
Definition of Key Terms
Merriam Webster online (2011) defines the following terms as follows:
profession - a calling requiring specialized knowledge and often long and intensive
academic preparation
professor - member of the highest academic rank at an institution of higher education
teacher – one whose occupation is to instruct
educator – one skilled in teaching: teacher
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instructor – one who instructs; teacher; a college teacher below professorial rank
development - the act or process of growing or causing something to grow or become
larger or more advanced: the act or process of creating something over a period
of time
inter – located, carried on, occurring between, shared by, involving, or derived from
two or more
dependent: determined or conditioned by another; relying on another for support;
subject to another‘s jurisdiction
disquisition - a formal inquiry into or discussion of a subject: discourse; from Latin
meaning to investigate or to seek

A more expanded and useful definition set related to the subject of this
dissertation which builds from the above definitions begins with what it means to be a
professional. According to Preparing Teachers for a Changing World, (Hammond &
Bransford, 2005) the ―…central part of being a professional teacher is a commitment to
help all students succeed‖ (p 6). If the purpose of soliciting and including research
scientists as professors in a pre-service teacher preparation program is to produce
STEM graduates who are fluent in research methods, and then they too, are
professional teachers, and as professional teachers, are expected to share the 6
commonplaces defined by Shulman (1998 in Hammond & Bransford, 2005). These
commonplaces are described in a study which looked at professionals in law,
engineering, teaching, and the clergy for commonalities. These commonplaces include
service to society, a body of scholarly knowledge, engagement in practice, and comfort
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with uncertainty due to the needs of individuals, the importance of experience including
reflection on practice and its outcomes, and development of a community that
aggregates and shares knowledge and develops professional standards. In fact, courts
have ruled on the legal obligations for practicing this professional state- of- the- art
knowledge for important matters (p 16).
A scientific researcher, that is both a professor and professional science
teacher, has a long list of responsibilities defined by the university. At this university,
these include graduate student supervision, dissertation committee work, organizing
conference courses, curriculum or program revisions, undergraduate research, advising
activities, committee and administrative assignments, national committee assignments,
serving as editor for international journals, maintaining active scholarly and research
programs, publications and presentations, soliciting and managing

grants to fund

programs and research initiatives, and possibly acquiring patents or software
copyrights. In addition, an expectation for timely correspondence which often can be
2-4 hours daily, on top of class time, preparation for teaching, and grading student
work. Efficiency, flexibility and creativity are absolute prerequisites for success under
this load of responsibilities.
While professional development for a university professor could include any or
all of the above mentioned activities, for the purpose of this dissertation, it refers to the
acquisition of new knowledge and skills related to teaching science. The professional
development method explored in this dissertation is by interdependent disquisition.
This means engaging in dialogue with other team members who were responsible for
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teaching research methods for a semester, at regularly scheduled weekly meetings, with
a formal inquiry discourse on best practices for successful student outcomes.
Research Methods: The Course
The goal for the course is to have future secondary math and science teachers
experience science the way research scientists do or as the National Science Education
Standards describes science as inquiry: understanding scientific concepts, how we
know what we know in science, understanding the nature of science, and what are the
skills necessary to become independent inquirers (NSES, 1996). Students complete
four open inquiries of their own design on topics of interest to them. This includes
designing, implementing, collecting data, analysis, and communicating their results to
their peers. A round of peer review is used for inquiries II and IV in the process of
development, similar to manuscript submission for publication in journals. They are
assisted by a team of instructors which usually includes two research scientists, a
master teacher or instructor, and two graduate student TA‘s. Usually within the mix,
physics, chemistry and biology are subject areas that are well represented in the
background of individuals in the team, but sometimes if a student proposes a topic
where a non-team faculty has expertise, the team can link the student with additional
resources within the College of Natural Sciences.

In addition, the undergraduate

writing center can be used as a resource for students, and frequently is involved in one
or more of the developed inquiries, especially if students are recommended to the
center based on assessment early in the course. This provides weaker writers, such as
those where English is a second language, with support for learning how to
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communicate effectively, a skill that is also essential to success in teaching math or
science in secondary schools.
The instructor‘s manual outlines in detail all the lesson plans for the course
with alternative options for instructions, in a two column format: one thinking about the
lesson from an instructor‘s point of view and the other from the student‘s point of view.
It essentially is a ten- year compilation of the best developed ideas from the team,
written by the leader of the team, PROFESSOR PHYSICS. It includes commonly
voiced student questions and or comments.
Included in the manual are records of inquiry activities and tasks employed in
various segments of the course along with notes on attempts to improve structures
whose outcomes were less than satisfactory. One formal measure of the effectiveness
of the instruction in research methods for the statistics segment was conducted by a
former teaching assistant, whose analysis showed that there was a significant increase
in all identified categories of understanding between pre and post- tests. A surprising
and interesting result of these analyses was that no correlation was found between
students‘ previous experience with statistics and their performance on the statistics
concepts pre or post- tests. The co-director, PROFESSOR PHYSICS, comments were
― …it‘s not very demanding of a curriculum to test students on it before teaching the
material, test them on it afterwards and show a gain. Our goal in the unit is to provide
students with enough support in statistics so that when they carry out inquiries, they
analyze their own data correctly and sensibly. The inquiry reports themselves should
be the assessment of the effectiveness of our instruction.‖

So, within the instructor‘s

manual there are specific examples of things that didn‘t work well, things that seemed
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to work well and unanswered questions for any instructor to consider how to address in
the future when teaching the course. Considering the twenty- one replication sites, the
potential for other college instructors to use this manual seems highly likely. As a
veteran teacher, the researcher believes this to be a very friendly format for teaching the
course for the first time, and subsequently implementing additions and changes based
experiences and faculty expertise unique to other university settings.
Research Methods: Developing Student Open Inquiries
A typical interaction with a student in the lab begins with a form of knowledge
integration instruction after carefully scaffolded instruction from the lecture earlier in
the week. Knowledge integration is a process where people synthesize an
understanding from bits and pieces over time from a wide variety of sources, many of
which could be questionable in their reliability and/or validity. This instructional idea
emphasizes eliciting students‘ repertoire of ideas about a scientific phenomenon that the
student may be interested in, or have questions about, or want to test. Often, students
suggest something that they may have seen on a popular television show such as ―Myth
Busters‖ or something that someone else told them that seems plausible but
questionable. Linn and Hsi (2000) described that students develop a repertoire of ideas
about scientific phenomena based on their interactions with the world around them. In
research methods, the first step in developing a student inquiry is to have students
verbalize what they know (or think they know) about a scientific phenomenon. Clark &
Linn, (2003) and diSessa & Sherin, (1998) have shown that students can even hold
conflicting views about a single scientific phenomenon at the same time. These
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individual interviews with students during initial lab sessions often uncover conflicting
and or incomplete understanding which is a great place to begin an inquiry.
Open inquiry in university settings has been shown to increase student
performance in procedural understanding (Sadeh & Zion, 2009) and independent focus
while engaged in higher order thinking and development of process skills (Krystyniak
& Heikkinen, 2007). Developing an open inquiry is often messy, nonlinear, and riddled
with challenges for the students and instructors. Success in research methods requires
four open inquires during the course to engage future STEM teachers directly in science
as a way of knowing.

Science inquiry types may include testing a hypothesis,

measuring a value, measuring a function or relationship, constructing a model,
conducting observational and exploratory research such as designing an instrument or
method for making observations that is new, and or improving a product or process.
These inquiries all use the assistance of peer-reviewed literature research, mathematic
models and applications, and computers as tools for exploration and analysis. Most
students find the course one of high investment in time and thought, and often
frustrating at points. Tears are not uncommon in the research methods lab. Quoting
MASTER TEACHER from the second meeting in the second semester, ―We are really
shooting for a mastery and an understanding and an appreciation for… and even a love
for… the process for doing science…[and] for being curious.‖
According to Gerard, et al (2010) effective professional development can
prepare teachers to recognize ideas in students‘ repertoire and identify ways to build on
these ideas for more effective inquiry science instruction. Gerard‘s study followed
three teachers who examined student work to revise their inquiry science curricula and
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teaching strategies resulting in improved student performance.

The following

descriptions of the team members are introduced in the context of this study to provide
the reader with a frame of individual experience and personality. The teaching vignette
earlier in the document is representative of the kinds of tasks and activities central to
the research methods curriculum and pedagogical strategies used by research methods
instructors, with careful attention to individual idiosyncrasies. These will provide a
context for evaluating the data in chapter 4.
Participants
Each of the following team members has been given a pseudonym to protect
their anonymity.

The significance for each person is described as follows to

characterize their investment, place, personality or challenges, perceived by the
researcher.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS may have taken some professional risk in the
scientific research community for the investment in education. As the co-director in the
STEM teacher preparation program, and associate Dean for Science and Mathematics
education, he divides his time between his active research program in the physics
department which has included authoring graduate textbooks in condensed matter
physics and supervision of graduate students, and travel to Washington D.C among
other things to gather funding support for the program and national program replication.
He believes he can change the system and make a difference. He has received the
Massey Award for Excellence in Teacher Preparation, Friends of Alec Teaching Award
from the College of Engineering, and research awards from NSF and the American
Physical Society as well as being a former Sloan Fellow. His personal experiences
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include a variety of cultures and he speaks more than one language.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY.

His background includes a

number of prestigious awards for his age and experience which supports the confidence
with which he makes suggestions for changes in the program. With recently acquired
tenure and a major grant as early career scientist from HHMI, his success as a research
scientist in his field is recognized as well as his teaching excellence, also award
winning. His gentle nature and thoughtful demeanor are never pushy, and his sense of
humor refreshing. His experience includes teaching in Tanzania, Africa as well as in
North American. His content knowledge in evolutionary ecology which requires a
fluency in statistics is impressive.
LECTURER BIOLOGY was the newest member of the team. This semester
was her first to teach the course. She was concurrently taking coursework toward her
teaching certification.

Her characteristic high energy was essential for meeting the

demands of her duties besides research methods, which include also lecturing for the
Biology department with a large student class load that same semester. Her Ph.D. work
was in botany.
TA COSMOLOGY whose interest as a graduate student in physics is in an
orderly harmonious systematic universe. He habitually displays upbeat and playful
comments. As the youngest member of the team, he doesn‘t get too tangled up in
emotions or procedures but demonstrates flexibility while carrying around the deepest
theoretical and highly mathematical cosmology papers for his own light reading. He is
masterful at model building and given any description of a physical system, usually
replies, ―Oh, yea, we can model that!‖ with a related questions such as ―Have you ever
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stretched a rubber band that far?‖ or something similar. He also is a world traveler, and
has been detained and questioned at dangerous intersections between countries; the
researcher guesses because he is young, male, many stamps on his passport and
sometimes has crazily tousled hair. He speaks French and Japanese in addition to
English. He has had five years of teaching experience in physics with two years of
experience in this course as a TA.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS‘s lessons usually extend beyond the usual or
ordinary especially in size or scope.

His peaceful and patient nature demonstrates a

measure of personal control that is admirable. His expertise in teaching includes
radiative process and transfer. As a graduate student, he received a teaching award
from MIT and continues to be respected for his interests and talents in teaching. He is a
Sloan Fellow and NSF research award winner.

In addition, his experience includes

worldwide travels and a wide range of knowledge about cultures and events. He speaks
at least two languages fluently, enjoys piloting small planes, and figure skating.
MASTER TEACHER.

One of the critically- acclaimed award winning

clinical faculty whose experience in teaching science in the public schools in the deep
south keeps a firm footing on reality. Her role in research methods is one of many in
the program and has had experience as instructor for all but one of the core courses.
Her pedagogical knowledge is obvious with every suggestion, and her academic
background includes access to educational literature, research experience in
biochemistry, as well as first- hand experience teaching 150 secondary students a day in
the New Orleans. She is an essential critical voice in the entire program for her
working knowledge in the field. She is also often the last to leave at the end of the day
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and frequently comes to work on Saturday.
The researcher for this study, TA –RESEARCHER is a teaching assistant in
the research methods course, She concurrently teaches outside the university at an
independent nonprofit school for asynchronous students, and has been a practicing
secondary science teacher in biology and chemistry for twenty seven years.
Organization of Dissertation
The organization of this dissertation is as follows: Chapter 2 sets out the
theoretical framework for learning, teaching, and professional development reviews of
the relevant literature for this study following historic pathways and current theories for
the growth and development of effective science teaching and teachers of science.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology, specifically the use of grounded theory for data
collection and analysis. Chapter 4, results, presents the data organized according to the
grounded theory categories identified using constant and comparative method. This
chapter also highlights the results of the pilot study that informed the final design of
this study and a discussion of the findings from the analysis. It is in this section that
research questions will be addressed. Chapter 5, discussions and implications, is the
last chapter, which also provides recommendations for the use of interdependent
disquisition as a tool for professional development of university instructors as science
teachers as well as discusses its limitations. Finally, this chapter makes suggestions for
future research.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework
Chapter Introduction
This chapter documents supporting research for how people learn, what
practices are most successful for teaching science, and an outline of professional
development with both its merits and challenges for demonstrating effectiveness for
improving science instruction and student outcomes.
Learning
Learning begins with noticing something. Sometimes we notice because we
are directed to notice in a formally structured setting (Rathjen, 2002) and sometimes
that noticing takes place spontaneously in informal environments (Krafel, 1999). This
system of attention has been called ―the gatekeeper of knowledge acquisition‖ by
researchers in the field of cognitive development (Gauvain, 2001, p70). Gibson (1986)
discusses that this attention is given to things that afford us some advantage in our
environment. A mailbox is only inviting if we want to mail a letter. An affordance can
be described as the easy discoverability of possible actions that may result in using
something to our own advantage. Since mailing a letter may not be a daily event, the
rest of the time the mailbox may go unnoticed so affordances can be transient
depending on the changing needs of the individual. ―The richest and most elaborate
affordances of the environment are provided by others. Sexual behavior, nurturing
behavior, fighting behavior, cooperative behavior, economic behavior, political
behavior – all depend on the perceiving of what another person or others persons
afford, or sometimes on the misperceiving of it. What other persons afford comprises
the whole realm of social significance. We pay closest attention to the optical, [and]
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acoustical information that specifies what the other person is, invites, threatens, and
does.‖ (p128).
This is why community has such a powerful effect on learning. Something as
small as the freedom to make mistakes (Brown & Campione, 1994; Cobb et al, 1992) or
not make mistakes (Holt, 1964) while attempting to learn, motivates or disengages
learners based on the individual‘s perceptions of what that interaction affords. In
Engaging Schools (2004), an enormous body of relevant research validates the role of
social support that shapes the optimal learning environment for students, and provides
ample evidence that many high schools are not fostering healthy psychosocial
development nor providing settings conducive to learning. A two year study conducted
by the Committee on Developments in the Science of Learning published by the
National Academies, the research arm of the federal government responsible for
compiling relevant research for policy makers, optimal learning environment designs
are discussed in How People Learn (2000) which imbed the three central components;
learners, knowledge, and assessment all within the community setting. The purpose of
the publication was to address the critical issue of how to link the research findings
with actual classroom practices. According to their findings, the context of social
interactions permeates all aspects of learning.
Learning to be a better instructor at the university offers affordances such as
higher engagement of students, greater effectiveness at producing positive student
outcomes, and the long term pay -out of producing higher quality mathematics and
science professionals in secondary schools. Learning to do this as a member of a
collaborative instructional team with purposeful weekly dialogue focused on course
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improvement may provide the impetus for engaging in this form of professional
development.
Learning begins with noticing, and it is facilitated with the way we assign
meaning. We might notice something, but if we don‘t find it meaningful, we disregard
its value.

In Acts of Meaning (1990), Jerome Bruner describes the influence of

sequence on the assignment of meaning. The interaction of the internal environment of
the person with the external environment, and whether an event is novel, or normal,
within that context at that time all influence the meaning we assign. Often what does
not get structured by our own assignment of meaning is lost in memory as insignificant
to us. We do this automatically as learners, as teachers, as scientists and as researchers.
What may be missed as meaningful by our own assignment, can be pointed out by team
members as having value. Likewise, what we may think is meaningful, may not be
shared by others. Having a team with similar experiences as well as alternate points of
view can help to sort out, what in fact, may be important a learning sequence.
Successful scientists should, by the nature of their passion and by their training, be
successful ―noticers‖ and therefore be keenly sensitive to making frequent and detailed
observations.

Seasoned scientists should also be able to communicate their

observations and interpretations while effectively balancing their own perspectives with
others.
Noticing and assigning meaning are integral to experience, but not without the
challenge of subjective influence.

Researchers have the toughest task of creating new

objective knowledge based on what they notice, assign meaning, and submit as
evidence for peer review to convince others of something they have not previously
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noticed or perhaps previously not assigned significant meaning. In The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn (1962) explains that ―novelty emerges only with difficulty,
manifested by resistance, against a background provided by expectation‖ (p 64). For
example, experiments in perception conducted by Bruner (1949) showed subjects didn‘t
identify anomalous playing cards even after 40 times the exposure required to
recognize normal cards. According to Kuhn, researchers doing normal science often
dismiss events that don‘t fit into the expected paradigm.
Early researchers in the science of learning included Watson and Thorndike
(1913) who carried out studies on animals‘ behavioral responses to physical stimuli.
These behaviorists and others to follow (Skinner, 1950) assumed that learning was
measured by a change in behavior, and motivation came from basic drives such as
hunger, or reward and punishment.

In research that has been conducted since

(Bransford et al, 2000), this theory has shown to be limited as much goes on internally
that is not easily measured. For example, someone might learn that smoking is bad for
their health, believe that it is bad for their health, but choose to smoke anyway, even
when it costs more (punishment) and when it is known that quitting could potentially
increase their lifespan (reward). Behavior is not always simply reflective of knowledge
and changes in behavior are not always reflective of learning.

Today cognitive

scientists have concluded that learning is much more complex (Bransford et al, 2000).
One of the early psychologists, William James (1904), admits that ―we are all
biased by our personal feelings…and at 41, got to the point where I can hardly see
things in any other pattern…my experiences and yours float and dangle, terminating, it
is true in a nucleus of common perception, but for the most part out of sight and
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irrelevant and unimaginable to one another.‖ John Dewey (1938) included interaction
with the external environment as a critical component to assignment of meaning to
experience when he stated.

―Experience does not go on simply inside a person.

…Interaction is going on between an individual and objects and other persons. …An
experience is always what it is because of the transaction taking place‖ (p 39).
Today, science educators have developed a body of evidence to support the
idea that fertile experiences coupled with meaningful transactions can be designed for a
given learning community and will develop student understanding that is actively
constructed through both individual and social processes (NSES, 1999). The same is
true for teachers‘ learning. For example, by discussing differences in perception and
inference for similar classroom events, teachers can become more attuned to looking
for true landmarks in learning sequences of students, and less attuned to events which
have little or no effect on student outcomes. Many times, the evidence for these
landmarks

are

not

apparent

to

an

individual

without

the

community

interaction(Bransford et al, 2000, p190). Successful scientists should also be able to
identify functional relationships between observations and interpretations in the
classroom by virtue of the unique sets of skills acquired during their content
development. And, given the opportunity to discuss these observations and inferences
should result in professional development that is a natural extension of their passion
and training.
Experience is paramount to learning. Dewey (1961) said ―mere activity does
not constitute experience.‖ When a ―change made by action is reflected back into a
change made in us, the mere flux is loaded with significance. We learn something‖ (p
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495).

Kolb (1984) defines learning as ―the process whereby knowledge is created

through the transformation of experience‖ (p 38).

It seems logical that creating or

constructing knowledge through experience should have measurable advantages. As
detailed below, several research studies show that it does.
Simply gesturing while counting increases accuracy (Alibali, 1999). African
American high school basketball players have a better understanding of percent and
average than non- basketball players due to their interest and experience with basketball
statistics (Nasir, 2000). The opportunity to physically modify an environment permits
the development of new interpretations that can advance learning in fraction concepts
(Martin, 2005). Modern day work in Japan with the abacus supports students like
Uchida who can… ―race through a written worksheet of arithmetic problems…his
fingers dancing across the page…as…he mimics the motions of calculation as he
imagines the beads moving in his head‖ (NPR, 2011).
Piaget‘s first collaborative work was with Alfred Binet who developed a series
of tests to assess intelligence in children (Smith, 1994). Piaget noticed and assigned
meaning to the way that his children thought about different tasks at different ages and
essentially described how intelligence is shaped by experience (Kolb, 1984). ―How is
knowledge acquired, how does it increase, and how does it become organized or
reorganized?

…Either knowledge comes exclusively from the object, or it is

constructed by the subject alone, or it results from multiple interactions between the
subject and the object‖ (Piaget, 1978, p 651). Piaget‘s work suggests the value of
sequence in experience and the assignment of meaning. Dewey recognized the value of
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sequence as well, and emphasizes the continuous and iterative nature of the enterprise
of learning.
―As an individual passes from one situation to another, his world, his
environment, expands or contracts. He does not find himself living in another world
but in a different part or aspect of the same world. What he has learned in the way of
knowledge and skill in one situation becomes an instrument of understanding and
dealing effectively with the situations which follow. The process goes on as long as
life and learning continue‖ (Dewey, 1938, p. 44).

Sequences of experiences are

important for teachers‘ skill development which may be within one class period,
subsequent lessons, or even iterative semesters. Reflecting and growing is facilitated
by the confrontation of ideas and continued clear communication within a community
of learners interested in improving their teaching skill set. This ―zone of reflective
capacity‖ has been demonstrated to grow with time and engagement (Tinsley & Lebak,
2009).
Teaching
Teaching requires knowledge. ―Experts, regardless of the field, always draw
on a richly structured information base; they are not just ―good thinkers‖ or ―smart
people.‖ The ability to plan a task, to notice patterns, to generate reasonable arguments
and explanations, and to draw analogies to other problems are all more closely
intertwined with factual knowledge than was once believed‖ (Bransford, 2000, p 16.)
Scientific researchers rely on this expertise to develop successful research programs
and are particularly well suited to have strength in knowledge for teaching simply by
virtue of their research position.
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Teaching requires knowledge and skills. When comparing effective teachers to
novice teachers, Leinhardt and Greeno (1986) characterized teaching as a set of
complex cognitive skills that require making plans and rapid real time decisions in an
ill- structured dynamic environment. Knowledge for skilled teaching included lesson
structure and subject matter. Presentations by expert teachers were short, implicit goals
were clear, and they had developed a large repertoire of efficient routines that were
interchangeable, meeting the demands of the task at hand.
Aside from subject matter or content knowledge, effective teachers need
pedagogical content knowledge, or PCK. Shulman (1986) clearly describes this as the
―most useful forms of representation… the most powerful analogies, illustrations,
examples, explanations, and demonstrations… which make it comprehensible to
others…. a veritable armamentarium of alternative forms of representation some of
which derive from research and some from wisdom of practice.‖ Also included are
what makes the learning of specific topics easy or difficult and the misconceptions that
are common in that area and the instructional conditions necessary to overcome and
transform those initial preconceptions or misconceptions in students. Ball and Forzani
(2011) describe ―high leverage practices‖ or those that are most likely to affect student
learning.
Teaching requires mental flexibility. A career teacher will see four decades of
change. Berliner (2002) describes ―decades by findings interactions‖ as one challenge
in educational settings (p 19).

Research in the sixties that explored achievement

motivation in men and women, was made irrelevant by the feminist movement in the
seventies.

Behaviorist research in education was replaced with a constructivist
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paradigm. Genetics research in science has turned race into a social construct, not a
matter of heredity (Hirschman, 2004). These few examples demonstrate that as research
advances, paradigms shift.

Changes in understanding create major shifts in

environmental and cultural settings for learning and teachers need to have the flexibility
to maximize learning in new contexts. Good teachers are really never ―finished‖
learning, and bridging from one‘s own cultural experience to others requires continued
attention and acceptance for new ideas.
The population in the United States is rapidly changing and becoming
increasingly diverse. According to statistics reported by the Census Bureau in its 2005
American Community Survey, the number of foreign-born people constitute 12 percent
of the population (Lye, 2007). The most rapidly growing segment is Latino (currently 1
in 8 residents) and projections estimate that by the year 2100 more than a third of the
overall U.S. population will be Latino (Saenz, 2005).

―The nation will increasingly

have to rely on Latinos to provide the resources necessary to sustain an aging
population‖ (Saenz, 2005, p377). Investing now in ensuring the delivery of an equitable
education for this segment is critical for everyone‘s future in this country. Texas is one
of 4 states currently where the Hispanics, the former ―minority population‖, is now
larger than the white population. In Texas, according to the Migration Policy Institute,
―there are 622,000 lawful residents and 731,000 illegal immigrants who have yet to
achieve a level of English proficiency necessary for integration into American society‖
(Lye, 2007).

Yet the majority of university professors are not Hispanic.

Understanding and accepting alternative cultural influences encompassing class,
sexuality, ethnicity, gender and race requires an adaptive expertise or mental flexibility.
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Adaptive expertise in science teaching described by Crawford et.al (2005)
begins with the acknowledgement that ―teaching is a multifaceted and cognitively
complex practice‖. They describe the flexibility and support that is required to enable
teachers to improve their efficiency in diagnosing student understandings and, in the
process, increase their own understanding of divergent ideas.

Adaptive expertise is

only one of the skills required in our rapidly changing environment.
Much scholarship has been devoted to understanding the disproportionate lack
of representation of minorities with educational success. Clearly it is not due to genetic
endowment (Jenson, 1969) or socialization (Ramey and Suarez, 1985) but perhaps
more correlated with socioeconomic status (Bond, 1981), although some scholars have
suggested language differences (Phillips, 1976). For 250 years in our history, it was
illegal to educate people of African ancestry (Johnston-Baily, 2006).

Today,

discrimination is outlawed yet studies confirm how ―whiteness‖ continues to be reified
in education (Hytten & Warren, 2003). Forms of racial and gender discrimination have
been documented in studies of Latina graduate students addressing issues of self- doubt,
survivor guilt, impostor syndrome and invisibility (Solorzano & Yosso, 2001) and
others with problematic constructs of Hispanic identity in education (Urrieta, 2003).
Some long-term studies have identified cultural perceptions of trust, family values,
interpretations of social barriers and/ or opportunities with a limited mobility frame of
reference, a perception of lack of reward for hard work, and adopting standard practices
as being disloyal to their own group or ―acting white‖ (Ogbu, 1990). This isolation
from similar peers forms what has been termed an ―affective dissonance‖ (DeVos, 1984
in Ogbu, 1990) with education. Still more recent discussion illustrates other narratives
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that more fully characterize the struggles of minorities (Foster, 2005a) where ―many
black college students continue to feel alienated and mistreated because of their race‖
(Foster, 2005b). Acculturative stress that students of color may face at predominantly
white college settings can have profound effects on student outcomes (Massey &
Walfish, 2001; Vázquez & García-Vázquez, 1995, Orozco, 2007). These collective
narratives have to be acknowledged and embraced by instructors for all students to
succeed in university settings. To dismiss this understanding of students or to contend
that science content is all that matters in the learning transaction in a science classroom
in educating students of minorities is naïve, and certainly not a state of the art equitable
practice that is supported by the professional community.
Lynch (2000), in Equity and Science Education Reform, highlights a number of
studies that relate to affective domains of learning such as trust. She describes a
―psychosocial-emotional component to the teaching and learning process too important
to ignore‖.

Ladson-Billings (1995 in Lynch 2000) describes the value of being

culturally sensitive while maintaining high content rigor as part of the rapport and trust
that must be established between teacher and learner. In Colbern‘s study (1997 in
Lynch, 2000) time invested in students is an essential feature of developing these kinds
of relationships that foster success. Meadows (1998 in Lynch, 2000) identifies ―teacher
warmth‖ as a key factor, Luft, da Cuhna, and Allsion (1998 in Lynch, 2000)) identify
―valuing‖ and ―really wanting to help‖, Vasquez (1988 in Lynch, 2000) uses the term
―warm demanders‖, Kahle used ―nurturing relationships‖, and Haberman (1995 in
Lynch, 2000)) ―described a humane, respectful, caring, and nonviolent form of ‗gentle
teaching‘‖(p 198). Van Sickle & Spector (1996 in Lynch, 2000) report ―students are
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more likely to attend their classes, have more positive attitudes toward science, and
show higher achievement‖ with teachers who care deeply.
Listening to student‘s ideas and building on them is essential for creating
opportunities for sharing a rich range of ideas that are culturally diverse within the
discussion that increases learning for both students and teachers (Paley, 1986; Franke,
2007). Embracing the idea that the Asian rice market can influence the outcome of a
problem set in research methods that compares energy derived from rice to energy from
fossil fuels is an important teachable moment.

Perhaps only certain segments of the

class know where to obtain rice at wholesale cost, and the student who identifies his
source this way should expect the acceptance of his ideas as a valid source for problem
solving, which enriches the entire learning community. This is one real example of
how trust and equity can be built in the classroom, and one that the researcher observed
during the course of the study.
Only in the seventies did teaching research begin to examine the teacher as a
variable influencing students‘ achievement while looking for and describing linear
relationships between process measures and product outcomes (Good & Grouws, 1977,
p53) when in fact they are not linear.
Dunkin & Biddle (1974) during the process/product era wanted to identify all
of the variables that are involved in classroom teaching for a model that related preservice variables (formative experiences, training experiences etc.), context variables
(school climate, class size, etc) , process variables (teacher behavior, student behavior)
and product variables (subject matter learning, attitudes etc.). At that time in our
history, the researchers stated ―The ultimate goal of education is not high test scores‖ (p
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47). This is an interesting and striking difference from the philosophy behind legislation
such as No Child Left Behind, or Race to the Top funding initiatives common in federal
education agendas today.
What is really interesting is that these and subsequent studies suggest
something else: teaching and learning function like a complex network. Complex
networks include the World Wide Web, molecular interactions that control metabolism
within cells, academic citation pathways, and ecological food webs are networks.
Properties of a complex network are that they are dynamic, have multiple pathways,
and have the ability to grow and evolve and have relationships between parts that are
not linear (Barabasi, 2003). The complexity of these interactions illustrates the
difficulty for isolating each variable and scientifically determining its effects with any
ecological validity.
Teachers matter. In this and every model, teachers matter. The quality of a
teacher has been shown to be important (Darling- Hammond, 2005). In Kozol‘s book,
Savage Inequalities (1991) despite deplorable conditions, phenomenal teachers inspire
students to learn and succeed. Robert Moses (2001) has shown tremendous success
making algebra meaningful to unsuccessful inner city populations. His programs began
with at-risk black students in one local community and have grown to over 25 cities
serving both urban and rural students. Historical accounts also provide evidence for
inspirational teachers as early as Plutarch who recognized ―The mind is not a vessel to
be filled but a fire to be kindled‖ (Kline, 1973). While many scientists have established
reputations for knowing their own subject well, they may not be able to effectively
make that knowledge accessible to students because, for example, of expert blind spots
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(Nathan & Petrosino, 2003). Nonetheless, some scientists are well known as
exceptional teachers. Richard Feynman was known as the great explainer (Levin,
2009) and won among other awards the Oersted medal for teaching. The research
question asked here is, do strategies or mechanisms exist that can assist in the
development of a great teacher from a scientific researcher? How can graduate school
experiences with teaching assistantships be structured to enhance opportunities to
develop teaching skills? Can regular meetings with educators and scientists provide
opportunities for both to enhance their own teaching skills?
Professional Development
―Teaching (and by extension, teaching people how to teach) is an
extraordinarily difficult form of professional practice that looks easy‖ (Labaree, 2005).
He states that ―although progressive rhetoric is everywhere, progressive practice is
much harder to find.‖
Meyer et al., (1999) followed three elementary science teachers as they
progressed from believing the learners‘ role was simply receptive (pre-service) to
valuing the student‘s view as important in science instruction (after two years of
teaching).

The results of the study included the ―unevenness in the relative

development of their thoughts and actions in teaching science‖ (p136). One important
suggestion from the study is to question whether teaching something really increases
knowledge, or simply confidence in teaching it, as the study identified serious
deficiencies in the content delivery for all three teachers even after two years of
experience. This suggests that a degree in content and on- the- job experience alone
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may not provide teachers with what is needed for effective content delivery. Making
time to meet regularly with others may offer an additional resource.
From the Handbook of Research on Teaching, Clark and Peterson (1986)
summarize studies on teacher‘s thinking in planning, interactive decision making,
theories and beliefs about students and their roles as teachers which may or may not be
aligned with curriculum developers. The conclusion from the chapter is that ―even
within what appear to be relatively homogeneous groups of teachers there is a wide
variation in the content and orientation of teacher‘s implicit theories.‖ Thinking plays
an important part in teaching, and teachers make instructional decisions frequently (one
every two minutes on average). ―The emerging picture (in 1986) of the teacher as a
reflective professional is a developmental one that . . . continues to grow and change
with professional experience.‖

One of these professional experiences may be

discussion with other professionals and reflection about one‘s teaching practices.
Recent estimates of K-12 public school spending on professional development
averages about $4000.00 per teacher per year with a total expenditure in the country
somewhere between $5 billion to $12 billion dollars (Noyce, 2006).

The Noyce

Foundation investigated eight strong professional development programs, nominated
for meeting consensus criteria for quality, with a best case site to investigate, and ―none
of the eight sites, strong as they were, was engaged in the kind of data collection that
would allow a convincing conclusion that professional development had made a broad
educationally significant difference to student learning.‖ The Noyce Foundation report
stated ―nobody knows for certain which teachers are actually taking what they‘ve
learned back to the classroom.‖ The authors further suggest that any research on
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professional development should include careful records of teacher participation,
intervention, linking student records to teachers‘ records, and observation of changed
practice in a subset of classrooms. This dissertation study carefully recorded and
analyzed teacher participation and intervention, recorded and analyzed teacher practice,
and linked those interactions to students for two semesters of data.
The member most responsible for the development of the research methods
course curriculum (i.e. –the co- director/team leader) in the formal documentation may
demonstrate a difference in the frequency of the dialogue from those members who see
their role as simply delivering this curriculum. The frequency of the teaching iteration
may also influence the practices because some members teach the course every
semester, while others only every other semester, and others even less frequently. The
members with least experience may have the most to gain in learning new content and
strategies for this course.

The dynamic of power may also have an influence on the

perceived freedom members feel to engage in dialogue.

But the advantages for

engaging in interdependent disquisition require a minimal investment of time in
participating and no investment for travel, published materials, or outside resources.
This cost effective process may be linked to measures of student success as measured
by meeting the goals of the course. If the context facilitates professional growth which
can be measured in the success of students, the potential exists for replication beyond
this setting. Such processes for creating focused professional development present clear
advantages at a time in our history where the educational budgets are tight.
Michael Fullan (2001, p 132) warned that ―collaboration is powerful -which
means it can be powerfully bad as well as powerfully good.‖
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This statement is

supported by work done by Little (1990) who found groups of teachers who
collectively and collaboratively supported norms that were unfavorable to students.
Consensus must be linked with successful student outcomes for accountability.
Teams of scientists have the ability to tease out the most elusive relationships
and develop predictive models as a matter of their own professional practice. Does
team teaching with research scientists, master teachers, and graduate students in an
inquiry- based research methods science course offer opportunities to refine
understanding of science teaching practices and its relationship to student outcomes?
From the pilot study, much of the team meeting discussion was triggered by student
inquiry and the challenges that the inquiries presented.

Some of the confrontations

resulted in subsequent student interaction that may have led to the students‘ ability to
demonstrate research methods competencies. By comparing the data from the first
semester to the second semester, analysis provided insight into the role and influences
of the students on the instructional team members, and how changes in the instructional
team influenced the dialogue. Finally, the analyses also provided insight that lead to a
deeper understanding of how research scientists and course instructors‘ collaborative
interactions can create significant opportunities to develop into more effective science
teachers.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Chapter Introduction
In the final chapter of How People Learn, a call is made for investigating
successful and creative educational practices. The editors acknowledge that ―there are
well-known cases of exceptional teaching by educators who, often without the help of
educational researchers, have created innovative and successful classrooms, programs,
curricula, and teaching techniques‖ (2000, p 279). The editors also suggest case study
methodology as a way to capture and explore the evidence for this phenomenon.
Because the interest is focused on the developmental opportunities this particular
course and team offer by the nature of the context, this study was an instrumental case
study (Stake, 1995) and used progressive focusing of illumination (Parlett and
Hamilton, 1976). As Stake described in The Art of Case Study Research, ―we try not to
disturb the ordinary activity of the case, not to test, not even to interview if we can get
the information we want by discrete observation or examination of records… For
assertions, we draw from understandings deep within us, understanding whose
derivation may be some hidden mix of personal experience, scholarship, assertions of
other researchers‖ (1995, p 12). This type of naturalistic fieldwork (Lincoln & Guba,
1985) should produce for the reader an ability to experience the phenomena through
thick descriptions with multiple clear examples to make their own interpretation after
examining the evidence. The researcher acknowledges that multiple realities exist and
contradictory views from a wide range of experiential lenses may lead the reader to
different conclusions.
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The study was procedurally (Johnson & Waterfield, 2004; Rolfe, 2006; Tobin
& Begley, 2004; Tuckett, 2005, Lincoln & Guba, 1985), methodologically, (Fossey et
al.2002), and interpretively, (Smith, 1993) rigorous, using a grounded theory approach
(Charmaz, 2006; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Internal validity was enhanced through
triangulation from multiple sources, member checks, long term and repeated
observation (9 semesters), and regular peer and participant examination of findings
(Merriam, 1998, p204.) Reliability is consistent due to the nature of the data collection,
results of the inter-rater agreement measures, and protocol and database construction
(Yin, 2003, p38).
Pilot Study Goals
The purpose of the pilot study was to focus the research questions, identify
practical data sources for analysis, and limit the scope and sequence for what would be
feasible to examine and analyze in the time available. Having been a member of the
team for five semesters prior to choosing the dynamic interaction for study, the
researcher had vague ideas about the professional development potential, but no
concrete evidence or structure surrounding how that potential could be articulated,
analyzed, or evaluated in a clear, objective, or rigorous way. The perception of the
researcher at that point was that the dialogues in team meetings were the heart of the
interaction, and recording and analyzing these dialogues would offer a data set that
could be organized using grounded theory, with themes that would emerge during the
analysis.
After recording team meetings and class teaching sequences for one semester,
collecting student artifacts and notes from informal questions, emails, and interactions,
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the researcher‘s plans were to identify a practical timeline for transcription
development, explore commonly used software packages for qualitative study analysis,
and formulate common areas for investigation based on the repeated emergence of
topics during transcription development.
Pilot Study Findings
The analysis of the first semester team meeting interactions, coupled with
evidence from student artifacts supported the idea that there were rich developmental
opportunities for professional growth for every member of the team regardless of the
experience or level in the beginning of the semester. In addition, evidence of existing
content and pedagogical content knowledge shared among team members demonstrated
that experienced university scientists do have both desire and opportunity to refine
effective teaching strategies and access to peer-reviewed literature that can make a
difference in their teaching of this course. However, as evidenced in their dialogue,
most of the changes made in instructional techniques were based on their own
experiences which included experiences as professional researchers, rather than
existing educational research.
A majority of the discussions at the team meetings were prompted by a
particular student who had developed problems in a proposal for conducting a selfdesigned inquiry – either in setting up the experimental design, collecting the data, or in
the data analysis. Frequently, students propose to inquire about subjects where
individual members of the teaching team may have limited experience. Often, these
proposals and subsequent inquiries prompted discussion in the team for the best way to
proceed, collect and or analyze data, where to point the student for additional
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information, and how to interpret the significance of the findings. In addition, debates
were frequent about the best way to engage the student in a particular task, assist the
student in overcoming difficulties and persisting (because students often want to give
up and start over when the inquiry presents unique challenges), how to introduce more
advanced methods for data analysis in individual cases and in how to evaluate student
work. The differences of opinion that led to intense debates and discussions could be
based on individual team member‘s scientific discipline, or differences in experience
and pedagogical content knowledge or attitudes and beliefs about teaching and
learning. Underlying beliefs that contribute to teaching practices in elementary teachers
have been shown to have significant contributions to the classroom and changes in
those beliefs through examination and reflection of lesson sequences have been
documented over time (Fortney, 2009).
Evident in the data were examples of fertile interactive learning opportunities
for the instructors and included: differing content knowledge about topics such as
measuring energy, the earth‘s mass, DNA, K-12 science and mathematics curriculum,
derivatives, statistical tests, frequency distributions, data analysis, weather forecasts,
and nuclear waste disposal. The recorded dialogue includes instances where how to
address miscommunications in class to ensure quality products from students were
discussed. Examples of dialogue were captured describing specific pedagogical content
knowledge that was needed to effectively teach a particular topic; probing for
misconceptions in content within the teaching team and with students in the course;
restructuring the course materials, fine tuning rubrics and or procedures; updating or
eliminating use of technology for course design and effective lesson flow; sharing
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student inquiries that enlightened the professors‘ understanding of how students were or
were not meeting the course objectives; trying a new teaching task for the first time and
subsequently reflecting and reporting on its effects; and challenging the beliefs of
instructional team members in the group.
Frequently, the meetings were confrontational, but respectfully so. The
dominant culture within this group meant that it was acceptable to be wrong and
everyone was found to be in error sometime in semester. Leadership by example was
evident. The senior member of the team and co-director of the program was often first
to lay out his own perceived deficiencies, and readily admitted multiple times during
the semester what he didn‘t know, what he should have done in retrospect, what
changes should be made, what the course couldn‘t prove yet, what doubts exist in the
university community for the program and the absolute necessity for success no matter
what skills the student had when entering the course. His comments indicated his belief
that the responsibility for success depended on the instructional team, and the urgent
need for teachers in public schools with the skillset expected from graduates of the
program. This was the consistent tone throughout the semester and confrontations led to
measurable increases in understanding content for team members, developing
pedagogical content skills, and challenging and changing attitudes and beliefs about
teaching and learning. More importantly, these issues were first initiated by individual
students‘ needs, and were measurable in successful student outcomes as evidenced by
the completed inquiries and presentations.
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The pilot study was informative because it demonstrated that there were a
number of common practices and characteristics identified for each of the instructors on
the team.
(1)

All team members exhibited self- awareness and reflection. Evidence

within the dialogue supports that each can tell what strategy they planned to use, how
well it went, and what changes should be made for the next time with a similar group.
This form of professional development requires that teachers be able to describe their
own practices, measure success and suggest changes for improvement after reflection.

(2)

All team members recognized influences from technology that affect

the flow of the lessons. Evidence within the dialogue supports knowledge of team
members for recognizing limitations with calculators, laptops, or smartphones when
accessing information and processing data while introducing new concepts. Purposeful
planning to choose the appropriate technology that would support specific learning
goals was evident. Clearly, dialogue supports the idea that black box outputs from a
canned, proprietary program are not sufficient for concept development in the course,
and appropriate choices were made for example, to allow students to explore critical
concepts in order to further understanding of statistical tests they needed to use for data
analysis.
(3)

As articulated in the dialogue from the first semester data set, all team

members were aware of the role of the research methods course within the teacher
development program, as well as the value of learning research methods for teaching
mathematics and/or science in secondary schools. Daily lessons were always situated
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within this context, connecting the course to others in the series, and where the course
content could be used by of the student upon graduation when they entered the teaching
profession.
(4)

All team members demonstrated understanding of pedagogical content

knowledge, which is articulated in the dialogue as necessary measures to be taken when
difficulties in students understanding arise. In particular, these PCK discussions
centered on what steps are to be taken in what order to place students on the best
trajectories for learning.

This process included identifying naïve conceptions,

providing convincing examples and support, and meeting the needs of individuals to
fully understand a concept every step of the way.
For example, in the pilot study data, when students were asked to predict a
histogram of data taken from a sample of fish from a lake, undergraduate students
predicted a standard bell shaped curve when the data did not fit such a mathematical
model. The instructional team speculated that this failure to recognize non-normality
may be based on their pre-conceptions which may or may not have come from ideas
formed in an introductory statistics class. In the 9 semesters of being a TA for this
course, only one student has been observed to do anything different than plot a standard
bell shaped curve, when asked to predict what the distribution would look like when
randomly sampling

and this student could not articulate clearly why the student

thought it would not be a Gaussian distribution. Individual data do not necessarily
form a characteristic shape. Standard bell shaped curves are formed from averages of
individual data and the width of the curve depends on the sample sizes and the data that
are averaged. When presented with this situation, the team instructors recognized this
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misconception, and shared one students‘ ideas with the class (which was similar for
other students) which helped students to construct a more complete understanding by
plotting raw data, choosing a sample size from the same data set, averaging data and
plotting the averages and then, using computer models to increase sample sizes,
plotting this visually to demonstrate the difference between a raw distribution, and a
distribution of sample averages. This provided the cognitive disequilibrium needed to
confront the naïve perceptions and allow the students to correct their misconceptions
and develop a better understanding. The data from the class audiotapes confirms this
sequence in both sections.
(5)

All team members used socially constructed, constant and continuous

formative assessment. Using the example described above, team members orchestrated
discourse by asking what distribution students expect, why they would expect that, and
what other examples can they provide that would support or refute their idea. Next, the
team got students to compare their predictions to actual data and followed up by asking
them to articulate what differences they see, Finally, the instructional team began
introducing statistical models and formulas to describe patterns, asking students to
explain what each part of the formula represents or how changing a variable affects an
outcome, for example, by comparing how the number in the samples used in the
standard error equation influences the width of the curve representing the distribution.
Everyone in the class was expected and encouraged to engage in the task and the
instructors monitored each to see where each learner was in understanding the concept
of standard error. Students were called on by name and no one was permitted to not
interact. Within any one class multiple questioning probes were used and students were
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addressed specifically by name in every section. The pilot study data class audiotapes
document the interactive formative assessments used during class time. In addition,
policies for rewriting assignments after instructor feedback was given made even
summative assessments formative, ensuring the maximum learning for individuals in
the course.
(6)

All team members demonstrated the following prerequisite qualities

and/or resources in common as perceived by the researcher:

(a) Subject content

knowledge (with professors having the most in their own fields of research, naturally)
(b) Network of resources specific to subject content area for new information, statistical
packages, resources for unique methods of measurement or available data bases (c)
Ability to recognize student differences in background, skill, and experience (d)
Patience (e) Genuine interest in student success and (f) Prior experience in teaching
science/mathematics content.
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Table 3.1 Summary of Pilot Study Findings

Observed
Learning
Opportunities

Who/What
Prompts
discussions

Characteristics
of meetings

Common
team
members
characteristics

Content

List serve of
21
replication
sites

Confrontational

Attentive to
student
Responses

Pedagogy
Teaching
practices

Supportive
Student
inquiry
projects

Beliefs

TA
questions

Lesson
sequence
and structure

Professors

Reflective and
Self- aware
Used
formative
feedback
regularly
Prior teaching
experience

Methods Design
Having identified that there were learning opportunities, multiple discussion
source prompts, and common characteristics of the meetings and group members, the
structure of analysis for the grounded study began.

Several additional questions

emerged after examining data from the pilot study such as; what contribution to the
dialogue did this set of students make? Would a completely different set of students
change the interaction in the discussion within the team? Would changing one or more
members of the team change the rate or frequency of areas for discussion?
Team members for the first semester were PROFESSOR PHYSICS,
PROFESSOR

EVOLUTIONARY

BIOLOGY,
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LECTURER

BIOLOGY,

TA

COSMOLOGY, and the researcher, identified as TA RESEARCHER. Team members
for

the

second

ASTROPHYSICS,

semester
MASTER

were

PROFESSOR

TEACHER,

TA

PHYSICS,

PROFESSOR

COSMOLOGY

and

TA

RESEARCHER.
The challenge for characterizing the types of discussions began with
recognition that there were often confrontations. If one team member stated that the
mass of the earth was an estimate and another team member directly confronted that
statement as inaccurate by saying we know precisely the actual mass of the earth, these
became directed opportunities to ―notice‖ (Rathjen, 2002) that two members held
different ideas about this particular content.

Knowing that one member has a

background in physics may have an advantage for the meaning that was assigned by the
physicist (Bruner, 1990) in knowing the actual mass of the earth. The affordance
(Gibson, 1986) of knowing that information as a science teacher offers an opportunity
to construct content knowledge.

High quality teachers have content knowledge

(Shulman, 1987; Ma, 1999; Wilson et al, 2001). Members of this team recognize the
value of content knowledge and participate in these meetings to increase their science
teaching expertise and acquiring content knowledge is an essential part of the process
of growing professionally. Confrontations were identified as one category of
discussion.
Sometimes, dialogue was not confrontational, but simply a member sharing
something about their own practice, perhaps asking implicitly for confirmation or for
counter examples, but simply offering an idea. These conversations were identified as
sharing content or practices. Sometimes these led to confrontations, but not always.
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Less frequently conversations were about making copies, or organizing
materials for class, or even thanking someone for filling in when needed. These were
categorized as logistics and support.
Even less frequent were suggestions for course changes, or refining something
about the grading rubric, or introducing a new source for a teaching material or
technology. Finally, there were dialogues that initially the researcher considered of
limited value because they seemed to be just playing. Silly jokes or unexpected noises
or songs were ―noticed‖ but little ―meaning was assigned‖ to this type of interaction.
All of the dialogues seemed to fit in one of these 7 categories.
In order to investigate frequency and variation of prompts and discussion
types, the researcher chose to follow Miles and Huberman, (1994) whose techniques
included putting information into different arrays, creating data displays, tabulating
frequencies of similar category discussions, calculating means and variances and
putting information in chronological order to investigate the role of sequence.
Naturalistic inquiry recognizes the validity of the role of researcher embedded
in the research directly. As a member of the team, and the researcher in this study,
acknowledgment of prior experiences, and assumptions about the topic being
researched contributed to what data was collected, how that data was presented, and the
sense making of the significance of the results. As a subordinate team member, working
with research scientists with a great deal more experience in science content, data
analysis and teaching research methods, the researcher experienced measurable growth
in content knowledge

Participating in the team as a veteran high school science

teacher, the researcher asked many questions ranging from why certain procedures
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were valued over others, to what the researchers thought about bodies of work on
educationally valued teaching practices such as wait time, feedback, pressing students
hard with probing questions, and the tension between instructor time for direct teach
over student time for discovery among others.
Based on previous discussions with scientific researchers, the educational
researcher in this study perceived that scientist‘s value quantitative over qualitative
work. When directly and privately questioned about the value of qualitative work, the
co-director of the program acknowledged its role in educational policy, and the
researcher of this study never observed any dismissiveness for qualitative work in any
interactions with the team. No one hesitated to consent to be a part of the study,
although twice material was requested to be removed, the researcher believes that
neither set of materials was essential to the findings in the study. Not surprisingly, a
bulk of the content taught in research methods is quantitative analysis and statistical
methods.
Scientific research controls the context and assumes an order of objectiveness
in the analysis.

Naturalistic inquiry acknowledges subjectivity with meaningful

emergence, unfolding of design, and focusing of the study. Member checking, a
trustworthiness measure to improve credibility, and auditing which parallels
conventional checks on reliability and objectivity were component parts of the method
design, ensuring the legitimacy of the study. These types of designs are prescribed for
complex questions in which context simply cannot be controlled (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). In order to reduce bias, all meetings were audiotaped and transcribed for
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analysis until data saturation had been reached. Sampling was not a part of the method,
as sampling can bias results if it is not representative (Patton, 2002).
Initially, the meetings were transcribed by the researcher using Express Scribe
and segments that were inaudible or not understood, member- checked. For example,
one segment of the tape describes a statistical tautology. The researcher was unfamiliar
with that term, and after auditing with the team member, who used it, corrected the
dialogue. There were, on average, two instances per meeting that required checking,
and several were never really recovered even after member checking due to short two
or three word segments of the transcripts that were subsequently labeled inaudible.
Any additions, explanations, or deletions to the transcripts were labeled within
brackets. Researcher notes flagged sections of the transcripts for later access in the
analysis process.
After transcriptions from the first semester were complete, a hard copy was
printed and colored tabs and highlighters used to code parts of each meeting by the
researcher. After only a few meetings, a pattern emerged that seemed to be consistent
using a constant and comparative method (Glaser and Strauss 1967). These became the
open codes for which an Excel workbook was used to collectively organize all of the
data, hyperlinking text from the spreadsheet rows where they were coded. Seven
separate categories for dialogues were identified. At this point, the software package
NVivo was explored and determined not to be more useful than software the researcher
already had access to. Using suggestions from Miles and Huberman, (1994) for coding
segments of dialogue and using frequencies, mean and variances to explore the data,
characteristic patterns began to emerge.

The data was coded for two separate
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perspectives: one for who prompted the discussion noting the frequency of student
mentioned, and the second for the nature of the discussion. The first codes were open,
then axial for more specifics within a code, then selective for content only found within
that frame. The Excel spreadsheet was used to sort and look for patterns within the
dialogues. Frequencies, means, and variances were calculated. First semester meetings
were compared with the second semester meetings and similarities in the patterns were
discovered.

A second coder completed an interrater agreement for categorizing

dialogues according to the first coder‘s established categories.

Several consistent

themes emerged which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Timeline
The main study began with a semester of data collection, which was cursorily
analyzed in a pilot study, subsequently followed by another semester of data collection
to complete the data set for analysis. One semester was used to transcribe and member
check transcriptions, and one semester to write the dissertation. Informed consent for
data collection was obtained the first week of class each semester and instructor team
meetings were audio taped as well as teaching sequences in classes as per the approved
IRB # 2009-03-0064. In addition, artifacts were collected from class and from email,
and informal questions were asked for clarification to add to researcher‘s field notes.
One interview was conducted with a former research methods instructor and included
for triangulation purposes, one week before the conclusion of the study analysis.
Data Sources and Collection
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Data sources included email between instructors, between instructors and
students, additional conversations before or after classes, audiotape of the classroom
teaching sequences, student artifacts such as graded homework, formal write-ups of
inquiries, audiotapes of presentations, notes from students, and notations of
conversations in the workroom. In addition, the instructors manual, the summative
tome for teaching the course written by the co-director of the program and lead
instructor for the course which describes procedures for delivering the course were
examined primarily for triangulation. One interview was conducted with an instructor
of the course, who no longer teaches, but was instrumental in the first few years of
course development. The course textbook also known as the course notes which was
published this year was also used several times for reference. The primary data source
was the dialogue between instructors carried out during the weekly team meetings
which was audiotaped, and transcribed for analysis. Additional data sources such as
instructor‘s manual, emails, artifacts such as student homework, and researcher notes
were used for triangulation purposes to establish credibility for themes emerging from
the transcription analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). During the analytic process using
constant comparison and reviewing emergent themes over time, (Strauss & Corbin
1990), the researcher found the themes, grounded in the data. This will be elaborated in
Chapter 4.
Context of Study

This study was conducted at a doctoral research university in the Southwest
and one of the largest public universities in the entire United States with more than
2400 faculty and over 50,000 students. The graduate school awards over 3500 masters
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and doctoral degrees annually. This institution is diverse, ranking sixth in the nation
for number of undergraduate degrees to minority students. It was ranked number 4
among 200 institutions worldwide behind Harvard University, Stanford University and
the University of California, Berkeley using the criteria which included the number of
faculty Nobel Laureates, research funding, cited research and doctoral degrees awarded.

Within the 17 colleges and schools, the College of Natural Sciences has 34
research units, with more than 350 faculty, approximately 9000 undergraduate students
and 1800 graduates.

Also included is the College of Education which was recently

named number one in the nation for public graduate school and number two overall
tying with Harvard by US News and World Report (2012), with more than 150 faculty,
and 3500 students. A productive and unique partnership, housed within the College of
Natural Sciences, exists between the two colleges to prepare STEM teachers for
secondary schools. This STEM program‘s success has been nationally recognized with
funding for 21 replication sites across the country.

Highlights of the success of the STEM teacher training program include an
impressive 88% of the program graduates entering the teaching profession serving an
estimated 300,000 secondary students, with retention of over 80% still teaching five
years after graduation. Nearly 600 students are currently enrolled in the program and
over 540 have graduated from it. Nearly a third of the students are minority. The
program was identified in a congressionally requested report by the National
Academies as an innovative program with the potential to significantly address STEM
teacher shortages (CPGEC, 2006, p117) in a national atmosphere of need as evidenced
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by the President Obama‘s latest state of the union address confirming the need and
commitment to prepare 100,000 more highly qualified STEM teachers for our nation‘s
secondary schools (Obama, 2011).

The program has a number of features that support teachers and teaching
including free tuition for the first two courses for STEM majors, early and numerous
immersion experiences in public schools facilitated by a team of award winning master
teachers who serve as clinical faculty in the department of Natural Sciences, providing
continuing assistance in job placement and support for the first few years of
professional experience. One of the six main tenets in the teacher preparation program
is to strive for continuous and ongoing program improvement – a process that is evident
in the research methods class team discussions described in this study. The co-director
of the program is also the author for the course textbook, and the instructor with the
most experience teaching the research methods course for at least sixteen semesters.
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Chapter 4: Results
Chapter Introduction
The following section will present the results of the grounded theory case
study.

Included in the presentation each segment of dialogue will be introduced and

followed by a researcher note. This format has been suggested by Corden & Sainsbury
(2006) so that readers are able to judge the consistency of the data and findings. The
data were analyzed from two perspectives. The first perspective employed was what
prompted the section of the dialogue. The second perspective informs the organization
of what types of discussions ensued. These categories were identified from the pilot
study and used to analyze two semesters of recorded weekly team meetings.
There were a total of 17 recorded weekly meetings over both semesters, 10
from the first semester and 7 from the second semester. The times ranged from 24
minutes in length to 52 minutes. The longer the meeting, the higher the frequencies but
the relative pattern was consistent with the exception of one meeting. The graphs were
generated from 10 meetings that were all at least 45 minutes long and had all team
members

present.

There

was

an

average

of

39.3

separately

categorized

prompts/dialogues per meeting.
Data saturation was achieved based on the consistent patterns emerging from
the dialogue segments captured and analyzed. Each team meeting dialogue segment
was categorized and the frequency of dialogue in these categories were compared to
subsequent team meetings. The data sets obtained from meetings in the first semester
were averaged and compared to the average of the second semester meetings to look for
variations in category frequencies. Consistent characterization of the meeting prompts
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and content were observed throughout both data sets from both semesters. Qualitative
research stopping points are reached when new data collected does not provide
evidence to change the existing patterns. Changes in students and changes within the
team between the semesters did not change the relative frequency of observed types of
dialogue. This might suggest that the pattern of discussion from the experienced
members of the team have been established for some time and remain consistent, even
when new team members are introduced.
Based on the theoretical framework that learning is constructed, and following
the advice of Stake who ―encourages providing readers with good raw material for their
own generalizing‖ (1995, p 102), the bulk of this chapter, therefore, will be a first-hand
examination of samples of the raw data, following figures displaying mean frequencies
of the prompts, categories, and confrontation types (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Each of
the segments of dialogue will be referenced with a two- number code. The first number
is the semester, and the second number is the meeting number, for example, (2,1)
would indicate the first meeting in the second semester of data. No deletions or
additions are added to the sequence of the dialogue unless it is within brackets. The
language has not been changed in any way and words are written the way they were
spoken. For example, ―going to‖ is written ―gonna‖ if that is the way it was said. No
changes or modifications were made in any way to the raw data.
In the spirit of inquiry, and quoting PROFESSOR PHYSICS from the class
where he introduces inquiry III which is survey sampling, ―You have the opportunity to
teach us something because you are often closest to the data sources, and in this inquiry
you can teach me something I couldn‘t find out any other way…..‖ He actually invites
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students to teach him. PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY in his section tells
his students ―This is my favorite inquiry to grade because I always learn something
new.‖ The researcher offers samples from the data set that will provide a sense of the
complex opportunities for learning which took place during the Fall of 2009 and Spring
of 2010 semesters of research methods for the instructor team in hopes that it too, will
teach the reader something new.
Perspective one: Discussion Prompts
Discussions were prompted most frequently by course instructors (see figure 41).

Two of the three course instructors each semester were research scientists.

Considering that there were two course instructors at most meetings in addition to the
program co-director, one might infer that the program co-director plays a leading,
although not overwhelming role in the initiation of dialogue. Teaching assistants, who
logically might have the most questions because they have the least experience, have a
measurable influence in the direction of the discussions. Most of the meetings included
two teaching assistants. The team subscribes to the list- serv of the other 21 replication
sites, and occasionally, a discussion would begin with dialogue from the list- serv, but
the volume of those prompts were significantly less. Individual student inquiry issues
frequently prompted discussions. The frequency of student prompts would always
increase as new inquiries in the course offered opportunities for dialogue and after
presentations by students of issues of social significance (see figure 4-2). Clearly the
structure of the course influences the source of the discussions as related to student
prompts. Since the nature of the course consists of a series of inquiries designed by
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students, this structure drives much of the discussion in the team, and student prompted

frequency

discussions can be observed to occur in peaks following each inquiry.

18
16
14
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10
8
6
4
2
0

Comparing Mean Frequencies of Discussion Prompts

list-serve

individual
student
inquiry/issue

TA

program co- another
director
instructor

Figure 4-1 Mean frequencies for what prompted dialogue for all
10 meetings of 45 minutes or more, with all 5 members present. Error
bars represent standard error.
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Frequency of student prompts
18
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inquiry IV
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14
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Week in semester

Figure 4-2 Number of student prompted discussions for all
recorded meetings during the first semester. Second semester data
shows a similar pattern.

Perspective two: Dialogue Dynamics
Each of the meetings‘ dialogue was segmented and categorized. Segmentation
was determined by change in topic. Figure 4-3 compares the mean frequencies of the
categories.
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frequency

Comparing Mean Frequencies of Dialogue Types
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6
4
2
0

Figure 4-2 Mean frequencies of dialogue types for all 10 meetings of
45 minutes or more, with all members present. Error bars represent
standard error.

CATEGORY (1): Supporting logistics for team members
Naturally, a team meeting would include logistical conversations. These were
not found to contribute to professional development in any significant way, but were
useful for coordinating the instruction for the next class meeting or two. Evidence
exists for everyone participating in these types of discussions.

There was little

differentiation of responsibilities between tenured professors or teaching assistants.
One of the factors that builds agency in lower ranking individuals is fluidity in the
hierarchy of duties. Examples follow.
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Between co-director and teaching assistant (2,2)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Thank you for being here by the way [TA -RESEARCHER]
today it really did help because I was uh I was delayed getting in from
home…. partly by a USB drive that refused to sync by the time I got here it was
a desperate scramble.
TA -RESEARCHER: You know anytime that you need it. If the night before you want
to send something I can have it copied and ready. I am always here early, just
let me know, I don‘t mind at all.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I… I know. I really do view it as my responsibility to try to
prepare for class but I do appreciate the help.

Between instructors (1,4)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yes. So, logistics then, uh, I guess I am ok at [a local high
school] observing, so you are good for today?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Good for today, good for Wednesday
morning,
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right. Wednesday morning, Wednesday afternoon and Friday
afternoon.

Between teaching assistants (1,4)
TA - COSMOLOGIST: I‘ll be there. I may be late but I‘ll be there.
TA -RESEARCHER: Ok
TA - COSMOLOGIST: I have a class that ends at 3:30.
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Between a team member who was ill and team members who covered (1,4)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Thank you both for stepping in I had
been under the impression that I was coming down with the flu and then it
turned into good ol‘ food poisoning.

From co-director to team (2,1)
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Is there a PDF file of the instructor manual that I can
…I could never open the file that you sent.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yes, I sent around the PDF also.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: You have? I never got it.
MASTER TEACHER: You sent that one to me because I specifically requested it.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: It went to the research methods list the day after I set the
code.
MASTER TEACHER: Oh,
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Not to me.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Then the system filtered it because I did send it.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: You did?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I sent it but the system… may have quietly refused to send it
because it‘s a little bit bigger.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Well, so, it never reached me,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …are you sure?
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Absolutely
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MASTER TEACHER: I can send it – I got it recently.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Oh you did?
MASTER TEACHER: Last week.
TA -RESEARCHER: Can you send it to me too? I don‘t think I have the PDF either.

With expectations that teaching assistants are valued in development (1,4)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I wanted to, let me just, [TA -RESEARCHER], maybe you
can help me. I came up with a lot of stuff today which I think is sort of
somewhere in my head but not the instructor‘s manual. I‘m also trying to track
without duplication that we did.
TA -RESEARCHER: I recorded the whole class so you can reference anything you
want.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: You did?

Bless you because I would like to capture what I

did because this was a particularly large deviation from what I normally do and
wrote in the instructors manual, but at this point it has gotten sort of smooth and
works. Ok, the last part is a little rough but in transition I think it will work.

With expectations that teaching assistants are valued for teaching (1,3)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Actually [TA –RESEARCHER‘s] seen it many times

TA -RESEARCHER: Well, several times.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Actually, which of you would prefer to do it you guys could

flip a coin for it and your background is fine for this, too.
TA -RESEARCHER: I ‗ll be there to support her. If there are any holes I‘ll ask a
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leading question or something.

CATEGORY (2): Sharing knowledge of teaching beliefs and self- practices
Knowledge sharing is the most frequent category observed among the types of
discussions. This category differs from confrontation in that it offers to others an idea
which may or may not be accepted. Sharing involves a less aggressive stance among
participants, and opens members up for subsequent agreement or potential
confrontation. All team members engaged in sharing knowledge about teaching and
self- practices in teaching science. These were great opportunities for professional
development although it is possible that opportunities may not always lead to
measurable changes in practice or beliefs in the time frame of this study. A few
examples follow.

Probing for misconceptions in students (1,4)
TA –RESEARCHER: ...but she had three of us, like the thing that I find interesting is
when I come to a student if I don‘t know what they are doing is I ask, ―Can you
explain to me in two or three sentences what your question is, what you‘re
trying to find?‖… and often they will have gone down a road to a point where
they don‘t really focus, they can‘t remember what their first question was
because they got tangled up in whatever instrumentation there is or how to make
a measurement and so I think she gave us three different answers when the three
of us, you know, each came to her and asked, ―What is it that you want to
measure?‖ And..
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, cause her motivation was soda on fats.
TA -RESEARCHER: Yea , she felt like when she ate fats…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: She kept coming back to carbohydrates and sodas because
that was the idea she had that two Monday‘s ago or whatever, two Friday‘s ago
so in her proposal she had two very different, you know, and you know, so I
gave her the feedback saying how much starch is in a soda? And she told me,
No, there‘s no starch in soda.
TA -RESEARCHER: ….and then she asked me if we had any amylase… I said sure,
we have amylase but I didn‘t know the previous conversation and I asked what
are you trying to measure? And she explained that she wanted to break down
the starch in diet soda. And I pulled out a soda and said, Where would you
expect to find the starch content in this soda? She said, Oh, [heavy sigh], you
know?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea, I was
TA -RESEARCHER: … and MASTER TEACHER pointed back to the board and said
remember we talked about… you know.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: so… It‘s frustrating for her I think, I don‘t know. Maybe she
doesn‘t…. maybe it wasn‘t frustrating for the student, I don‘t know.

Researcher’s note:
This conversation took place between instructors with more teaching experience
and a new instructor to the course. Evidence from the final statement indicates
uncertainty about the perspective of the student in the learning trajectory. While
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the newer instructor clearly had knowledge about starch and soda, the
pedagogical content knowledge needed to resolve the contradiction ((diSessa &
Sherin,1998; Clark & Linn, 2003) within the student was uncertain territory
and thinking about the approach of two others in the team sequence adds
perspective in building the new instructor‘s bank of PCK. Both the MASTER
TEACHER and TA-RESEARCHER used references in the classroom to focus
the discussion on concrete information that student could access to process the
resolution. Part of the power of the interdependent disquisition is that the team
members have watched each other tackle a problem in the classroom and then
they can talk about it in the team meeting. The experience of the team teaching
situation sets the frame for the subsequent discussion of its outcome, and the
possibility for what could have been done better so that future similar teaching
moments don‘t pass unrealized.

Watching a team member teach and suggesting an alternative (1,4).
LECTURER BIOLOGY: and umm… if I had been teaching it I would have stopped
right there and said at each table come up with what does quantitative mean?
Cause I‘m not sure that they… it‘s a term they see all the time but that they
could actually come up with a…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So I never asked them to define that, but what I did try was

having everybody tell me what a typical value above and below the mean the
experiment has and it looks like to me that everyone could do that in just a few
seconds, and that wasn‘t a problem, so then at that it seemed that operationally
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they were ok, and it‘s interesting to contrast just how quickly people can do that
with how they would normally struggle with this blasted formula.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Mmhhmm.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I‘m not sure I how I would, well, how would you define

quantitative?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: That‘s why I said it. I thought I wonder if I could actually
come up with last week in the lecture I had them all throw out summary
statistics. What are these words you‘ve heard before?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Mmhhmm.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: You know, and those were all ways to describe a data set a
quantitative, I guess as I was mulling this over while you were lecturing what
are quantitative measures of a distribution, median, mode
TA -RESEARCHER: but most of them did use the word quantitative in their own
definition I mean that was frequent
LECTURER BIOLOGY:

on the board.

TA -RESEARCHER: Mmhhmm.

there were at least 3 of those groups that had the

word quantitative in their definition on the board
LECTURER BIOLOGY:

So maybe I‘m just….

TA -RESEARCHER: Doesn‘t mean they know…
LECTURER BIOLOGY:
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

What it means.
I‘ve got a lot of math majors so they instinctively go for

quantitative measures anyway.
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Researcher note:
In this instance, the new instructor offers what she would have done in the teaching
sequence. The co-director clearly describes why he didn‘t choose to do that – not
confrontationally, but shares knowledge of why he chose a different path for instruction
(Leinhardt and Greeno,1986). His idea was that math majors know instinctively what
quantitative means. The researcher subsequently asked student J who was a member of
the class in that teaching sequence in the workroom if he could define quantitative and
he said, ―Not really.‖ Someone else in the room, a math major from a different class
said, ―Doesn‘t that mean an amount of something associated with a number?‖ Evidence
suggests that some math majors do have an intuitive sense of the meaning of the word
quantitative as an undergraduate. If, in fact, researchers are good ―noticers‖ then this is
an example where PROFESSOR PHYSICS had noticed something in the students that
the observer, a less experienced teacher and researcher, didn‘t, which directed his choice
in the lesson sequence.
Suggesting why students respond in predictable ways (1,4)
TA - COSMOLOGIST: It‘s weird. It‘s like they are under pressure to do a math
problem… so they force themselves to do a math problem… than to just say, I
don‘t believe in mind reading, or why is this analysis probably flawed? I don‘t
know. I bet if you asked someone that question outside of trying to teach them
statistics you would get a different answer.
Researcher note:
Having a place to suggest untested ideas is very important in forming beliefs
about teaching and learning. This TA offers his best guess about something to
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others in the group with more experience. Not every comment in the meetings
is refuted or supported. In fact, it would be unnatural to suggest that every
statement leads to a productive and measurable outcome. However, having the
freedom as a newer or younger or more inexperienced member of the team to
throw out these ideas for response or rumination has the potential to engage the
team in dialogue which may lead to measurable changes in teaching practices or
beliefs.

Sharing student inquiries that contribute to knowledge of professors

(1,8)

PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …and there was this one pair of surveys that was both
particularly well written and already a professional benefit to me. It was really
interesting.

It‘s umm…and the…. just in terms of the problem was the most

interesting than anyone came up with it was the question whether having had
calculus previously give you a leg up in the class and uhh… so they….surveyed
uh approximately half of the students in a large section of first semester of
calculus and found that having had calculus in high school provides
overwhelming advantage. All the A‘s went to people who had calculus in high
school and all the D‘s and F‘s went to people who hadn‘t.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: hmmm
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Amongst other things those were just some features of the

distribution.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: In a first year calculus class?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yes, and they themselves had not had calculus in high
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school and they write about their own experiences in the class in a rather
compelling way.
LECTURER BIOLOGY:

Nice.

Researcher note:
The primary focus for the study is on learning opportunities posed by other team
members; however, this example is one that actually was the result of a student
inquiry. The co-director offers it to the group in a team meeting but the source
was from a student pair in the course. Correlation is not causation, and students
who were perhaps selected for the high school Calculus course may be better
students to begin with, or their experience in the content may give them an
advantage. More careful examination of abilities of both groups might provide
evidence for which is the case. Discussion of student inquiries are a source for
professional growth in these team meetings.

Sharing the challenges of field research and ethics (1,6)
TA -RESEARCHER:

What do we advise students to do with their leftover live

organisms? That they experiment with? What it the ethical thing to do?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Throw them in the turtle pond.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Grill them, served with Hollandaise
sauce!
TA -RESEARCHER: dinner huh?
[laughter]
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: What organisms are we talking about?
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TA -RESEARCHER: I just mean, [student J‘s] done his macro invertebrates, actually,
they fly away if they survive eventually. I just wondered if we had any standard
policy.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I don‘t think so, I don‘t think it will do
any damage to just put them back in the stream.
TA -RESEARCHER: Right, so… if you collect them from the wild you can just replace
them in the wild?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Well, generally not.
TA -RESEARCHER: I mean after you‘ve subjected them to nitrates?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Umm generally, you just want to knock
them off.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …put them in [TA – COSMOLOGIST‘s] coffee.
[laughter]
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Are you trying to knock me off?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Generally releasing things back…you
don‘t put things back just because it‘s a challenge, and you know diseases they
might have picked up, or being brought into an artificial environment that can
have unexpected effects and get transferred back.
TA -RESEARCHER: See, I didn‘t know that. Hhmmm…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Generally, catch and release is looked
down on.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Except in fishing.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Except in fishing, You know it always
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amazes me as a scientist who studies fish, how many hoops I have to jump
through that fisherman catching the same animals…you know, I need to write a
twenty - page proposal explaining how I‘m not going to in any way injure these
animals umm… and I need to justify if I use a hook and line to catch them to
justify how their suffering is going to be alleviated and exactly how many I‘m
going to catch.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: But to catch them and eat them is no problem?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: ..and then after catching them… I need
to anesthetize them just to keep them lightly…
TA – R: REALLY??? You really have to anesthetize them?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Oh yea, any time you are handling them,
they need to be anesthetized to minimize trauma and mental anguish or they will
sue your ass off.
TA – R: But the fisherman right beside you, are just catching them and throwing them
in their cooler.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

The fisherman right beside me are

literally tossing sticks of dynamite in and scooping them off the top - no
problem.

Researcher note:
Scientific research has to meet ethical standards when working with vertebrate
animals and human subjects that a non-researcher may not be aware of.
Researchers are especially well versed in the specifics of their own research
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challenges. Content knowledge is especially rich in research professors who are
a valuable source of knowledge for the team in a research methods course. High
quality teachers have been cited as having strong content knowledge (Shulman,
1987; Ma, 1999; Wilson et al, 2001) and interacting with scientists with this
working body of knowledge has high potential for professional development
opportunities. From the dialogue, the TA RESEARCHER was clearly unaware
that fish had to be anesthetized to meet the ethical standards of research on fish.
Evidence for change includes subsequent changes in how the TA
RESEARCHER talks about the practices of gathering data on live fish. And this
knowledge is important for students in the course who may one day supervise
science fair projects – working with any vertebrate requires strict adherence to
ethical guidelines spelled out explicitly in the ISEF rules.

Sharing the value of formative feedback (1,8)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea, the spinning of the Beakman motor. [(Beakman, 2011)]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Mmhhmm.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: You know, but I liked how she spun it with here‘s something
you can do in your classroom!
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I thought it was great too.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Something which you may not know about that project is that
she went and completely redid the whole thing after the draft.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Wow!
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …which she didn‘t emphasize during the oral presentation but
she had made a uhh...umm…very severe error in her first whole pass through it.
She set the sampling rate at 10 and was measuring motors that were spinning at
about 50 times per second with the sampling rate set at 10, but she recovered
very quietly and redid the whole thing and umm...her data now looked just fine.

Researcher note:
This was one of many direct examples in the data for which PROFESSOR
PHYSICS emphasizes to other team members how important formative
feedback is to student success (Bransford, 2000, p19). Evidence for change
within the instructional team includes increased attention to formative feedback
on student artifacts.

Recognizing individual and realistic expectations (2,2)
MASTER TEACHER: well, but I.. I… I think I think there has to be an
acknowledgement that there is a fine line and that I think being able to
recognize when our students are getting into trouble is…I think would benefit
us… and not… not kind of adopt this philosophy that it‘s like, no, this is gonna
be challenging, this is gonna….. we‘re gonna push ‗em to the…. you know, till
they drop.

Researcher note:
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Sensitivity to individual differences in students can have profound effects on what can
be achieved (Lynch, 2000). She describes the value of being culturally sensitive while
maintaining high content rigor as part of the rapport and trust that must be established
between teacher and learner. Kahle used ―nurturing relationships‖, and Haberman
(1995 in Lynch, 2000)) ―described a humane, respectful, caring, and nonviolent form of
‗gentle teaching‘‖(p198). Van Sickle & Spector (1996 in Lynch, 2000) report ―students
are more likely to attend their classes, have more positive attitudes toward science, and
show higher achievement‖ with teachers who care deeply.

Recognizing individual students who can do a more complex analysis (1,3)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: On a one- on- one basis, umm, I will
regularly talk with umm [clears throat] individual students whose inquiries
merit something other than a T -test uhh, [clears throat] Chi Square, and then in
class I also very briefly mention umm.. [clears throat] calculating correlations
and umm that there‘s a formula for standard error of the correlation which
means you can ask whether your correlation is significantly different from your
null expectation which is zero so you can, you can do, it‘s just a standard
correlation test and is it a significantly positive or negative correlation? …
which is actually quite suitable for [student D‘s] inquiry cause you could have
equally strong correlations but have different slopes.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: yea
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: …and so what he needs is an ANCOVA
specifically and umm every year, there are two or three students who need an
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analysis of variance because they have multiple categorical treatments with
continuous responses and so rather than doing… if they have 4 treatments what
they could do… what, twelve T- tests or they could do one ANOVA. So very
briefly I give them a 5 -minute spiel about what ANOVA is.

I‘ll talk about

how they can calculate the variance for all of the data, they can calculate the
variance inside each group, and if there is no effect I will ask them to draw like
a normal curve for each group and I‘ll say if there‘s no difference between the
groups, what will those curves be? .. and they will draw overlapping normal
curves. Well, then how wide are the within- group curves relative to the total
curve? Oh well, they‘re pretty similar. Ok,… so if you‘re to take the withingroup curve divided by the total variance you‘d have a ratio of about one…. and
what if there‘s a big difference between the groups? …and they‘ll draw non overlapping curves.

Ok, now draw the total variance for me. Now what does

the ratio look like? Oh, it‘s much smaller and so you can basically talk them
through an F - distribution in the space of about 5 minutes.

Researcher note:
Sharing pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986; Moses and Cobb,
2001) such as the example above illustrates the depth and experience this
professor has for teaching this complex idea. Evidence for the success of the
use of this was observed in [student D‘s] subsequent chemistry inquiry where
this statistical method was used successfully to analyze his data.
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Sharing ideas for inquiries (1,9)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

so umm..she seemed interested in

genetics and so we talked about just getting her experience with DNA extraction
and analysis and so if she can uh… what we talked about is using genetic
markers that vary among individual people. She could for instance, get ethnic
group data and genotype several ethnic groups and look to see if there‘s
….whether people are genetically more similar to each other than to another
group and the answer invariably is gonna be no.

There‘s no association

between any genetic marker that you care to pick and ethnicity but uhh…she
can figure that out for herself. And so the plan is for her to get…say 10 people
of two different ethnicities and genotype them and then either depending on
which marker she uses either do frequency distributions or actually do a
phylogeny.

Umm…and so….we can either go with mitochondrial DNA

sequence and I have primers that my wife uses all the time as an in- class
exercise with her students that work well that would involve sequencing and
runs about 3 dollars a sample for the gene typing work over at the sequencing
center. Umm…Otherwise pretty much everything‘s gonna be cheaper
umm…the alternative is to use microsatellites and she could just run them out
on the gel so that the cost of genotyping is 10 cents per sample so if we run with
the microsatellite she could do a lot actually quite a few people
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I‘m glad you know all this stuff!

Researcher note:
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There is no substitute for extensive content knowledge in science for teaching
science. Professors in the subject area have to be experts in the field for success
in their own research.

And this illustrates the need for team teaching this

course so that the relevant depth of expertise is accessible for multiple
disciplines. Evidence for this is apparent in the final comment by PROFESSOR
PHYSICS. Evidence for change in this instructor was apparent in a subsequent
semester where his introduction of the types of inquiries that could be
investigated included several of these DNA options.
Sharing student outcomes (1,7)
TA –RESEARCHER: Well the home works were outstanding. The ones I just posted
in the last two hours were really understood well there were only 3 students
who… in the class didn‘t seem to get the last two questions…. mostly due to
the manipulation of the numbers so…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Wonderful
TA –RESEARCHER: I mean I think it supplements their understanding to the point
they can do their homework, and do it well.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Mmhhmm

Researcher note:
Communicating about the outcomes of students on standard measures is important for
constant and continuous improvement of course materials and instructor practices and
expected for quality evaluation of professional development (Noyce, 2006).

This

particular homework was introduced previously based on the needs of students in the
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course for understanding the chi square statistic.

CATEGORY (3): Confronting others’ knowledge or practices

Frequency

Comparing Mean Frequencies in Areas of Confrontation

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
content
pedagogical technology
knowledge
content
use
knowledge

Figure 4-3 Areas of confrontation for all 10 meetings of 45
minutes or more, with all 5 members present. Error bars represent
standard error.

CATEGORY (3a): Confrontations in content knowledge or practices
Confrontations between team members were common. These instances were
particularly important for challenging existing knowledge and practices. There were
examples of confrontations between professors and teaching assistants, between
professors and professors, and between teaching assistants, all levels of content
expertise were challenged at some time, even if it were as small as a fact about nuclear
waste dumping.

Opportunities were abundant to increase one‘s professional
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development in the area of content knowledge and teaching practices related to
understanding content.
The difference in content backgrounds between biologists and physicists often
surface during the experimental design process primarily because of expert knowledge
of measuring actual quantities within that discipline. In this study, observing a team
member from a different discipline work with a student on a particular project is a
common professional development opportunity. Additional evidence of this kind of
professional development follows in the transcript of the subsequent discussion at the
team meeting, where the physics professor explains the reasoning behind the content
and the pedagogical choices he made for the learning trajectory of the student with a
water wheel experiment.
Between physicist and biologist (1,14)
LECTURER BIOLOGY:

That‘s why on my proposals I wanted them to give

me….What does your data table look like? What is going to go in the little
squares? What are you actually measuring? So with [student S] she is going
through all this and I say, ―But [student S], what are you actually measuring?
What are you measuring when you do these experiments… what is it? You
know, and eventually she got to the height of the weight. The… the….how high
it gets pulled up by the amount of water being poured on the wheel.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Let me talk about that because I think I spent something like
45 minutes with her in lab last time and that wasn‘t the problem. The problem
was the umm…the fact that she had never gone through an exercise how to
think… what happened in science in the 21st century of thinking through energy
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conservation. So it took about half an hour to talk about was…. if I do this, tell
me about energy conservation. (He pushes a pencil off the table).
LECTURER BIOLOGY: yea… and so that…..
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: And so the first statement was… it starts with potential
energy and goes to kinetic and then goes back to potential and…. that‘s very
wrong.
TA COSMOLOGIST: nice start….
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Well, it was potential when we pushed it off the table.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: No. It was potential and kinetic…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I know. [Laughing]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: So it took us about 45 minutes just to begin to explain what
happens to this… and then at that point it became possible to explain and why I
insisted that she put the weight on it at all…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …because until she… until I…until we thought through
where the energy goes when you drop a pencil on the table, what happens to it,
and the forms in which it can be stored….umm…it really wasn‘t possible to
discuss the logic behind the weight at all. It seems like it was just as good an
experiment without the weight on there.
LECTURER BIOLOGY …counting the number of rotations which was her original
idea.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Sure, just counting rotations but from a physicists point of
view what you are interested in is umm…storage and generation of energy.
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Then by removing the weight you remove any ability to track where the energy
goes; you‘ve just denied yourself the ability to do that.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: That‘s so cool. This is what I‘m talking about. [Referring to
a previous segment of the transcript stating how much everyone has learned
from these team discussions - in essence admitting to learning something new]
So cool…so awesome.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Since you are from Biology it‘s probably not as immediately
evident as it is to someone in Physics but point was… and this condensation of
the… this 45- minute discussion…. I‗m really wondering how we can let
anybody get through high school or grade school even without having had this
discussion?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: But they have had it though.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: No, they haven‘t.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: But she just doesn‘t remember…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: No, it doesn‘t happen… it‘s not in the traditional introductory
physics class…it‘s not there. The point that we had to reach was that if you had
no weight on there, all of the energy goes into wind and heat and a little bit of
sound. Mainly, it‘s lost in friction at the bearings and our ability to measure
things like energy transferred to friction is terrible.

It‘s very difficult to

measure, nearly impossible. It would be an enormous project to try to detect
that. So if you want to follow where energy goes…as soon as energy gets into
heat via friction you‘ve basically generated a problem too hard for yourself to
solve. If instead, you are raising a weight then most of the energy is going into
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raising the weight. We can measure that. That‘s easy. Just how high this mass
went.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, right ..
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: So it‘s….from the point of view of Physics…I‘m sure energy
is always conserved but these are fundamentally different places to put it.
Furthermore, friction is the thing, which as an aside, is something you never
want it to go into.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I mean if you have an appliance and you plug it into the
wall and it‘s supposed to do something but in fact it just sits there and gets hot
then it‘s terrible! You would just return it to Wal-Mart immediately!
[Group laughter]
LECTURER BIOLOGY ….or not hot as was the case with my dryer…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, there were more things like that….well…there are
sometimes where you want heat but most of the time with some rare exceptions
called heaters, you want energy to do things other than heat.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: So fun, this is such a fun class.

Researcher note:
This segment demonstrates more than just a physicist‘s description about making
measurements in a student-designed inquiry whose initial motivation was to
figure out how much energy is related to moving water. It emphasizes the
difference in design parameters, the practical nature of collecting critical data,
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the value of this content in the K-12 curriculum, the knowledge integration
pedagogy needed to bridge the student from current understanding to needed
understanding for meaningful design changes, and directly confronts other team
members with unfamiliar content.

Because of the established tone of the

discussions, it is met with positive affirmations about the value of this
professional development opportunity. ―This is such a fun class‖ is not usually
the response to having been confronted with someone else‘s clearly better idea
for how to construct your student‘s experimental design, exposed to the whole
teaching team which includes two TA‘s, unless within the response is a
mutually understood support system that embraces confrontations because of
the inherent developmental value in such challenges The tone of these
discussions was always pointed to better understanding of the scientific
phenomena and how to teach it with depth, and the members were always
willing to put aside their pride and valued the opportunity provided to learn
something new. Evidence for change was observed in the final inquiry product
the student presented at the course end which did use the method suggested by
PROFESSOR PHYSICS.
Between physics professor and a physicist teaching assistant (1,4)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: This whole carrot, frozen carrot thing is just well…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

We did a lot of work on that on Friday, we made a lot of

progress but I guess I should fill you in because it‘s not entirely a trivial inquiry.
At the moment we are just trying to get Young‘s modulus in an unfrozen carrot,
it was a banana, a frozen banana, but then it moved to carrot and now its
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unfrozen carrot and we found a way to do it which involves putting the carrot in
series with a spring and pulling the spring so you‘ve got….
TA - COSMOLOGIST Why don‘t you just drop a mass on it?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Why don‘t you do what?

TA - COSMOLOGIST: Why don‘t you just hang a mass by the spring?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well, you could hang a mass off of it but how do you

measure the deviation which is quite small?
TA - COSMOLOGIST: …the spring maybe?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well, you‘ve got a known force if you tie a rope around the

middle of the carrot you pin it at the two ends and then you just get a scale
spring and pull. Then the back end of the scale spring moves a lot you get a
great big deviation that you can measure and then from the spring constant you
can, you can, you can do some calculations that tell you the front end which is
ten times less than the much larger motion of the back end.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Oh, alright.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

..and then ultimately carry it out and then you can use the

beam equations for the carrot and [student E] is a little bit upset that she is using
something for a uniform cylinder when actually the carrot is tapered and she‘s
not sure she is willing to not put in the corrections for tapering.
TA - COSMOLOGIST …which is very demanding.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yea, but she did get a pretty good way towards at least

figuring out the equations that would relate the back end of the spring to the
motion of the front end but it probably requires, I think it was a minus sign
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problem.

Researchers note:
One might expect that the research scientist who has taught a course can instruct
TA‘s on course content. However, these meetings offer an opportunity for TA‘s
to ask questions which are driven from TA/ student interactions in a regular
formal setting beyond the immediate classroom. Also this discussion allows
naïve conceptions to surface about topics such as appropriate methods for
analyzing research in specific instances where the context of the research
question opens subtle opportunities in which the data is organized and
represented appropriately. Content knowledge about measuring something with
less error informs the practices of suggesting ways to assist students in
answering their inquiry question.

The evidence for change in TA

COSMOLOGIST was not observed because there was not an opportunity in the
next semester to observe him suggesting to another student about carefully
measuring data needed for Young‘s Modulus. No other student chose to work
with Young‘s modulus as an inquiry in the following semester. However, TA
COSMOLOGIST has been observed in subsequent lab sections to think
carefully about ways to measure force that result in the lowest error, with
discussions explicitly about sources of error with individual students.

The following example was driven by one student‘s analysis in inquiry III. The
most common initial tool for analysis in inquiry III is the Chi Square Statistic
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for analyzing categorical data. Students in the course design their own survey
instrument and have to analyze data collected from this instrument. Frequently,
and depending on the design and sample size, some of the resulting categories
have too few responses for using the Chi Square statistic legitimately because
one of the assumptions in that statistical test is that there are more than 5
responses in each category. Problems arise when students find themselves with
data that meets some but not all the criteria of the statistical test. The transcript
begins with one TA asking for confirmation about her advice to a student in this
situation.

Between teaching assistant and co-director on statistical methods (1,8)
TA- RESEARCHER: I know one student tried to measure uhh…, major and what floor
of the library but when she spread her data out there were lots of 1‘s and 0‘s and
I suggested she try to group it a little bit or choose a different question.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yea, that‘s something I will have to put into the notes or put
somewhere because there are many cases in which there was not statistical
significance because people are trying to parse things in too many groups. If
they just combined… and I think…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I think a good rule of thumb would just
be for that table the number of rows times the number of columns umm, their
sample size should be some factor. Yea, let‘s say at least 2 times the number of
rows by the number of columns and I think 5 times is better.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: But I‘ll find a place… where… maybe put in a box the idea of
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regrouping as a specific strategy.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, she had 16 majors and 6 floors in
PCL so it was a 16 x 6 table and she had 60 people surveyed but to have any
statistical power she had needed 800 surveyed.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Mmhhmm
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: umm, and so I….
TA COSMOLOGIST: (breaks in) we‘ve…..you guys have discussed that in the lecture
before I remember…. I don‘t remember if it happened this time or not. I
thought it was discussed… but I remember… I ended up telling 5 or 6 different
groups ‗cause they were saying they were gonna survey majors, and it‘s like
that‘s not gonna work.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Regrouping as a specific strategy during the analysis phase
should be mentioned explicitly.
TA COSMOLOGIST: True, but its risky right? Because then they have their data and
now they are saying well, look…I have these lists of numbers and I have this
hypothesis and now I have the ability to group these how I want.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I think that‘s not…I don‘t think it‘s so bad if you are looking
at people who are… umm, if you‘re looking at peap….you know… a whole
bunch of different majors and then you decide for example, to group liberal arts
and everybody else. I don‘t think that‘s so bad.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

There are rational ways to do

regrouping and then there‘s …if they were just arbitrarily trying combinatorics
until they got something significant….
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TA COSMOLOGIST: I mean, I‘m saying it‘s something in between… what most
people would do.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea.
TA COSMOLOGIST: Probably so, anyway it should be mentioned …both I would
say.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, for example there‘s who was looking at umm….. I think
there‘s some virtue in having people make the mistake. .. pedagogical virtue in
not trying to steer people away from this mistake too much because they‘ll just
do what we say, and they‘ll never really understand it, and I think they will
learn much more, if they break things out the way they think is natural and…at
that point… and then they are disappointed because there is no significance and
then we tell them you could regroup. Look at how many more people you get in
each category. I think they‘re gonna learn more, even if from a research point of
view it‘s a little risky because now you risk hunting for an effect.

Researcher’s note:
As the reader can tell from the conversation, one TA, TA COSMOLOGIST, is
troubled by the suggestion that grouping after collecting the data is acceptable
because it may influence the ethics of the research design. Not only do both
experienced researchers acknowledge his concerns, but clearly specify when it
might be appropriate, when it is not appropriate, and the pedagogical advantage
for using this in the learning trajectory of students in the classroom.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS also recognized that this is a common occurrence and
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planned to include this in the instructor‘s manual to document the strategy for
future semesters.

LECTURER BIOLOGY, with far less research experience

than the seasoned researchers, listens with interest indicated by voicing a
positive acknowledgement. In this case, at least three of the five in the team had
an opportunity to increase their content knowledge about the appropriate use of
grouping categorical data and the relative sample size needed for statistical
significance for a given matrix.

In the final analysis, the student did choose to group the data and did find a
legitimately significant result. PROFESSOR PHYSICS did make the changes
to the class notes for the following semester by adding the idea of grouping in a
box under warnings about the validity which was confirmed by triangulation.
These notes, documented in the course notes are the summation of all the
semester discussions, curricular suggestions and many iterations of best
practices and ideas that 10 years of work can document. Today, it is a published
textbook used for the course.

Between research professor and new instructor (1,7)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I mean do we want to send him over to something more like
uhh what, an analysis of variance which is more appropriate?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Analysis of covariance.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: ….of covariance.
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Researcher note:
Content knowledge of the best form of statistical analysis dictates what
practices are suggested and this is a clear correction for a new instructor by an
experienced researcher.

Between co-director and master teacher on assumptions and theorems (2,7)
MASTER TEACHER:

really it‘s a model…and…and …we went out and did

experiments you know…looked at a … a large body of work where…where…
experiments were replicated multiple times and saw this trend and saw…saw
that ok, in well-controlled studies the distribution does start to approach this
normal distribution assuming that… we can…we can use this as a tool if we
can‘t assume that…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS we …we can assume what?
MASTER TEACHER: that the real data approaches a normal distribution.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: the sample means do…not the real data
MASTER TEACHER: right
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: that‘s what she…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, you don‘t have to assume it…it‘s a theorem.
MASTER TEACHER: Right, but it‘s a…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I mean I wouldn‘t want to say we assume something that‘s a
theorem.
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MASTER TEACHER: well, no, but you‘re um…I… I don‘t think I‘m making myself
clear. It‘s… it‘s saying or at least the way I interpret it is that even if I only do
my experiment 5 times…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: right
MASTER TEACHER:

I‘m assuming that it‘s behaving according to a normal

distribution. That‘s the only way I can then apply that statistical analysis, if I
can‘t assume that….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Right
MASTER TEACHER: …then all the statistical analysis, at least this form of statistical
analysis, has to go away
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well actually the standard error doesn‘t depend on a normal
distribution.
[silent pause]
MASTER TEACHER: right, I…I….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: So there is…something even if it isn‘t normal you can still
say that the….the um….
MASTER TEACHER: Well, what does that really tell us then? If it doesn‘t…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: You can‘t use p values anymore but you can…still can…
discuss the standard error.
MASTER TEACHER: Ok.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … because that‘s defined more generally.
MASTER TEACHER:

but that‘s where that comes in…you know the p values

are….dependent upon….a normal distribution.
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TA- R …the area under the curve…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yes the p values are dependent upon a normal distribution
but the standard error isn‘t.
MASTER TEACHER: so if I can‘t make that assumption about my experimental
design…that I‘ve designed an experiment that is free of so much random and
systematic error that it‘s…that it can be assumed that if I did it an infinite
number of times I would get this normal distribution.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: But again I would say that the um… theorem kicks in no
matter how much random or systematic error you have.
[silent pause]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: You can have any amount of random and systematic error
and the theorem says that averaging together sufficient numbers of data points
and looking at the distributions of sample means will give you a normal curve…
theorem
MASTER TEACHER: Ok
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Yea.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: So if you have systematic error then you will converge to the
wrong value.
MASTER TEACHER: Right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …and if you have a lot of random error then it may although
it will not even necessarily take a lot of… a larger N to get that convergence so
in general that‘s not true um…if larger random error simply means that sigma is
larger and therefore at every stage along the way the standard error is larger it
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doesn‘t even have to do with how quickly you converge to the normal curve. It
doesn‘t ….a larger amount of error in your experiment doesn‘t necessarily delay
the convergence at all.
MASTER TEACHER so….so……regardless there‘s not an example or a situation that
you can think of that…..this…that this model would not apply?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: um….it only doesn‘t apply if the data are not normalizable. It
doesn‘t have a well- defined second moment that is almost I think unheard of in
natural

situations

there

are

a

couple

of

physical

cases

where

it

happens…electrical resistivity…random solids have statistical properties that
are…that begin to defeat this….but basically every other case the math will kick
in.

Researcher note:
On the following class day, MASTER TEACHER copied a full size Gaussian
curve onto card stock and cut the slices. In the lecture class, she weighed the
pieces and demonstrated the percentages to the class so that they had a direct
reference to the actual areas under the curve. She reminded them about using
calculus to find the same values.

PROFESSOR PHYSICS in his class

referenced the course text where he has beautiful derivations worked out step by
step. PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY in his class demonstrated a
derivation on the board. When confronted about the best way to do this in the
team meeting which followed, the discussion between PROFESSOR PHYSICS
and PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY discuss the rationale for a
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difference in their own classroom practices.

(1,6)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, I put it into the notes [course text] because some people
really want to see the derivation, but I backed off trying to show it because, um,
it just seemed to me so many distractions from what I view as the main point,
which is understanding the concepts, and everything can be taken as a way to be
distracting from that.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, yea, I found that sometimes in past
years a handful of math majors have suddenly warmed up…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Mmhhmm.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:… to what was going on in class once
they saw the equations on the board, or they saw the derivation. It certainly was
one time where I could put up the formula for the normal distribution and
showed that well, I should say, stated that the p value is just the integral…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Right.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:… in that curve and suddenly I mean a
third of the class went, ―Ohhhhh.‖ and got more engaged all of the sudden so,
TA COSMOLOGIST: …on the other hand, that‘s dangerous, I think because then they
are seeing something that they think they understand the meaning of, which they
don‘t, so they see an integral and they say I could evaluate that integral and get
a number therefore I know what‘s going on but they have no idea I don‘t know
in that special case but they may well have no idea how to interpret that.
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PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: … a probability distribution that they‘re
integrating.
TA COSMOLOGIST:… so, but everybody likes seeing stuff they know so… tough call.

Researcher note:
MASTER TEACHER whose experience with secondary students whose
mathematics background may be weaker, knows how to make things clear and
accessible to students in other ways. In fact, in the following meeting, (2,8)
student [J] walks in to MASTER TEACHER‘s office with a question and
states, ‖You have such an amazing ability to associate what we‘re learning to
real examples!‖ When PROFESSOR ASTRPHYSICS learned of her use of this
the following semester, he got very excited and asked if he could use it too. In
team meeting (2,8) he states, ― I think it is a way to reach students, look, I think
differently, we have to help them understand‖ and later comments ―…it‘s a
remarkable execution of the lesson plan!‖ Neither PROFESSOR PHYSICS, nor
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY used the direct physical model in
their classes. However, if every instructor used a uniform way to teach the
course, there would probably be less discussion, and less subsequent
investigation in new teaching practices. The researcher believes that content
knowledge drives classroom practices, and sharing this with other team
members is a frequent and viable form of professional development evidenced
by subsequent changes in teaching practices.
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Between teaching assistant and co-director on Ulrich’s Periodical Directory (1, 12)
TA -RESEARCHER: There were two people in class today who didn‘t know that you
could go to a journal‘s website and look up there to see to find out if it was
peer- reviewed… like they did the search in Ulrich‘s and it didn‘t show up.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yea.
TA -RESEARCHER: But, I said well let‘s just go to that journal‘s website to see where
it talks about it and…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I‘m not sure I would trust that actually,

TA -RESEARCHER: Really?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, I wouldn‘t trust that. I would not do that.

TA -RESEARCHER: … the American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry when you go to
its site it says it is a peer reviewed source.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yes, but.. And I am sure that the American Journal of

Creation Science when you go to it will say that it is a peer- reviewed source.
TA -RESEARCHER: Ok, but it‘s not listed at all at Ulrich‘s, not like it‘s listed and not
peer reviewed, it‘s just not listed at all.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

That‘s very odd there shouldn‘t be anything that Ulrich‘s

doesn‘t know. Ulrich‘s is the definitive world source for these things.

Researcher Note:
One year later the American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry was listed in
Ulrich‘s Periodicals directory and it is peer- reviewed. The practice of not
trusting information not listed in Ulrich‘s may be a limitation for journals not
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yet listed. Also just because a journal is peer reviewed doesn‘t mean that every
article in the journal is peer reviewed. But Ulrich‘s is a legitimate source for
identifying peer reviewed journals.

Between physics professor and physics professor on determining error in
measurement (2,2)
TA -RESEARCHER: Do we specifically ever spell out how many significant figures
are appropriate? I mean, or is that something they should remember from high
school chemistry? Because I notice that towards the end…
MASTER TEACHER: There‘s no such thing.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Yea, there‘s no such… there‘s no such thing
TA -RESEARCHER: It was my understanding that depending on what instrument you
use to measure that would limit the number of digits you report you shouldn‘t
report 7.2141712 if you can only measure to 0.1.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Oh,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well, once you‘ve got a standard error you typically not

recommended to report things that are many more digits than the standard error
will allow but you can‘t do that until you have the standard error.
TA -RESEARCHER: But I still see students still make that mistake later on to report.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I don‘t view that as a mistake it‘s something, it‘s a slightly

bad form but and it‘s very easy to grade down on which is why I think it is
popular to call it a mistake amongst instructors but if you look for example at
Gauss‘s paper, Gauss just loved reporting 6 decimal places [laughter] it‘s
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because he was so pleased that he could do the math in his head that he would
do it to a certain point of bragging and he knew perfectly well that most of them
were not significant but he still did do it. So now you‘d have to say that
Gauss‘s papers were all wrong I mean…
MASTER TEACHER:..and I retract what I said when you first said the appropriate
number I thought you were gonna come up with something I heard consistently
from some of my colleagues in the classroom. ―Oh, no it‘s always 2 decimal
places.‖
TA -RESEARCHER: Oh no, depends on your measuring instrument but…
MASTER TEACHER: …depending on the tool.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, it depends on the standard error…. doesn‘t even depend

on the instrument but…
MASTER TEACHER: Well…..ok [as if not in agreement]
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: It‘s really combination of the two.
MASTER TEACHER: Yea,
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: If your standard error for instance is smaller… is
much smaller than the resolution of the instrument, I think you do need to think
this thing through whether that makes sense. I have a feeling,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well that‘s…
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: I have a feeling that…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I‘ll give you an example of why it‘s at least fuzzy.

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: yes?
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

A coin flip. A coin reports one and zero with nothing in the

middle, so you might, now it does record one or zero with infinite accuracy.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: That is the thing…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But you might think from that why I have an uncertainty of

one from my instrument because I either get one or zero whereas in fact….
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: No, no, no, it is not answered in measuring two
numbers as you say with infinite precision.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Right, but if you now if you take some instrument, if it

reports….just because it‘s binning doesn‘t mean it wasn‘t very accurate. It‘s
hard to tell…
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: A meter stick ….there is a fair example where if you
were to use a meter stick for instance to measure distances and you were to
measure the… and you were reporting a statistical error which is much smaller
than a millimeter, I think you do need to call that it… let‘s think this thing
through whether this is sensible or not.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Right, and so that‘s the question if by averaging

measurements made with a meter stick how much more below a millimeter can
you go?
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Yes,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I don‘t know the answer to that.

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: I think it is going to be limited to a millimeter or a
fraction of it not much smaller than a millimeter.
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MASTER TEACHER: On a meter stick you can estimate maybe a half of a millimeter
and that‘s about it.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS:

No matter how many times you repeat your

statistical… your formal statistical error may turn out to be an angstrom but that
is meaningless.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But it would be interesting to try to figure out why because

the formalism will let you get arbitrary…
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Systematic error you are dominated by the systematic
error.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: ...but the source of the systematic error, why would you have
a bias towards one side of it or another? In other words if you had multiple
individual…
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: No, I know exactly what….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So supposed you had ten thousand separate individuals

come in and report this measurement would that or would that not…. why
would there be a systematic error in that? Wouldn‘t individual nervous systems
and responses create a random effect that would average out?
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Unfortunately not because you see when you read the
meter stick read and jot down the data you are not going to be doing any better
than half a millimeter so you‘d make an error of half a millimeter which maybe
random or may not be random, and that level I think is really uh…very much
subjective so I think it is not truly random at that stage I mean at that point…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Ok, that‘s tricky and I‘m gonna have to go in a few minutes.
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Researcher note:
The topic never surfaced again although it was not clearly resolved. An
interesting note is that the practices of the professors in the group are often based on
what is commonly practiced in the literature base – such as the example which surfaced
about Gauss which is well known in the literature of classical physics. The content
knowledge and practices typically come from what is accepted in the community, as
published in peer reviewed literature (Kuhn,1962). Some might interpret the final
statement by PROFESSOR PHYSICS as dismissive, however, this was at the very end
of a team meeting where he was scheduled for another appointment. By referencing
what PROFESSOR PHYSICS writes in the course notes, ―In scientific writing, you
should record just enough digits so that the precision of the result and the accuracy with
which you know it are about the same‖ (p23, Fall 09 version) one can see that the
subject is treated seriously. There were 6 references to digits in this semester version. A
later semester version added an additional reference for a total of 7 references to digits.
This addition connected the number of digits to precision and accuracy as well. ―The
ideas of precision and accuracy give an additional way of thinking about systematic
error. A numerical result is very precise when it is specified to many digits, or when the
error bars surrounding it are very small‖ (p 36). The original sentence which appears
later in the text did not change from the Fall 09 version.

Between a Biology professor and Physics professor on what is an appropriate number
of trials or how many individual insects are needed as probes (1,5)
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TA -RESEARCHER: What about somebody who has 50 insects in a tub and only had
one tub instead of 3 tubs and it‘s not likely that he‘s going to be able to collect
all these insects all over again just so he can get error bars?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Wait a minute…..just a second, it sounds like there is

potential with 50, so tell me about the 50 insects in a tub again…
TA -RESEARCHER: Well…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

What are they doing??

TA -RESEARCHER: So.. um… different levels of nitrate and the survivability of the
insects.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: He‘s doing multiple tubs I thought.
TA -RESEARCHER: No, he‘s got one tub at this concentration and one tub at another.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I specifically remember talking to him.
TA -RESEARCHER: He‘s got a lot of insects at a lot of concentrations but only one tub
at each.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: ..but he‘s not doing a T test, he‘s doing
a linear regression.
TA -RESEARCHER: Good, then I advised him right this morning so it‘s ok.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Right, but each insect can be viewed as a separate probe?

Can‘t it?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

No because it‘s a , it‘s pseudo

replication so if he had one high nitrogen and one low nitrogen tub a skeptic
could say you have higher mortality here than here but it could have been just
the tub.
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: …like a contaminant in the tub?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: and so to, and so, the insects in the tub
give you a single estimate of mortality and a single estimate of mortality for this
other tub but…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Umm….[not buying it]

TA -RESEARCHER: So if you have 8 tubs and you are looking at a linear regression.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But wait, just a second. If I take 1 tub with 1000 insects, and

put 70% nitrogen atmosphere there for two hours and I measure the number that
die there is a view of it that says that every insect is independently monitoring
this environment and I do know more than if I had 3 insects in the tub.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yes, absolutely so you have a precision
of your mortality estimation but if you are trying to ascribe a difference between
the two tubs to the treatment effect, like high vs. low nitrogen, with only one
high nitrogen treatment and one low nitrogen treatment there‘s the argument
that there are confounding effects… um… that could be experimenter tub to
experimenter tub variation with no idea how substantial that variability is you
know the mortality here is to some precision.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Let me give you an argument in a case where you, where in

fact, huge expensive experiments are subject to that criticism and there is
nothing you can do about it. Umm, there is one LHC. That‘s it. And we make
the measurements in this one LHC and we make our conclusions about the
fundamental structure of the universe and in principle maybe we should build
three. But we won‘t. Why is that different?
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PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Uh, because the LHC took more money
to construct than one could ever conceive of doing multiple times
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

That‘s true but nevertheless…

LECTURER BIOLOGY: but.. but…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

There can be things about,

little details about the

construction of this instrument that is subject to that criticism, all I‘m saying is
real professionals….
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …but you would run that one instrument several times to
reach your suite of observations from which you take your average.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …but that‘s equivalent to having multiple
insects.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … its equivalent to having multiple insects. I‘m comparing
multiple runs to multiple insects because it‘s all in the same instrument.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: In general in Biology, there is a deep
suspicion because there is a large history showing that um.. so you know I‘ve
seen it done in this classroom where somebody grows plants in two flower pots
and one flower pot is positioned closer to the window than the other so there is
an unintended source of variation and they‘re ascribing the difference in growth
to their fertilizer treatment ignoring other things that could have been different
between them.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I think it‘s a very good example but the way you deal with

in the case of the LHC is to try to think through all those different things and
convince yourself eventually and nothing of that sort is going on; therefore, in
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the case of the many insects in the nitrogen, I would say that if none of us could
think of an extraneous effect that could have possibly led to something of that
sort, then we might let him treat it as a sample size of 50 or whatever.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea… [reluctantly]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … cause that‘s what you have to do with these big
experiments.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …but at least within the confines of
Biology tradition, and I think it is useful to expose students to this idea, they‘d
be much better off with multiple smaller containers.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You should of done 5 tubs of 10 rather than 1 tub of 50.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: and PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Right.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: …and in his case he did the design that
we talked about which was instead of doing a T test he‘s gonna do a regression.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

A regression, I understand… that‘s fine.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: We didn‘t know what the appropriate
nitrogen concentrations would be so we‘re really titrating an effect size rather
than just asking if there‘s a difference.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It‘s interesting to compare the traditions of different

disciplines.

Researcher note:
Clearly the professors acknowledge and accept differences in experimental
design and hypothesis testing between disciplines based on community practice
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from each discipline. Also, limitations related to the realistic consideration of
funding complex experiments are discussed and acknowledged.

This rich

source of content knowledge is a professional development opportunity.
Evidence for change within members of the team was observed in a subsequent
discussion with [student J] and also observed in [student J‘s] final presentation
of inquiry II. The abstract of his final inquiry II project follows with permission
from the author:
A laboratory bio-assessment was conducted to determine the toxicity effect of
sodium nitrate (NaN03) to the mayfly Leptophlebia sp. Specimens were
collected from the Guadalupe River located in Spring Branch Texas. All test
specimens were placed in tubs containing three liters of de-chlorinated tap water
and acclimated for a period of two days. Specimens were then exposed to nine
different concentrations of NaN03 (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 parts per
million (ppm). After a period of three days survivors were counted from each of
the nine containers. Results showed decreasing survivorship with an increase in
NaN03 concentration. An r2 value of .919 showed a positive correlation between
the increasing amount of NaN03 concentration and survivorship. Further studies
could be done on other pollution sensitive macroinvertebrates to determine their
nitrate sensitivity levels.
In the data analysis section of the inquiry that was submitted by student J:
The correlation coefficient shows how well the data falls on a linear line. A
perfect fit of the data will have an r =1. Since statistical analysis of the data
produced an r value of 0.9193 (Figure 5), we can say that there is a very strong
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probability of a correlation between the number of survivors and increasing
concentrations of NaN03. So with increasing nitrate concentrations we can
expect to see a decrease in the survivorship in the Ephemeroptera species. A ttest was also done to determine if we could determine if the slope of the line
could be distinguished from 0. A t value of 8.6 was calculated using the formula
found in figure 4. This calculated value was then used to find the p value. Since
the p value is less than .05 we can say with a little more certainty that there is
very little chance of error in our data.
t= r/√ (1-r2) (N-2)
Figure 4. Formula for t-test

Survivors

Affects of Increasing Nitrate Concentrations on the Survivability of
Leptophlebia sp.

y = -0.3983x + 56.156
R² = 0.9193

Nitrate Concentration ppm

Figure 5:. R2 value for data showing strong positive linear relationship with a slope of -.41.

Between teaching assistant and team on nuclear waste dumping
TA -RESEARCHER: One of the presentations we just heard was on nuclear waste
disposal she said that there are a lot of nuclear wastes that are being put in the
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ocean my understanding was that three decades ago that was outlawed
internationally, Russia continued to break it for a little while but…that nobody
dumps nuclear waste in the ocean anymore… but in that presentation it was like
it was a normal method of disposal.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Well, where did she get that information?
TA -RESEARCHER: I‘ll have to go back and look at her source because that seems…
TA - COSMOLOGIST: They used to dump it in cracks in the ocean floor.

I don‘t

know if that is also illegal…
TA -RESEARCHER: Well, truthfully, if you drop it in a crack in the ocean floor, who is
gonna go detect it?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: True.
TA -RESEARCHER: I mean I think officially they are not supposed to do that but…I
don‘t know. I thought there was an international treaty that outlawed any
dumping of nuclear waste in the ocean.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: You would think
TA - COSMOLOGIST: You would hope.
[The co-director walks in]
TA -RESEARCHER: I didn‘t realize that nuclear waste was being dumped in the ocean
I thought there was a 30 year international ban on dumping.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS;

I don‘t think we are dumping it.

TA -RESEARCHER: Well, I got the feeling from one of the presentations that that was
one form of disposal that had been used.
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It‘s being proposed, I don‘t believe it has been used, I

believe it has been proposed. I don‘t think anybody‘s done it.
TA -RESEARCHER: Well…I think Russia … for a while did but they are not
anymore…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS;

Those are [inaudible] submarines…[laughs]

Researcher note:
There are more than 50 sites in the northern part of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans that are known places where radioactive waste have been dumped since
1946. In 1975, the London Dumping Convention prohibited dumping high level
waste but low level wastes could be dumped with a special permit. By 1983, all
dumping

of radioactive waste was prohibited, however, in 1988 the

International Atomic Energy Agency and the Nuclear Energy Agency experts
group identified what radiation sources and practices are exempted from
regulatory control (IAEA, 1989). This illustrates that student presentations can
initiate a discussion with a clear lack of content knowledge and practices on a
particular subject which was noticed by the researcher who subsequently did
some investigating to find what was in the peer reviewed literature. This is an
example of a professional development opportunity that resulted in an increase
in content knowledge on nuclear waste dumping practices.

Between teaching assistant and co-director on Nobel Prizes (1,14)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …isn‘t that what Einstein won the Nobel prize for? The
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photoelectric effect… yes that‘s one he got the prize for…
TA - COSMOLOGIST No, Brownian motion
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Did he get the….I can‘t remember, Brownian motion?

He

got it for photoelectric effect and did special relativity in the same year.
TA - COSMOLOGIST [whispers] bastard…anyways….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Special relativity was still too controversial in 1925 to win
the prize I think he won it for the photoelectric effect and not for Brownian
motion.

Researcher note:
In this case, the professor did demonstrate the content knowledge. Einstein won
the prize in 1921 for the photoelectric effect which depends on a threshold of
frequency for photons to escape. He had in fact written papers on special
relativity that were overlooked at that time. This illustrates again that research
scientists possess a wealth of knowledge, not only about what is current in the
field, but also what historical events led to current knowledge and practice. The
researcher confirmed the validity of the prize and subsequently shared the
knowledge with the other TA. This was a measurable opportunity to learn
something new.

Between instructors on the relationship between precision and accuracy,
systematic and random error (2,1)
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MASTER TEACHER: I had one thought as I was kinda sitting back there and looking
at your vocabulary list if it might be worth opening up class either Wednesday
or next Monday to see if they can connect precision and accuracy to the two
types of errors. That you know, systematic error you know what…. where is
that gonna show up? Is that gonna show up in your…. necessarily in your
precision? or is that gonna show up in your accuracy? How about random
errors? You know where will…. How… what…. How‘s that going to rear its
ugly head? And maybe connecting those might help reinforce….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: well, I am not sure I even understand the point that you want
to make though because systematic error doesn‘t show up
MASTER TEACHER: Sure it does. Cause you said it yourself, you said it‘d be
wrong… you‘d be wrong, right? If you have systematic error your results are
wrong.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: right, but
MASTER TEACHER: but your results are not accurate. Not matching up to your
TA -RESEARCHER: not accurate
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: right
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: what they should be
MASTER TEACHER: your true value ok
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: right
MASTER TEACHER: so you‘re, you‘re, you‘re accuracy is flawed
TA -RESEARCHER: where you might have good precision
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MASTER TEACHER: where you might have, oh my God, making those measurements
and they are spot, on I mean you… you…, you, it‘s so reproducible you think
you have just invented sliced bread and it‘s not matching up to reality that‘s a
highly precise
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: that‘s a possible scenario but it‘s not the only one
MASTER TEACHER: ..well, but its
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

it is possible to obtain very reproducible, precisely

reproduced results that are inaccurate, that‘s true however, if there is a large
component of random error then it doesn‘t work out that way, it‘s just a
possible scenario
MASTER TEACHER: right but if its there‘s a large random error then your precision is
going to start showing up in that reproducibility because you‘ve got this random
fluctuation going on and no two measurements look alike but when you do it
enough times and you average it… lo and behold its matching up to reality. So
…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: right but even when there is a large random component each
measurement each individual one although they differ from each other they can
be very precise just the collection no longer is in other words you can get a lot
of digits from things people get confused about that point
MASTER TEACHER: right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: so there are a couple different
MASTER TEACHER: right but one of the fundamental tenets to precision is at least the
way I understand it is reproducibility
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, there are two, I guess I should decide which I want to
use the word for because there‘s on the one hand the number of digits a device
records and there‘s the degree to which repetition produces the same number
which is a separate thing.
TA -RESEARCHER: You mean the number of significant figures?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: No they‘re independent you can have multiple possibilities.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: But your point is that… that needs to be clarified…
that is the point.
MASTER TEACHER: right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I don‘t think they should be asked to clarify it because it
wasn‘t clear.
MASTER TEACHER: No I‘m not asking them to I‘m asking to see if they could
come up with a connection not an absolute connection but instead of you know
having these two sets of terms that appear to be independent of one another
[laughs]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Mmhhmm
MASTER TEACHER: That they are part of an overall theme in doing science that there
is a connection.

Researcher note:
This begins with two instructors watching PROFESSOR PHYSICS teach.
Evidence for this is located in the dialogue early with observed vocabulary on
the board. The team meeting following the teaching sequence suggests that
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subtle connections are not always apparent until confronted with explaining
why. What this conversation does not reveal is that PROFESSOR PHYSICS
decided later that MASTER TEACHER was right on this one by his own
admission later and he changed how he wrote and talked about the point. This
particular dialogue and additional evidence for change is discussed more
thoroughly in chapter 5 in the discussion section.
Between new instructor and co-director on probability distributions (1,3)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: although maybe I‘m learning it‘s not so…. Hmmm…. gosh
some of these inquiries are not so there was one that was so…..I don‘t want to
say it was bad but it was just so poorly formulated I really didn‘t know what to
do, or what to say to the student, I almost wanted to pass it off.
TA -RESEARCHER: mmhhmm
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I was just at a loss I don‘t know what to say to the student
because what she is proposing, it makes no sense and it there is nothing there…
TA -RESEARCHER: hmm… what is it?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: She wants to make a probable distribution….. a probable
distribution of a hot wheel car. And so she is gonna run a car down a ramp and
time how many times it takes it to go this distance down the ramp and then
graph that make a a probable distribution
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Probability distribution.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: I know
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Right

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, but no, it‘s a… a…. probable distribution
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TA -RESEARCHER: She calls it a… a… probable distribution?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea, and so she is just gonna run a single hot wheels car she is
gonna run a single hot wheels car down a track and see how variable I guess the
dispersion is around the, the mean.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yea, to get the probability distribution

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So?

LECTURER BIOLOGY: That‘s her….that‘s her….. inquiry?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I know. We came up with it together.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Oh, OK, right… so this is where I have trouble with it what…
what… what is it though? I …is she looking for….this just one car over and
over again is it axle length? car color?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … right, just one car
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …just one car?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Absolutely!

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Over and over and over again?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yes, what‘s the distribution?

LECTURER BIOLOGY: OK I guess I had a little trouble with that I don‘t understand
the value behind that.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Ok, that‘s because you are from Biology. This is about

Physics.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: That‘s right, this is what I am saying it‘s a challenge for me to
grade this because I don‘t know what they are doing!
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

If you were collecting data of this type in the real world

what would you expect to typically get?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …a bell shaped distribution …a bell shaped curve… a
rounded…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: That‘s what most people would expect but if you measure it
carefully you don‘t.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok
When you actually do it

PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

you get…if it‘s done with

sufficient care…then the characteristic data…ummm… are something called
one over F noise in which if you take a Fourier transform of the probability
distribution you get something with a peak at low frequencies. So there is
typically a very…. It‘s typically too heavy a weight at very unlikely events.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

…and it takes a lot of very careful measurement to be able

to see that but it‘s actually very….well…it occupied a lot of physicists for a
long time.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: See this information that that I‘m not familiar with so..
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So…

LECTURER BIOLOGY: So my input on her inquiry was you know, I don‘t know what
she was doing.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well she doesn‘t either but I cleared her to do this she said

she wanted … she said, ―I haven‘t had probability but I would like to do
something with probabilities and I‘m interested in speed.‖ in fact if you see that
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document in the examples I sent around…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Remember me sending around these sort of mock examples

of discussions?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yes.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It‘s included in there the whole discussion that led to that

inquiry proposal included in those examples.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok, I missed the ball on that one.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …and one of the main points is that…no matter how cut and
dried something might seem…if you investigate it carefully, it isn‘t cut and
dried anymore. And I don‘t care what it is. There are always corrections to be
found and if you are in a physics mode, you can never go wrong.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Alright well, then, Yea, so …there is this one student who is
looking for something constant this is really outside my area of expertise so…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: But just think about it. If you think about it a little bit you‘ll
see. So you would think… I would actually say in general it is a misconception
that distributed quantities follow a normal distribution.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

That isn‘t true and mathematically it shouldn‘t be. What

should be normally distributed are sample averages of sufficiently large
samples.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But if you just take raw data there is no reason for them to
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be normally distributed…. and generically do not. So if she starts doing this, I
have no idea what the distribution will be.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

One of the checks you can do is see if it is normal maybe it

is, maybe it isn‘t
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … if it is fine, it turned out to be normally distributed but
let‘s not presume when there‘s absolutely no reason why it should be!
(Pause)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Central tendency, yes, normal.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So I think that right there… is this a normal distribution or

not… we‘ve got a challenging mathematics problem.

Instantly, when I

mentioned it to [TA COSMOLOGIST] he said, ―Oh, you know we are gonna
need more advanced statistics for her early like chi squared for comparing two
distributions.‖

Which raises many questions because you‘ve got to construct

histograms… and of bin size…. how many trials do you need to do in order to
be able to get probabilities for events.

Researcher note:
This is another case of biologist learning something about the approach of physicists
to their discipline. The main lesson learned is about the expectation for the spread of
data from a single agent experimental design. In other words, what is a normal
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distribution and when would one expect to see it? Are all data collected from all
experiments always normally distributed? This idea is commonly misconceived.
Even within the discussion there is a clear difference in the approach to
experimentation

and

practice

as

well

as

INSTRUCTOR

BIOLOGY‘s

misunderstanding or expectation that all data collected would be normally
distributed.

PROFESSOR PHYSICS‘s increased experience with and native

approach to such inquires allows him to allow the student to pursue the inquiry just
to see what she might get. This illustrates an opportunity for learning new content
and new approaches to inquiry as a form of professional development, and the
subsequent audiotape of the student‘s final project presentation demonstrated that the
knowledge was translated from PROFESSOR PHYSICS to INSTRUCTOR
BIOLOGY to [student T].

CATEGORY (3 b):

Confrontations in pedagogical or pedagogical content

knowledge
Pedagogical and pedagogical content knowledge address the strategies that
teachers use to provide experiences which aid the student in constructing understanding.
These are often subtle and are acquired over time in working with students iteratively in
specific subjects.

Experts in content are sometimes not aware of the difficulties of

others in learning something that the expert already understands.

This type of

knowledge requires teachers to see through the eyes of the students what it is like to
learn something new.
Between new instructor and co-director on modeling scientific practices (1,3)
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TA -RESEARCHER: I think it is because there is a tendency for students to want to
plot every number they collect
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …and as I am reading these proposals about halfway done
they all say I‘m gonna plot all my observations and I‘m saying well really you
know what we‘re really interested in you know are sort of summary statistics
and you know not everything you have
TA -RESEARCHER: an analysis…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: yea, an analysis.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I think a scatter plot is good in the intermediate stage but

virtually never will a researcher present a scatter plot.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, well, and a scatter plot, I think, when you are collecting
over a series of time intervals makes better sense than if you are just randomly
haphazardly collecting fish out of a lake.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Actually what you plot, I mean actually let‘s suppose you

were to get all the fish in the lake, what would you plot?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I‘m sorry, all the data?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You would just have all these fish of different heights, what

would you plot? Other than a histogram?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Well, instead of organizing it into numbers of observations
per category, I think the students would just throw everything and you would
have however many well three columns of about 75….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

…about 120

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, 120 observations on one huge graph
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You mean plot…

LECTURER BIOLOGY: One big ol‘ messy graph; the raw stuff
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You mean the height of the fish vs. the fish number?

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Basically, yea
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: That‘s not even a very good practice…it just isn‘t. I wouldn‘t
do it.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: No, right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I wouldn‘t model; this is supposed to be modeling actual

practice at this point not bad practice I wouldn‘t even recommend doing THAT
at the early stages of anything.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok, cause I think, the students are doing that
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …whenever they can
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, it‘s just taking a table and putting it on a graph, not
doing anything with the data…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well, there are times when a scatter plot is extremely useful

but that‘s when there are two variables and in this case there is just one so I
don‘t think any scientist would ever do what you are talking about!
TA -RESEARCHER: You‘ve got a point
LECTURER BIOLOGY: No, they wouldn‘t
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So I wouldn‘t do it.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: I was sort of using it as a compare and contrast this is when
showing the observations is useful and categorizing them; fit each into a little
cubby hole and see how big each cubby hole is
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

The thing is when you model something that you don‘t

want them to do, it frequently sticks in their head as the thing to do.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … so…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Fair enough
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So I think their…. I think…the idea of this thing was the

actual model of here‘s the way a real person actually does it, what a scientist
does, the real thing, and I sort of like starting with it. And pointing out the parts
of it…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, ok
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It works so much better than the things we tried before.

Researcher note:
Modeling poor practices are not recommended by the co-director with the
rationale for his belief. Pedagogical content knowledge is acquired through
experience and PROFESSOR PHYSICS provides the rationale for his
suggestion.

It is possible that someone might take the statements as

authoritative and interpret them as meaning that PROFESSOR PHYSICS
believes that science researchers are the ―real‖ people and their decisions have
more weight, but the researcher didn‘t interpret the statements this way. The
statement indicates that perhaps poor practices were demonstrated and identified
as such yet were observed to be demonstrated by students later in the course.
Also, the experience of working with graduate students to develop their skills
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could factor into the equation of what has been observed ―before‖. Science
researchers work with graduate students to teach them how to do research. This
teaching experience is a valid source for teaching the skills in the undergraduate
course research methods as well.

Between teaching assistants (1,5)
TA – COSMOLOGIST: Oh yea, you take way too much crap. A student comes up to
you and says I need someone to let me in the lab right now I just tell them right
to their face I can‘t do that, what are you talking about? … of course (TA RESEARCHER) says, ―I can stay, I‘m so nice….‖
TA -RESEARCHER: I want students in our program to care about what they learn [not
just during class time] and that we really shouldn‘t use…[scheduling as an
excuse] I mean that‘s important to me.
TA – COSMOLOGIST: Yea,
TA -RESEARCHER: …and I think it should be important to all of us, I‘m sorry but…
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Yea, but my time is more valuable than theirs. That‘s all I‘m
trying to communicate.
TA -RESEARCHER: Ohhhhh? ok,
TA – COSMOLOGIST: I mean they shouldn‘t expect that we‘ll just drop whatever….
TA -RESEARCHER: Right, but they do sometimes appreciate when you take time with
them. They feel like they‘re important enough in this program, not just like they
just pay all this tuition, they are really gaining something and I would hope
every teacher who comes out of here feels that way about their classroom and
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not just because we are on tape but that‘s something I take very seriously.
That‘s why I do that… [make time to help students at the time they have
question or need].
[laughter]
TA -RESEARCHER: All you have to do is say I want that part erased and by law it‘s
your right.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: He‘s such not a provider, he‘s not a nurturer this one…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

He‘s a man.

TA -RESEARCHER: But seriously,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

He‘s merely a man…that‘s my theory.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: He just gives them beer and tells them
to go with it.
[laughter]
TA -RESEARCHER: Do you understand what I am saying? Are we just a program or
are we here to give teachers what they need? [Are we here] to really invest in
students?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yes.

TA -RESEARCHER: Do you follow what I‗m saying? Then I think we should give
that impression. [not limit our investment in them to when it is convenient for
us]
LECTURER BIOLOGY: but you have to protect… at some point students will slack,
slack, slack, and all of the sudden it‘s an emergency!
TA -RESEARCHER: …but they have no excuse when you have been available.
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
TA -RESEARCHER: No excuse.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right… illness, or not, illness,… death I mean….
TA -RESEARCHER: …cause you would make extra time for them to collect this data
so that‘s the other advantage too.. no excuse, you just didn‘t do it.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, good point.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Mmhhmm

TA -RESEARCHER: I‘m not chastising you, I‘m sorry, you know not everyone learns
in the same time frame.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: I‘m ok.
TA -RESEARCHER: There have been too many teachers that I worked beside who at
3:30 when the bell rang they were out of there and they didn‘t care.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …or a judge even.
TA -RESEARCHER: That bothers me.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: The judge who was getting the deal here it was in the news a
local judge who was getting a.. a last minute she said my office closes at 5 pm.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It was a death case.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: She shut the door at 5 pm. It was that night the lights were put
out.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: She‘s being sued now.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea, big time but at the same time there was this issue that the
deadline was there and they slacked, the lawyer slacked on their behalf
expecting her to stay open, there could be all of these, but of course when a
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person‘s life is on the line seems a little….
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …slightly different.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …. there is at least one case where I am still working on an
overdue inquiry 4 from last semester and will probably end up coming in on a
weekend or an evening to assist with data collection.

Researcher note:
Students don‘t always have questions at the time the teacher plans for them
which is most frequently expected during class. Making time for students when
THEY have the question or need, not when it is always convenient for the
teacher (or researcher) has been documented to be effective, and one strategy
behind just in time teaching (Novak, 1999). Evidence for change was observed
in additional office hours by professors near the end of the course when students
may need them most and flexibility for making these available according to
student‘s needs. This included offering hours on Saturday even by the codirector.

Later in the semester between instructors (1,6)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: So what else can I say, umm, I don‘t think, I‘ve noticed
something interesting about actually setting aside an hour and a half a week for
office hours: to this minute not a single person has yet come. But, because I set
aside time for office hours they think it is there for fair game to write to me and
say, ―I can‘t come during your office hours can I set up another time?‖ So I‘ve
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had more people than ever contact me about finding an extra time so I think it‘s
worth having an office hour!
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: (clears throat) The approach that I‘ve
taken which clearly does not work in comparison with that is to say, I don‘t
have set office hours because nobody ever comes. Contact me and we‘ll set
up….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: No, no, no that doesn‘t work, you have to set up a sign then
nobody ever comes but they will contact you for another time.
TA -RESEARCHER: [laughs]
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: That‘s a good lesson, they really don‘t
come.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Right, well I‘ve had, I don‘t know, 5 or 6 people contact me
for extra office hours which is a good thing. We typically haven‘t even needed it
because we‘ve managed to take care of it in class but it‘s sort of the dynamic
that [inaudible]. What?
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Weird.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: What you mean like real life is weird [smiling broadly]?
TA - COSMOLOGIST Sometimes.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yea
TA – COSMOLOGIST: Do you go to the office?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yea, I‘m always here. It‘s great I have an hour and a half that
I have blocked out and I can do stuff, talk to people around the floor, I tell
everyone if a student comes, tell me… which no one‘s come yet, I‘m still
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hopeful. Everyone has class at that time which is what they always say, I have
class during your office hours would you be able to find an extra time for me…
sure let‘s look into it unless maybe we can handle it after class. OK let‘s see and
then in almost every case we‘ve managed to handle it actually during class.

Researcher note:
The co-director is hopeful that students will come to see him. This segment
illustrates that flexibility in working with students on their time and terms
demonstrates a sense of caring and is recognized as a key component to the
success of the course, and an important aspect to model to future teachers
(Lynch, 2000). In a thank you note to the researcher, hand delivered on May 4th
2011, by a student from the course two semesters previously, there was a
statement which read ―I don‘t think I ever expressed how much help you were
to me. When I would be completely lost and frustrated during research methods
you were the only person that I felt cared about me. I will share that after I was
done with research methods I learned to appreciate the class.‖ This anecdotal
sentiment is evidence that in a challenging environment, caring is an important
aspect for learning. Making time for and listening to students is one way to
demonstrate caring.

On using student work to prompt a class discussion (1,3)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: You were very supportive.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: … but what if the question wasn‘t about time of the day of
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the week what if the question was simply about time of the hour then wouldn‘t
she want to collect over many different days?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I know, but as you heard the other students were not buying
it… that‘s a stupid question… what she really should be doing…. and you heard
blab la bla… what a lousy thing to do… it wasn‘t occurring to any of them that
the person who did this was sitting somewhere going AAAAHHHHH !
LECTURER BIOLOGY: She was a little bit too…I … but on her paper you know,
yeah, I …but I know I realize now…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I knew it wasn‘t one of mine and I knew you didn‘t have
access to previous semester stuff so I kinda figured it was some poor soul sitting
in that room.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: poor thing
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: and um…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …and I tried to foresee everything off angry comments and all
that….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: You succeeded [with that].
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I agree with what you were saying so and so hopefully I hope
she actually heard me say and actually this was one of the better inquiries that
came in and this was really quality and…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Oh, you did say all of that.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: So I‘m hoping that she did hear me say that.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I‘m sure she did.

I think it‘s a great idea but…we should

not do it with the data of a student who is sitting right there because who knows
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what other students are gonna say?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.

Researcher note:
The pedagogical practice of using student work for critique in front of the class
was not recommended. This was observed by the team in the teaching sequence
and addressed in the following team meeting by the co-director. At no other
time in the course was LECTURER BIOLOGY observed to use student work to
begin a discussion which is evidence for a change in practice.

Between new instructor and co-director on students following directions (1,2)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, like your observation today that they were going to
follow the directions exactly and in fact, some of the tables did not. Some of
the tables said, ―Why do you have three observations there? Why did you
measure that three times? When it doesn‘t say to measure it three times…‖
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well there, there were no directions for that and they feel free
in cases where there are no directions to supplement fine, but when there are
explicit directions most students will just follow them.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: absolutely
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: ..and all the tables did. Interestingly, there was just one
person who asked me about it, [student C], she said do I have to plot it this way?
And I said, ―Of course, yes that is the directions‖ but then we spoke about that
explicitly in the next go round, theirs was the one table that plotted things
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differently.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, so I thought that was interesting. Well, one table took
five or six observations per… yea wow… you collected a lot of data and the
other table did three observations and made three different plots rather than
averaging, rather than taking an average of three observations and making one
plot. It‘s really fun to walk around and see.

Researcher note:
Part of developing pedagogical content knowledge involves expectations for
student responses. The co-director‘s experience with explicit directions is that
students usually follow them unless given permission to do otherwise. In the
instructor‘s manual, the co-director notes that scientists usually don’t follow the
directions which was observed during a workshop offered for other professors
teaching the course at other university sites. The freedom to make choices
which may include not following the directions explicitly can have positive and
unexpected effects on learning. (Brown & Campione, 1994; Cobb et al, 1992)

Between teaching assistants on looking in the trash for student data (1,2)
TA -RESEARCHER: You emphasized never erase your data discard it very reluctantly.
I thought that was important. Do you remember the student we had a semester
or two ago who had all the elaborate data on bacteria and then she just threw it
all away and if you looked at the plates it was quite obvious that she had done it
just right.
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS: She thought she had messed up - you rescued them.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: I think they were washes or something.
TA -RESEARCHER: Yea but it was clear. You could just look at the plates and see
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: It wasn‘t exactly the way she expected so she thought
everything was wrong because it was not what she expected… that‘s right it…
and so when the bacteria formed a carpet in many cases she thought there was
no growth and then she thought it was all rubbish and she threw them …..
TA -RESEARCHER: I fished them out of the trash.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yea I know her experiment had worked perfectly she thought
the whole thing was a failure.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: That‘s funny!
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: That‘s right, it was the cinnamon and so there were some that
were carpets and others that were completely bare and had no growth and it was
a very, very rapid onset of transition.
TA -RESEARCHER: mmhhmm

Researcher note:
Again, part of developing pedagogical content knowledge involves recognizing
that student‘s own expectations for the results may cause them to misinterpret
their findings. Students don‘t always recognize what in their data is worth
keeping. If results of their experiment don‘t support what they expected to find,
they may abandon them and label the experiment a failure. It is important to
constantly check in with students who are first examining their results or the
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analysis of their results to monitor their thinking. The business of noticing and
assigning meaning is integral to students‘ learning and sometimes it requires
having someone direct the noticing (Rathjen, 2002) because of their own biases
(James, 1904). Evidence for change includes subsequent attention to having
students in the lab share their results as soon as they emerge in order to catch
these issues.

Between co-director and new instructor on pairing students for peer review
feedback (1,5)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Another part of me says, ―let‘s pair… um… you know…
um… pair high achiever with high achiever and low achiever and low achiever‖
and see if they can‘t bring each other up, by you know by critically reading each
other‘s poor paper saying, ―Gosh, you know this paper‘s not so great; how‘s
my paper ?‖
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I have had low achiever read low achiever‘s paper and take
the grammatically correct sentences and recommend that they be ruined!
[laughs]
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, yea, so that‘s a concern isn‘t it?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yes, it is, I have seen this in practice and I‘ve had to come in
and try to do something…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: right…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I think my favorite comment was ―you
need to be more grammatical correct‖
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Researcher note:
Research suggests that cooperative learning can have positive effects on student
outcomes.

The evidence in this situation gathered by the experienced

instructors is that pairing poor writers with poor writers can have a negative
effect. Sharing this type of pedagogical content knowledge is important for
student success. Evidence for change in LECTURER BIOLOGY is that she
subsequently paired strong students with weak students, a change in practice
from what she suggested in the team meeting.

Between instructors on adequate sources of information for learning (1,10)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I usu…generally not. Uhh,.. A couple
of them have read the notes very carefully and didn‘t understand them in the
notes sufficiently to pull out the critical information even though they have
claimed to have read it.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …because I‘ve had the opposite experience for the first time
this semester I think, ever which is that many students have come to me pretty
clearly having read the notes very carefully and they were just checking with me
about the conclusions of these questions In fact, for the first time I have had
several come to me and say I think I can use a one tail T-test and here‘s why and
they were right. And like [student C‘s] argument that she could it for oxygen
under the blanket I think is persuasive I think it‘s a good example.
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Researcher note:
Conflicting evidence from classroom experiences are a great way to sort out better
ways to enhance learning opportunities. Course notes are not sufficient for students
to pull critical information in one instructor‘s mind, but seemed sufficient in the
other instructor‘s view based on evidence this semester from the newest form of
notes. However, the instructor who accepted the notes as sufficient was the one who
wrote the notes which may be a source of bias on his part. This conversation draws
attention to the need for gathering more data on the pedagogical effectiveness of
these revised notes in subsequent semesters. Discussions of such data may lead to
increased pedagogical content knowledge of the instructional team. Not all
confrontations are solved the semester they are posed.

The next iteration may

provide the evidence needed to solve the issue.

Between new instructor and co-director on teaching science from physics
perspective (1,3)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: So now that we‘ve talked about it you can…… something you
should know is that when I began teaching this class this was the amount of
statistics I knew everything that I taught today I had to learn completely from
scratch. Only because I had to deal with things in this class…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …so I came from zero and I think you have much less far to
come in learning the physics mentality
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: Oh well, yea…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: The physics mentality is that we don‘t do hypothesis testing
we do functions. Everything depends on something else and we want a detailed
mathematical model for the dependence. We never ask, ―Is there an effect?‖
because the answer in physics is, ―There always is!‖ Everything always affects
everything else. You don‘t do this null hypothesis nonsense. Of course there is
an effect, the question is not even how big is it, but its mathematical rule. I
compute it theoretically and then I compare it to what I see. It‘s a different
mentality.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: This is extremely helpful.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

The hypothesis usually doesn‘t even show up.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, it‘s extremely helpful to think of things in this way, ok.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … and then the point of the notes is to try to lay this out as a
viable legitimate alternative mode of doing science.

Researcher note:
This segment demonstrates that pedagogical content knowledge is subject dependent.
Approaches to understanding in physics and biology results in scientific practices
that are slightly different but both are models of science as a way of knowing. Each
takes a slightly different form in the classroom instruction which is why discipline –
specific expertise and team teaching is imperative for the success of the range of
students‘ inquiries.
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Between new instructor and co-director on proposal requirements (1,10)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

So I‗ve seen some of the proposals and its interesting the

proposals that I‘ve asked for are a mess compared to yours. [to LECTURER
BIOLOGY] I haven‘t imposed nearly the same standards and this is partly just
sort of me being sufficiently pressed for time that I wasn‘t able to but I‘ll make
the following observation.

I looked at several proposals that you‘ve gotten

from them and they are much more extensive and they are beautifully formatted
and they have pictures and they have diagrams and yet…in many cases they
had everything except the crucial pieces of information so for example there
was the one on the water wheel and it had everything you could possibly
imagine except any description what so ever for what the water wheel was
going to be so I just … I think it‘s funny that we can lay out these rules for
expectations and guidelines and still somehow never affect the fundamental
thing that‘s missing without additional interaction.

Researcher note:
Different instructors want to see different things. Newer instructors focus on
format more so than content. Increasing the descriptiveness of the requirement
doesn‘t necessarily increase the critical content.

PROFESSOR PHYSICS

however, notes that the key is interaction with each student in the development
of the inquiry which may come from his experience with graduate students in
his research lab. This detailed proposal format was not observed to be used in
subsequent semesters by any of the instructors. Pedagogical content knowledge
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is acquired with experience. An additional reference to the interaction between
these two individuals in this segment (1,10) can be observed in the data from a
later team meeting (1,14) when PROFESSOR PHYSICS talked her through the
missing component in the design on the water wheel, and an additional example
of having gained content knowledge (p 98). This connected evidence suggests
the close link between pedagogy (general classroom practices such as structural
requirements for proposals), pedagogical content knowledge (practices specific
to content such as introducing analogies that make connections between
structure and function clear, and content (such as how to measure energy in a
way that reduces sources of error, i.e. minimizing friction).

Between co-director and new instructor on the meaning of no error bars on graphs
(1,2)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Nobody put error bars on.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: No, I don‘t think they‘ve read the…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Right but that means in none of their other classes…they
haven‘t even learned enough about error bars to begin thinking about that.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, I don‘t think they had the time then…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: or…
TA - COSMOLOGIST: At least volunteering it…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: To go about calculating it…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: or…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: You don‘t need to calculate it.
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Researcher note:
Why do students not put error bars on graphs?

The pedagogical content

knowledge of PROFESSOR PHYSICS suggests they don‘t know they are
supposed to. LECTURER BIOLOGY suggests other reasons. While this issue
is not resolved in this conversation, later in the course after students have been
taught about error bars, they are included in subsequent graphs. It is typical for
the first inquiry for almost no one to include error bars, and by inquiry II nearly
all students have error bars. This evidence suggests that the pedagogical content
knowledge of PROFFESSOR PHYSICS is transferred to INSTRUCTOR
BIOLOGY and later to INSTRUCTOR BIOLOGY‘s students.

These

confrontations are pointed opportunities for professional development that later
affect student outcomes.
The evidence in the dialogues and subsequent student artifacts is clear. For
example, student K in the following semester submitted an inquiry I, ―Memory
and Communication in Foraging Behaviors of Quisiscalus mexicanus.”which is
described by the team in the following exchange:
(2,3)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS ….but that was one of the above and beyond papers too. That
is an amazing paper. Did you guys see what…look at this! [papers shuffling]
Um … ―Memory and communication in foraging behaviors of Quiscalis
mexicanus‖ ..
MASTER TEACHER: Excellent!
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TA-COSMOLOGIST: This is inquiry 1? – Incredible!
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Inquiry 1: There were several… ― the response time of 5 birds
are greater from beginning of communication ‖…um…. bibliography 5
references….um…

With permission from the author [student K] the abstract from his inquiry follows:

I tested to see if a specific population of birds would remember a
specific location where I deposited a certain amount food (bird seed) without
any visual or auditory cues. The number of birds feeding on the seed was
counted during a thirty-minute period in five-minute intervals over a span of
five days. I noticed no pattern in avian memory pertaining to the abundance of
food.
I also measured the response time of five or more grackles flying
towards the pile of seed after an individual grackle had found the pile of seed
during a three-day period. After the communication occurred, it took an average
of 16.5 seconds for more than five birds to fly in to where the pile was where as
it took an average of 45 seconds for more than five birds to fly to where the pile
of food was. I noticed a pattern between an individual Grackle‘s communication
and a response from other birds to the food.

Researcher note:
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While the paper included two graphs, neither had error bars even though
averages were displayed. In subsequent inquiries, student K had similar high
quality inquiries but with error bars on the graphs.

CATEGORY (3c): Confrontation in technology use
Less frequent than content knowledge or pedagogy, but still apparent, are
confrontations in the appropriate use of technology for communication and teaching in
this course. This also provides an opportunity to develop professional practices that
contribute to student outcomes. A few examples are listed below.

Between new instructor and co-director on alternatives to technology use (1,2)
TA -RESEARCHER: I think a good instructor can see that on a kids face you can just
see their eyes kinda glaze over
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: But you don‘t necessarily know what to do because if your
class is dependent on the technology you just have to gut through it
LECTURER BIOLOGY: You do
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

In research methods I have responded by… by and large,

trying to remove as much technology as possible
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yes, which is…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

We used to have computers in there all the time and now it‘s

on those rare occasions when nothing else will do
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Did you like my interactive technology today?
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TA -RESEARCHER: Actually I did make a note about your interactive technology.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I used a special interactive technology today that allows me

to see individual student response and assemble them and categorize them
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Chalkboard?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, I had them write stuff down and I walked around and

read their papers over their shoulders
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …which works well
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But there was a serious point, that if you have an

instructional goal and you can meet it in many ways you don‘t have to spend
money to meet an instructional goal. I wanted to know what they were all
thinking. I wanted to call on people who had a variety of different opinions and
that is the simplest way for a class that size.

Researcher note:
Technology is only to be used when it provides an advantage to instruction or when it
gives the instructor information or provides learning opportunities that can‘t be done
easily any other way. The real pedagogical point made here is that the technology
chosen should aid the instructor‘s need to monitor student‘s work. In this case, this
low technology solution allows the instructor to easily see what students have written
down on individual papers to understand what they are thinking.

Between physicist and physicist on communications technologies (2,1)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But when you say you couldn‘t open it, did you untar it?
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PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: I did try untaring it.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Ok you‘ve got a Linux system

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: I do have a Linux system
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Did you get the supplementary file? Cause there was one

file missing, the style file did you stick that in the directory?
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: I got the style file there was two different times it was
done [laughs] when I got the first thing, you know the I tried untaring
unfortunately my system refused to untar it so maybe…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I did try on several different systems and I was missing that

one file which was ….
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Yes,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

…and I couldn‘t understand, cause I tried at first at home,

and I did it and everything worked cause I said wait a minute I guess I had that
file which is in my general teX directory somewhere so it really shows up and I
didn‘t miss it and when I came here and did it on a brand new computer I
realized I was missing that one file and stuck that in there and it instantly came
up
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Ok, so
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But if you‘re not able to do it then that‘s a bad sign.

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: untaring my system… just didn‘t…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

tar, XVZF, Manual.tgz,

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: [laughs] ok, minor thing but
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

it‘s a TGZ if you do untar, it‘s not going to work
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PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: yes…yes I must have missed
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I must have sent… well if you have a windows machine it

should all figure it out but for Linux, I should have said it its tar-XVZ there did
you have the z?
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: I‘m sure that I did not.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

XVZF

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: That would have been helpful. First of all, typically
the way things go on my computer it is very rare that I get a tar file. Once,
maybe in a year I will get a tar file and its usually a bit of a struggle for me to
upload, untar it, and extract the information.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Uh..ok.

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: So it is uncommon, so I am sure…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

The next default is so how do you normally get compressed

archives?
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Usually I get… first of all I get… it‘s not very often I
get compressed files, PDF
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No no, this is multiple files… you need 15 files

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Oh, 15 files? Then what people do is they upload it
to some website and then they send me a link saying please just copy it over
from there.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well, the institute was supposed to make that available

but…
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: That is what people do….. for more than one file
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

All right well the standard at least when I was a baby

growing up was to send around tar files.
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: It used to be the case a long time ago.

Researcher note:
Both of these gentlemen have been tenured professors for years. Technologies
change and the dialogue demonstrates the dynamic nature of changes related to
specifics in various technologies.

The suggestion from PROFESSOR

ASTROPHYSICIST to PROFESSOR PHYSICS that he is using outdated ways
to transfer information is a learning opportunity for changing methods.
Listening to this exchange was a learning opportunity for the researcher who
was unfamiliar with the choices for sending compressed archives not having
used a Linux system.

Between instructors on the challenges of stats and Excel spreadsheets (1,6)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yea, I mean you can use Chi Square. I realize it‘s not

customary when you get into these factorial designs its customary to use
ANOVA and when you are comparing with a function its customary to use Chi
Squared but you can use Chi Squared almost like a Swiss Army Knife on just
about anything… can‘t you?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Sure, in fact really advanced ANOVA‘s
use Chi Square for sensitive F- tests for their hypothesis testing.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: mmhhmm
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PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: But, I think, on a case by case basis I
really like to be able to introduce it.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: But you also on a case by case basis teach people R
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I do that, in fact I usually do that when
they are willing to do ANOVA because R is the most straightforward way.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: it‘s the way!
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: … to do ANOVA or regression.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Excel will do it right?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: It does something….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …but I came up with another case today of Excel doing
things great, so when someone had typed in all their data in minutes, seconds
form with a colon and Excel first of all interprets it as hours and minutes which
is ok, but then what it actually does, I still haven‘t figured it out what it
computes when it does the standard deviation of those numbers but its…. doing
something…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: [laughs]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: it doesn‘t complain and it knows, it knows that it‘s a time, but
what exactly it‘s spitting out there is beyond me. I couldn‘t figure it out at all.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I have had long arguments with Excel
about exactly how the dates should be represented and uh, it doesn‘t always
agree with me.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Mmhhmm. I couldn‘t even find a function to convert hours/

minutes, which I thought there were… into minutes. I mean they must be there
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but I tried everything that looked reasonable and I couldn‘t do it.
I‘ve done that too and I ended up

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:
writing a script in R to do it.

Researcher note:
Individuals have preferences for using particular tools when teaching that have
been both effective and efficient in the past for their own work and for the work with
graduate students in their own research groups.

The investment for learning new

software must be balanced with its potential success in the time frame for students who
are completing an inquiry in a limited time frame which may differ from the time frame
in a graduate research program. Experiences from instructors of the course who have
successfully introduced technological tools are great professional development
opportunities for others in the team. After this conversation and observing the projects
that students completed using R, the researcher also downloaded the package and used it
both for her own purposes and in her subsequent teaching.
In the following example from an inquiry IV project, the student was introduced
to both Excel and R for analyzing data that was gathered. With permission from the
author excerpts from his analysis section provides evidence for the success of students in
the course with newly introduced statistical software in a limited time frame. Excerpts
from the analysis from student P‘s Inquiry IV on insect diversity in contrasting
environments follows:
Data was analyzed using the R statistical programming
analysis package and Microsoft Excel. R was also used to
compute the Shannon-Weaver diversity index as well as t-values.
Alpha diversity was considered the number of individual species
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that were recorded at each plot site. Beta diversity was calculated
using Whittaker‘s measure for beta diversity. All formulas as
well as the R program can be found in the appendix‘s. 1180 total
individual specimens were collected from the 16 sites and used
to calculate all of the diversity indices. Riffles showed a higher
diversity than the pool habitats. R and Excel produced similar
results for the computation of the Shannon-Weaver indices as
well as the t-test p values. The R mean riffle Shannon index was
2.461540 compared to 2.002581 for the pool habitats (figure 3).

Figure 3. R program comparison of pool and riffle habitat. R computed a
mean Shannon-Weaver index of 2.461540 for the riffle areas and an index of
2.002581 for the pool areas. The Welch 2 sample t-test computed a p-value of
.000003932 showing that there was a statistically significant difference in the
diversity of the two comparable habitats.

Beta diversity increased significantly (18) when the spatial scale
was increased to include both of the riffle and pool habitats. An
analysis of the diversity within habitats was also done for this
study. A t-test comparison of the Shannon index for a
combination of riffle sites A and B showed no statistically
significant difference (p-.070013), although the value was very
close to being statistically significant. The t-test comparison of
the pool areas also showed no statistically significant difference
with a p-value of .54351024. Figure 5 shows R generated data of
a comparison of like and same habitat types. 256 different R
generated comparisons of like and different habitat comparisons
generated a mean diversity index of 2.419861 for like habitats
and a mean of 2.543882 for different when the two different
habitats were combined. The R generated t-test p score was
.00000183 indicating that there was a statistically significant
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difference in the macroinvertebrate diversity when the spatial
scale increased to include both the pool and riffle areas.

Figure 5. R generated graph of the diversity of the same and different habitat
types that were compared for this study. Diversity increased as habitat types
were combined. The mean diversity was 2.543882 for different habitat
combinations and 2.419861 for same habitat combinations.

Between instructors on technology use by students (1,4)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I‘m not sure if anybody is getting the heart rate monitor to

work has anyone?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: We had a lot of trouble with it last year,
somebody did eventually last year but it was really inconsistent.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

yea, well at least [student M] knew enough to not let it keep

giving her measurements of 2 beats per minute which is what it was doing.
TA -RESEARCHER: …after, after 20 sit ups? [Laughs]

Researcher note:
Evaluating student uses of technology in the course based on student reporting
can be a professional development opportunity as well. Students‘ inquiries
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contribute to instructor knowledge for technology use.

Troubleshooting

electronic difficulties has the potential to increase knowledge or at least provide
evidence for discontinuing the use of products that are not effective or efficient
or introduce systematic error in data collection or analysis. Technology options
have to be evaluated for appropriate use in classrooms and the subsequent
discussion about the success or challenge for using a probe over an old
fashioned method such as feeling a pulse, or using a monitor on a treadmill for
an experiment can influence the choice for use in subsequent teaching
sequences.

Some of the probes have been very successful such as the

temperature probe, compared to the dissolved oxygen probe, or the heart rate
monitor in the experience of the researcher.

Between the team on classroom management and cell phones (1,2)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: So we had a conversation last Friday
about text messaging and emailing in class. One thing that occurred to me that is
moderately draconian but short of smashing their machinery um… would be to
remind them that attendance is part of their grade and they lose a credit for…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I mean I think just a general reminder please stow your
phones and use laptops only for note taking.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, I‘ve done that to them. I have
reminded them of that just verbally before and they very quickly forget and they
start checking email when the computers come out and I‘m tempted to say if I
notice you texting or emailing I treat it as an absence.
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TA - COSMOLOGIST: Some girl actually announced her email to [PROFESSOR
PHYSICS] today it was pretty funny.
TA -RESEARCHER: in class…
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Like, ―Hey PROFESSOR PHYSICS Look what I …I got in!‖
LECTURER BIOLOGY: She‘s in… she‘s… yea…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, no, she was not checking email.

TA -RESEARCHER: …her waitlist
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

…and she was checking whether she was still waitlisted for

the class and it was actually as things go a legitimate thing.
[pause]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … She was very concerned if she was gonna get in so she was
checking the web actually.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …and it was timely we were in sort of a transitional moment.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: It wasn‘t an accusation, I just thought it was kinda funny.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, I didn‘t uh…It looked to me as if everybody was pretty

much on task nonstop. There were precisely two people who checked. They
checked whether they were still waitlisted and they noticed at 10:06 they had
gotten in and they were very happy.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: You know I discussed this with my neighbors over washers
and what not you wouldn‘t believe these girls were sitting right in the front
deliberately… and the observation was this is their reality you know… when
my husband‘s in meetings at Motorola and what not… people are often looking
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down you know…quick response putting...it‘s part of…so they… It‘s not
perceived as… as we‘re perceiving it which is just unbelievable. I can‘t believe
you are doing that right? …sitting in the front row!
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Right, but it‘s true, I mean if you go to a faculty meeting at

any level most of the faculty part of the time are checking their email.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

…and they are almost expected to do it because the stuff is

flying at us nonstop and if the Dean tries to schedule a meeting in the middle of
the day and you don‘t check your email until night which is what I usually do,
then you just miss it.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Then you‘ve missed ..or you know ..in his work they are
dealing with real time supply issues. You know so for them you know… it‘s
like a whole new world to a degree that we‘re not part of. I‘m not necessarily
saying its ok,
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I feel like… I feel like… I feel like it
would be important to me to establish norms for the classroom to the extent that
the norm is that you stay focused on the task at hand, then I think it is important
to have some clear consequence for not doing so.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well, there is research on multitasking which shows that

when people believe they can multitask they can‘t. They cannot learn while
multitasking, so maybe we can present some of that and say, ―Unless your
mother is in the hospital,l and you need to be watching because you are going to
need to take off, the other things need to stop, because you can‘t learn if you are
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paying attention to three things, and your students can‘t learn if they are paying
attention to three things. I don‘t want to see you doing it and you won‘t want to
see your students doing it; there is no more argument.‖
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea.
TA -RESEARCHER: I mean courts have upheld that you can‘t drive …and text. I mean
you know, it seems to me that it‘s tougher to learn than it is to drive…maybe
not.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well people… students genuinely believe that they can

learn and …
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: and drive?
[laughter]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: … and do other things.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But I think the research shows that they are just wrong that

they can‘t… they don‘t retain…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: It‘s true, but to me it‘s interesting as sort of this bigger, like
generational shift.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I know.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

But physiology hasn‘t changed.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: This is true.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Maybe I should just point out to them
the risk of getting in an accident texting is equal to or higher than when you‘re
driving drunk and they wouldn‘t come to class drunk so why would they text? ..
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TA - COSMOLOGIST: Actually they might…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Friday at 3 you know we‘ll wait and see, I may run a little
random breathalyzer test.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Anyway, these kids were focused I don‘t think it‘s a big issue.

Researcher note:
The one in the group least opposed to interference from the cell phone is the
youngest member of the team, TA COSMOLOGIST.

If, in fact, it is a

generational shift, he would be less annoyed due to his acceptance that cell
phones are here to stay and expected. Also the co-director, who is always
attached to his own cell phone, offers how valuable it is for him. PROFESSOR
EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY seems to feel that it is a distraction and is
willing to subtract points from students‘ grades for using them in class. The
newer instructor is clearly torn. The researcher feels that it only represents
another source of information and isn‘t annoyed by the use of cell phones at all.

The following example from later in the semester shows how smart phones and
other resources are changing the landscape of learning.

In this teaching

sequence, students have to determine how many calories are in rice.

(1,9)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Smart phones are coming in

TA -RESEARCHER: Pretty common almost everybody has one now.
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: Mmhhmm
… but it wasn‘t any faster in fact if anything this was a

PROFESSOR PHYSICS:
slower….. class.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right. Well, the other thought I had is the use of tools in the
classroom… you know where we‘re moving away from… I‘ve learned it and
I‘ve memorized it all and can pull it out of my own reserves to… I‘m taking out
my phone and I‘m using a tool that‘s available to me in a new way to come at…
you know to come at an answer, is really interesting.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

There were other tools on the table. For example, at least

two people had granola bar wrappers on the table that‘s another great tool.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right, right and their planners they can flip to the back of their
planners.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Have you seen Wolfram Alpha? Wolfram Alpha at this

point you can type in pretty much any math word problem and it will spit out
the answer. In multiple representations.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I don‘t know, I‘ve never even…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It‘s free. It‘s just on the web. Wolfram Alpha. Wolfram bar

Alpha. It‘s Mathematica. It‘s the guy who created Mathematica, has created a
free online service to solve every homework problem in mathematics.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Great!
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …and he‘s gonna work towards doing this for all other
disciplines too.
TA -RESEARCHER: Wow!
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: …maybe not, maybe not…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It‘s probably just a matter of time…how far do we want the

tools to go?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Right.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

When they can correct…. already students are going to the

writing center and coming back with really… very, very, well written papers.
Now the writing center is supposed to be professional so they are really helping
you to do it but I get messages where they‘ve just gone there and come back
with a very nicely written paper and I gotta wonder how much is the student and
how much is them? But it‘s ok, this is the university mechanism. When there‘s a
free internet service one day when they click and submit the paper and it comes
back with all the writing improved…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea, free or not free…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Free or not free, well, how terrible is that? That means that

when they write a letter to parents as a teacher, they can do the same thing and
their letter will come back well written so why is this different from them
having learned it?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: You know, getting the answer wrong and figuring out why
you got it wrong,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: We don‘t need that anymore, computers can do everything
and can correct them. It used to be they could just correct arithmetic but now
they can actually correct complicated conceptual problems too. We don‘t need
our minds. We have computers.
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: and I – phones…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I -phones are just terminals. On the whole power of the

internet. Anyway we are into dimensional analysis… it didn‘t if anything, it
went slower than it‘s gone before. I‘m not sure why.

Researcher note:
Technology and the information age may be the next ―findings by decade shift‖ in
Berliner‘s list (2002). Commonly used technology by college students may be one
example of major shifts in environmental and cultural settings for learning and
teachers need to have the flexibility to maximize learning in new contexts. This is
where adaptive expertise becomes important (Crawford et al, 2005). Identifying
potential areas for change is a professional development opportunity and discussions
such as this demonstrate the need for field testing new technologies for its influence
on learning. Assessing the practical use and its advantages or disadvantages in a
context with ecological validity is important for instructors‘ future strategic
implementation. Having a divergent team who is willing to discuss the advantages
or disadvantages from their own perspectives with references and or rationales for
their beliefs enhances everyone‘s understanding of options and provides a stage to
explore the implications of using resources such as these.

The instructors‘

recognition of the need to adapt and change is evident in the dialogue along with the
instructors‘ uncertainty about the pedagogical benefit of new technologies and
computer software that takes the place of our brains. Where are the appropriate
limits? What do students need to know and what should be used as resources?
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These questions set the stage for further exploration, and in the subsequent semester
iteration of the course, the researcher observed more carefully the student use of cell
phones in the learning sequences with greater attention to how they were used. This
is an example of how the discussions directed the attention of the researcher for the
affordance of noticing something specific that may have passed unnoticed without
the direction from the team discussion (Gibson, 1986). Cell phones were used for
obtaining references, for communicating with others including the TA, and even for
safety as the university has implemented campus wide security messages during
events that warrant staying inside with doors locked. Maslow provided evidence for
the value of safety in his seminal work on the hierarchy of needs which has further
been studied in educational settings (Simons, 1987). The researcher believes that
smart phones offer an array of advantages in the university classroom.

CATEGORY (4): Challenging formal course structures for producing outcomes
This category did not have as many dialogue segments as the previous categories
discussed and seemed to have limited potential for professional development. The
course is the result of 10 years of iterations, so the structure seems fairly stable at this
point. However, there was evidence for small changes made as a result of the
discussions and lead instructor / course notes author‘s rationale for existing
structures which may have been a professional development opportunity for new
instructors.

Correcting teaching materials (1,3)
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, there is also another thing that [student J] raised I
believe that at one point I found actually constructing my course notes that dear
[PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY] has reversed the labels on the
data tables.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Seems like it
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I believe so but he has… umm… and I think I fixed it and in
the notes that I handed out to the class but it is not fixed in the presentation so
maybe we should fix it pretty sure we should fix it.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea, [student J] has a good sense of numbers he‘s really smart
that way
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yes well done, in addition, I am virtually certain that way

the fish bags are constructed is opposite to the way it said in the notes but this
shouldn‘t affect you because I will be in there by then but umm…
TA -RESEARCHER: …but the odds are larger than the evens…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

That‘s not the way it says in the notes.

TA -RESEARCHER: Oh, ok
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

The notes… it says the other way around and it‘s just the

student workers who did it.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Identical average of 4.6 or 4.9

even in even number this is

just what I was a little confused about all the bags are designed to have identical
averages 4.6 for even and 4.9 for odd.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Oh is that what it says in the body? I was looking at the top

where it talks about the construction let me just see odds definitely seemed
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larger.
TA -RESEARCHER: 4 out of 5 that you did in class did match up that way.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I know. Right, so it‘s wrong here but right in the body.

Later in the same meeting
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I have now verified it the average of these numbers is 4.92

and the average of these numbers is 4.67
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I have spreadsheets with these little guys and therefore this

must be Ormond and this must be Dugout and I‘m going to fix that in the
presentation although I am not quite sure if it is just the one in the room or…

Researcher note:
Ironing out all the little mistakes compiled in a large volume of course notes takes
time. Student input is always valued as PROFESSOR PHYSICS remarks ―well
done‖ for a student finding such a mistake. This demonstrates that the tone for all of
the meetings is open to constructive criticism. This category of discussion is most
easily documentable because of the method of recording course changes. These
changes were made in the instructor and student course notes and the subsequent
semester used in the corrected form.

Using the step exercise to teach: Why the square root of N? (1,4)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …so I have to admit that I have not
implemented this step exercise in previous years I have always just had them
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stick to the fish bags and taken multiple samples with the fish bags.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

We do that too.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Well, we do multiple teams and we get
standard deviations of those means.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

We do that too, that‘s coming up next week.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …and see directly that they have um…
that‘s it‘s the square root of N
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, at least in the instructor‘s manual that‘s scheduled for
next week and we do that also, so, you can do it any way you want but…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I think I have bypassed it in the past
which is why I‘ve tended to have a little more time at the end to talk about
regression.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY later decides to do the step exercise
and in the following meeting discusses how trying a suggested course
strategy succeeds (or fails) (1,5)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, I did do the step left and step right
thing last week.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Oh, you did try it.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, it didn‘t work very well because
we had a very asymmetrical distribution of people which suddenly made it all
very awkward to talk about.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yea?
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PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …average distance from the center…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

My original one was…. did you have the people choose the

numbers in advance?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I did, I had them flip coins.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Oh?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Really?

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, 25 people in the class just isn‘t
enough to pull it off.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

…cause when I had them choose a random number it

actually worked well for the first one and it was like 11 and 13.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I had more than 2/3 go right the first
time and I had about 2/3 go right again so I ended up with a really right-skewed
distribution.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

By flipping coins?

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, it was just bad luck (laughs) and
so if I did it again I am sure it would work better it‘s one of these things where
it‘s very awkward to have to say well, this would have worked very nicely if…
if it worked the way I wanted it to…

Researcher note:
One point about modeling statistics with physical examples on small data sets is
that sometimes, it doesn‘t work out like one might expect. It doesn‘t mean that
the statistical methods are wrong, only that a poor choice for a physical model
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was introduced. It is what it is. It‘s probability. The step exercise is designed to
show why standard error is the standard deviation divided by the square root of
N. It involves random choices to step right or left by students and immediately
reinforces concepts being scaffolded. However, if people are right footed or
prefer moving to the ―right‖ compared to the left or for whatever reason the
choice is not really random and the distribution looks horribly skewed because
the sample size is small or they are random and one out of 20 semesters the
class characteristic measured creates a distribution that is not symmetrical, and
then the explanation becomes more complicated.

However, for deeply

understanding what statistical methods really can demonstrate, and how they are
used appropriately, requires carefully thought out examples, activities and the
appropriate sequencing of concepts for students to learn. This part of the course
has gone through a number of changes and experienced instructors have voiced
that they are not completely satisfied yet. It is in this team meeting environment
that this component of a continual course improvement model is most explicitly
observed.

Using innovations from teaching assistant suggestions (1,5)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Oh, you haven‘t seen the sticky, [TA -RESEARCHER‘s]

marvelous innovation of sticky notes, have you?

Researcher note:
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Small changes to existing course structures are evident in this conversation.
Suggestions made by TA‘s are valued and do result in changes in the course.
All course instructors subsequently used sticky notes for frequency distribution
lessons instead of the method of making x‘s on the chalkboard. The advantage
is that all student contributions to the distribution are efficient, of equal size,
color coded and easy to see from a distance.

Using feedback from students (1,7)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: [students say] ―I‘ve already had tons of statistics I don‘t need
this, why do we have to do this? This is busywork!‖
TA -RESEARCHER: Yea…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …kinda that….
TA -RESEARCHER: …sorta negative attitude….
LECTURER BIOLOGY:…without realizing that looking at it in a different way… in
fact you, yea you maybe have done it… but now you get an idea behind it…
uhh, so, that‘s a challenge.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: That‘s interesting, because we have the
idea the Chi Square worksheet was something that we added 3 or 4 years ago
that really substantially improved students handling of Chi Square tests.

Researcher note:
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Course structures are often re-evaluated with new students and new instructor‘s
attempts to use the materials and activities.

Not all suggestions result in

changes but all suggestions are considered.

Using rubrics for evaluations (1,7)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I‘m sort of struggling with that making the statistics real and
meaningful too, to people who really, nah, I don‘t care about it, I don‘t want to
learn it, and I‘m just gonna take a debit for this topic, cause it‘s just my strategy
for this class. And I guess it‘s their right to take that strategy.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: It‘s their right to take that strategy but
as far as I‘m concerned it‘s also my right to fail them for taking that strategy.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: …and it‘s one thing I dislike about the
way [PROFESSOR PHYSICS] designed the course in that a person can… the
way the grading rubric is structured for the class as a whole… a person can
strategize on how to get a C.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Absolutely.
TA – RESEARCHER: Choosing what they will and won‘t do?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …and I don‘t like that, I‘ve avoided that
in every class I‘ve ever taught precisely because… especially for something like
this… where this is, this is, career training for them as far as I‘m concerned if
they don‘t understand and can‘t explain stats clearly, I‘m not gonna sign my
name to getting them off into a school, because none of them have any right to
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say, ―I‘m not going to have to teach statistics!‖

Researcher note:
Few course structures are challenged probably because the core of the team
have been teaching this course for a number of years and making small iterative
changes each semester.

Clark and Peterson (1986) document how professional

development and curriculum development should be aligned as it influences teacher‘s
thinking and interactive decision making. This segment of dialogue illustrates that one
instructor believes that using a rubric with specific points awarded to specific course
objectives offers students an opportunity to pass the course without mastering important
materials.

This dialogue segment came from one meeting that had unusual

characteristics and will be discussed further at the end of this chapter (p 200).

CATEGORY (5): Refining fair evaluation measures
This category has been referenced in the existing literature of professional
development as one where a team of teachers agree only with great difficulty (Tinsley
& Lebak, 2009). There were just a few conversations in team meetings that were
focused on evaluation. Following are a couple of examples of discussions that were
prompted primarily by a new team member who used the rubrics for the first time. This
may have been an opportunity for professional development for her but also for
reflection by the more senior members of the instructional team.

Confidence in evaluation (1,3)
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: Alright, so now I‘m feeling a little gun shy, I‘ll have to say
that I‘m going to be giving feedback on these proposals that‘s not appropriate.

Assigning grades for Inquiry II (1, 7)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok, so the grade for the final inquiry II, right, we follow the
rubric, and just be fairly straightforward on that and so umm… that is a 100
point grade?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: On E-gradebook, it‘s turned into 10
points. We just convert them into…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: That‘s easy, but you can grade it on a
100 point scale.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Ok, but on that 0 or 3, but it‘s not quite a 1 but it‘s not quite a
0 because she did turn something in you know, I had a little trouble so I went to
point fives. I don‘t know if that‘s good or not but I had to.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY Yea…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …so when I‘m grading the final, right, I‘ll have the draft, and
the issues, oh my God there‘s so much to do, I‘ll have the peer review, the my
review and their final to be sure they have incorporated everything into it?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY Yea, I, I [hesitating]
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Or is it a stand- alone thing?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY I will glance at the peer review stuff but I
won‘t spend a whole lot of time on it.
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: No I didn‘t. I glanced at it …some people were very….but
boy are they lucky if they get a good peer reviewer.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY Yes, good peer reviewers are great.

Researcher note:
For instructors who have used the rubrics repeatedly, there is little conversation
directly about difficulties assigning grades. The team has never done an interrater
agreement training but it was suggested by the co- director in a team meeting after this
data was collected.

CATEGORY (6): Use of humor and playful language

Frequently playful language and humor are introduced into the team
discussions, even more frequently than instructors introduce in classes that they teach
according to the data from the audiotapes. This might be indicative of the small group
camaraderie dynamic as it appears multiple times in every meeting.

It is most

frequently introduced by PROFESSOR PHYSICS, PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGY, AND TA COSMOLOGIST, but all have contributed at least once. Notice
that they appear most frequently after members express frustration or at the end of a
long series of serious items. Several examples follow.

After rushing into the meeting with a quip from another instructor (1,9)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I had to actually leave to prevent instructor language from
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being lost and we‘re already gonna have to now try to repeat ver batum what
we said at the beginning.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: … including the part about sniffing
glue?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …including the bit about sniffing glue.
[laughter]

After a serious discussion of grammar addressing the correct usage of adverbs (1,5)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You know the title, Nervous All Fight Fiercely Harvard?

You might learn that song. I know it, I still do. [in boisterous song while
laughing] ―Although they, they possess the might, nevertheless we possess the
will…hurl that spheroid down the field. You want to be peachy? Or win!‖
[Rolling Laughter]

Relating to others the events from the morning class (1,4)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

so… after having written the standard deviation formula on

the board, I then assigned a different mathematical operation in it to every table
every table in turn why do we subtract the sample mean, why do we square,
why do we sum, why do we divide, why do we take the square root, (clears
throat) and why do we eat bitter herbs? Um, so [laughs]
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I missed that one
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: It‘s honey apples this week
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Oh yes this week its true
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After another instructor admits the frustration with her own difficulty of
pronouncing student names (1,8)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It‘s pronounced however you don’t think it should be.

As the researcher enters the team meeting and unpacks materials (1,2)
TA -RESEARCHER: What‘s that? Magnet students?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: They come from trees because that‘s where all magnets grow.
TA -RESEARCHER Oh, ok.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I‘m explaining things to TA - COSMOLOGIST since he

has a strong physical science background but he is very weak on Biology, uh, I
have to fill him in. [teasing the other TA]
TA –RESEARCHER: You are clearing that up for him… I understand.
And then later in the meeting:
TA – COSMOLOGIST: I‘m actually an undergraduate
[Silence]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You are not!

[Laughter]
TA - COSMOLOGIST: I‘m a junior in Biology what are you talking about that‘s how I
knew that a magnet grew on a tree.
[Laughter]
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Following a lengthy description of where a student was in her inquiry to orient the
TA for the following lab period (1,4)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yea, she looked them up, that‘s not a problem. The hard

part was actually just going from a situation where you have carrot, ring stand,
string, spring scale…how do you write down the correct problem? Undergrads
don‘t usually have to do that. She realized that she had never done anything
like that before. She did a pretty good job, but minus signs, as you know, are
the killer.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Fear is the mind killer but minus signs are too.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Really, minus signs are much worse than fear. Fear of minus
signs, maybe.
[laughter]

Describing frustration with her own doctoral study (1,14)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Hmmm…There would never be anybody graduating with a
botany degree if evil thoughts about plants determined an outcome… that
discipline would go extinct [Her dissertation study was on reproduction in
phlox.]

That‘s all I can think how many times I cursed at my plants in the

greenhouse…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: How do you know that that didn‘t screw up your research?
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Well, I randomly cursed. I kept a table and I cursed at this
one and then I would go over and be kind to them…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You think they didn‘t all hear you?
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After confrontational dialogue on page 138 this humor shows up in the
conversation (1,3)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Umm…

LECTURER BIOLOGY: …the relentless one sitting in the front- AARRGGHH
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

AARRGGHH… talk like a pirate day!

LECTURER BIOLOGY: That‘s Saturday, by the way…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yes…

LECTURER BIOLOGY: well, there we go
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

AARRGGHH we‘re going to do it

LECTURER BIOLOGY: AARRGGHH I was thinking‘ we should do it Friday [all in
pirate voice]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: AARRGGHH ‗cause we‘re not gonna be around Saturday…

While waiting for all the team members to arrive at the team meeting (1,2)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

See that thing down on the left? On the right hand screen

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: The panic button?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, No the other one. There‘s even a better one.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: any?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yes, that‘s the response when the menu says ―press any

key‖
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: [ laughs]
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After discussing the frustration of funding sources for research (1,10)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

She studies camouflage in fish and

apparently the Navy is very interested in camouflaging fish [laughs]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

yea…those fish

TA – COSMOLOGIST: missile turtles….
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY Well, you know we don‘t want the enemy
coming and stealing our fish.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, and they can‘t steal what they can‘t find….

[laughter]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Our nation….our waters…our fish….

LECTURER BIOLOGY: Minimize the shark jihad or something….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

What if you woke up tomorrow and your fish were gone?!

Osama is laughing!
LECTURER BIOLOGY: That‘s right, no sushi for you!

After expressing frustration with the results of questioning students in lab (1,4)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I will bring up something totally irrelevant. Badly irrelevant

but it seems to me like something very similar to the poor ACORN employee
who got zapped by Fox. In other words there are some people who if you ask
them a technical question they just find it is impossible to remember the context
anymore.

[laughter]
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After discussing disappointing student results of homework 8 (1,12)
TA - COSMOLOGIST: They all hate that homework. But, I don‘t know what to do
with it. They all do it wrong. It‘s kind of frustrating.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, then maybe it would be better to have fewer questions
at a higher standard.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: Do we talk about it in class? How to do a Fermi problem?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yes, we spend a day on it. You did too, you don‘t remember?
[silence]
TA - COSMOLOGIST: What?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You remember, you came and in and showed them how to

count the number of piano players in New York?
TA – COSMOLOGIST: did I? [totally perplexed]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You don‘t remember it? It was only 3 weeks ago! [straight

face, no hint of joking in voice or demeanor]
[silence]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

You were up there for two hours….

TA – COSMOLOGIST: [begins to laugh]…I mean…..ok, no more chemicals….
[Everyone laughs by now]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

No, you didn‘t….

TA - COSMOLOGIST: I really don‘t know what to say to this….
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TA -RESEARCHER: …sometimes he comes to class and he‘s got this paper and I just
look over at it and it got this deep stuff and ….and you can tell that he is totally
engrossed in it..
TA - COSMOLOGIST: maybe I just….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I was just trying to see if I could l convince him that he did

a two hour lecture with no memory of it…[laughing heartily]

After asking to change the wording in a homework problem (1,14)
TA -RESEARCHER: I just thought it would be less sexist if it were Chapstick instead
of lipstick
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Alright, that‘s no problem

TA -RESEARCHER: I don‘t know, [turning to the other female in the group] - do you
wear lipstick?
LECTURER BIOLOGY:

Nope, it causes cancer.

[laughter]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Testicular cancer.

When addressing change in the physics curriculum for biology students (1,2)
TA - COSMOLOGIST: I heard they are revamping the [physics] curriculum for the
biology students and doing like diffusion and stuff.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

That‘s coming.

TA - COSMOLOGIST: …instead of balls rolling down hills…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

It‘s coming, but it hasn‘t happened yet these changes are
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brewing.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

Like perfectly spherical organisms

rolling down hills eventually?
TA - COSMOLOGIST: You know that joke, What does a physicist do with a cow?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Assume it‘s a sphere
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

The elephant we assume is a cube.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I‗ve assumed that before about a cow
too.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I‘ve actually got a picture of that which I think I might put

on the cover of the book A student was doodling and she drew a cube with a
trunk coming out of it. I thought it was so cute.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: [to LECTURER BIOLOGY] This is
where we talk about some size vs. mass relationships and trying to extract some
basic predictive functions and the students always get very upset because we
don‘t have an animal that actually perfectly fits inside a solid so I have been
tempted to show them this website of bonsai kitten.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: ..those cats in a bottle?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

Perfectly cylindrical cats where the

kittens have been grown inside a bottle
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Really?

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: It‘s a spoof website.
[pause]
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: You either find it riotously funny or
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deeply disturbing
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Ok

[pause]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well you are the one who found the terminal velocity of

primates for us so…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

I consider it my job to keep us

entertained.

Researcher note:
Humor has been positively correlated with both creativity and intelligence
(Hauck & Thomas, 1972) and creative people and professional humorists have
been noted to have this divergent thinking in common (Ziv, 1984). Does this
create an opportunity for professional development? Perhaps it provides an
atmosphere of trust where people feel free to play a little. Perhaps it provides a
stage for relieving frustration. Expanding knowledge and making sense are
both associated positively with play (Garvey,1977; Schwartzman,1978).

Category (7): Introduction of new resources
A few new resources were introduced in the conversations. Again, the majority
of the team has been teaching together for a number of semesters so the frequency of
this may decrease over time. New resources offer an opportunity for professional
development to those for which it is new. A couple of examples follow to illustrate this
category.
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Examples for teaching (1,4)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Speaking of summary statistics there is
an exercise I did two years ago, I didn‘t do it last year, um… there had been an
article in the New York Times about a major flaw in a lot of psychology
research where people had been studying for years the difference in the average
number of… no… for instance in the median number of sexual partners in
males versus females.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Mmhhmm…

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: and whether you use the median or the
average makes a fundamental difference and it‘s one of these things where I ask
people what they thought would be the answer and there is a very simple
mathematical derivation that shows that the average number of partners has to
be identical.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Right

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: …and it completely threw people for a
loop because it was just a nice illustration of how understanding some really
basic summary statistics and what they tell you um… shows up in something
like the New York Times the kind of article that really catches peoples eye and
the New York Times themself had made a mistake in how they explained it and
students manage to get it.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Yea, I remember that, that is a nice example.

PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Let me see if I can find the article, dust
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it off, write up something.

Examples for inquiries (1,7)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Sure, so one of the things that we might
want to think about… we might want to encourage genetics work, we could get
primers for CO1 which is the barcode gene that people are using for identifying
species. Umm, so there was an article in the New York Times a while back
about some high school students who used this gene and they sequenced a
bunch of fish from the local grocery store and they found that the fish were
grossly mislabeled.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: [or] bioinformatics has worked well…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Bioinformatics?
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY …getting people to go on Genbank or go
on the Genome Project, I had somebody last year who did a whole bunch of
genes on the chimp, macaque, and human genomes. She aligned them, she got
distances between them for a whole bunch of genes, and she asked whether x
and y chromosomes had different genetic distances between these three sets of
species… depending on whether they did a whole bunch of genes, or does it
matter whether a gene is on a certain chromosome as to how genetically
divergent it is?

Researcher note:
This is another example where successful student inquiries from one semester
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can inform further inquiries for teachers and future students. Connecting the
news to potential inquiries are great opportunities for professional development.
According to the dialogues captured, experienced researchers seem to see these
connections in their own fields easily, and sharing these brainstorms in team
meetings are great sources for making new connections for further studies by
students or explorations by team members.

Final Note on the Data
All team meetings had a consistent relative pattern of dialogue interactions (see
figure 4-3) except one. This meeting,(1,7), from which the reader has seen several
examples described above, had an unusual relative pattern of dialogue and the only
meeting with this pattern. For reference, figure 4-4 has meetings (1,6), (1,7), and(1,8)
shown for comparison. The one variable that was unique to this meeting for this team
this semester was the absence of the team leader, the co-director PROFESSOR
PHYSICS. As the reader can see, sharing was more frequent, confrontations were less
frequent, and course change suggestions were more frequent in week 7 compared to the
other weeks. The influence of the co-director was noted and will be discussed in greater
detail in chapter 5.
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Comparing Weeks and Categories of Discussions
week 6

20
18
16

week 7

14

frequency

12

week 8

10
8
6

4
2
0

Figure 4-4: A comparison of dialogue category frequencies in three
consecutive meetings during the first semester.

Team meetings were always stimulating, fast paced, and confrontational.
Transcripts for a 50- minute meeting were between 20 and 28 pages long. Seventeen
meetings were recorded and analyzed with a total of 680 dialogues. The examples
provided here were representative of a much larger volume. Everyone in the group had
the opportunity to learn something from other team members that were older, younger,
more experienced, less experienced, from the same discipline and from different
disciplines. In addition, student‘s struggles with content and pedagogical approach to
the course, their ideas about inquiry and questions about the assignments and data
analyses provided most of the prompts for team dialogue. The high value placed by all
on regular weekly discourse about teaching provides a window to view how this
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particular instructional team made decisions about teaching that would have the greatest
positive impact on their students. Whether or not lessons learned from this work can be
generalized to similar instructional teams at other Universities is not yet resolved but
could prove an interesting avenue for future research. The researcher can conclude,
however, that being a member of this team for 9 semesters, has greatly enriched her
own professional development as a science teacher and documenting the types of
dialogues that contribute to learning has been a learning experience all by itself.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Implications
Introduction
Interdependent disquisition provides multiple opportunities for professional
development in the areas of content knowledge and practices, pedagogical content
knowledge, and technology use for instruction. Those categories which most frequently
emerged from analysis of the data were sharing knowledge and practices and
confrontations with others. Most of the evidence lies in the dialogue between members
who team teach the course and was corroborated with observed changes in teaching
practice and course instructor notes following the meetings. These multiple
professional development opportunities emerged from discussions in team meetings
that led to, and subsequently resulted in instructors‘ changed practices, or changes to
course materials such as the instructor‘s manual or the course notes. In addition,
analysis of student‘s inquiry projects provided further evidence in student outcomes.
There were four themes that emerged from the data: (1) students‘ inquiries drive the
conversation, (2) confrontations provide a forum for sorting out what works and what
doesn‘t according to each team member‘s experience with their students, (3) leadership
contributes to confrontational dialogue and some additional learning opportunities for
the team and (4) humor indicates the divergent creative abilities of the members of the
team and engaging in humorous episodes facilitates learning by encouraging mental
flexibility.
Changes in instructional strategies, activities and knowledge about student
learning are driven by discussion of student questions and input through dialogue in
team meetings.

This chapter will explore what serves research scientists and
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experienced teachers as credible evidence for the need to change course design,
activities and pedagogical approaches.

The evidence is evaluated not by simple

statistics of student passing rates but by reflecting on their experiences in the
classroom, and employing a heuristic of trial and error. The hermeneutic interpretation
of the data is supported by an interview which was conducted after the data was
assembled, of a former instructor who taught the first 4 years of the course in its early
development, along with the current co-director who was new to the course at that time.
Time and experience is an important component as the three current leading professors
have been teaching iterations of the course for multiple iterations. Curricula that is
successful at meeting student learning needs takes time to develop. Developing
teaching skills in close association with curriculum development has been shown to be
effective (Clark & Peterson,1986; McDermott & Shaffer, 1992). Change is
incrementally slow (Fullen, 2001).
One of the strengths of all of the members of the team are that they teach from
a world- wide perspective, based both on experiences with other cultures and
educational systems in other countries and an awareness of current worldwide events.
Awareness of global issues provides flexible sources for connecting student ideas with
daily lessons, referencing current news and or historical significance (Paley, 1986;
Franke, 2007).
Confrontation is both a powerful and tricky strategy for developing growth in
people. Minimally each member of the team has to be willing to uncover their own
knowledge gaps in a social context that remains supportive for growing.
Overconfidence in poor teaching practices is quickly exposed in this setting. Leading
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by example is important in maintaining the atmosphere conducive to growth of the
team members. Clearly, as evidenced by the frequency of dialogue types and the
changes observed in team dynamics when the director is not present in the meeting, the
leadership of the director influences the discussion. Team dialogues have resulted in
implementation of a course that is successful in developing students who understand
research methods. One of the indicators that there is trust among team members can be
found in the frequent use of humor in team meetings throughout two semesters.
Divergent thinking is the keystone for change and its frequent display in both humorous
and confrontational interchanges are linked intimately with what is noticed, how
meaning is assigned, and the integral role of social constructivism for learning how to
teach science better.
Evidence for Change
The course curriculum document changes. At one time student developed
debates in class were a part of the curriculum. Today students present in a seminar
format their positions on issues of social significance. Once, the course structure
consisted of two 45 minute lecture sessions per week with an additional lab while today
it is a single hour and 50 minute section with an additional lab session. The points on
the grading rubric continue to be refined in order to improve its measures of success.
These are all driven by the weekly conversations and evidence from student artifacts
that indicate successful acquisition of the skills and knowledge from the course. The
written and implemented course curriculum and instructional practices are continually
refined by the team meeting dialogue. The research scientists are often the ones to take
the lead in introducing these changes, but evidence has been provided which
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demonstrates changes by master teachers and teaching assistants as well.

These

changes are always intimately connected to students and the team instructors‘
willingness to continue to grow in their ability to more successfully teach science. For
example:
(2,1)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: so maybe we need to work on that section of the class a little
more something else I should say that I am re-writing… I was re-writing it last
night when… re-writing the opening of the modeling section cause I realize it‘s
something that I have to do with people all the time… that I never wrote down
which is to describe explicitly the act of going from a phenomenon in front of
you… to the sketch…. to the sketch with symbols assigned to all of the
variables, which is so simple but nobody ever teaches it… but just about
everybody I had to sit down at some point and say and what symbol would you
like to use for that? And then I have to remind them that if you do algebra it is
a single letter and not three words… um that sort of thing… so that will be laid
out explicitly.
(1,7)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I think the number of math majors is
about the same of any class that I have taught, so I‘m trying to figure out what,
what we could do differently and I have to admit that I have not been, more so
than in the last couple years, not satisfied with my delivery of material in the
lectures which is been what spurred the last week conversation that I want to
figure out a different way to convey the confidence intervals and p values.
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(2,1)
PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: It is a balance. It is a struggle. I totally can relate to
the struggle, it‘s a balancing act. The question is one of…. for ….final product
in my view, clearly um… the uh trade- off between the final product and the …
you want the final product to be as good as it can be… you, meaning you know,
as instructor, not as a student perspective and independence.

Learning

something independently I think there is something to be said for…. for instance
the philosophy that I have both myself and practicing… and also seeing
many…. many of the people uh….. using all their graduate students is to let
them struggle…. independence will let…… will be achieved… and I don‘t
really have a fine statistic to support anything here but my sense is that those
advisors who have let their students struggle, in the short run it takes more time
to complete the project but in the long run graduate students have gone on to do
better because they have become more independent whereas cases which are
probably more in number where the graduate advisors have let them… saved
them time and trouble…. students have not quickly evolved to become
independent researchers themselves.

This attempt to create agency in the program‘s students to the outcomes considered
essential to graduates of the STEM program can be seen in the reflective dialogue
offered by PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS. Giving pre-service teachers a similar
experience to graduate students may correlate to teaching a high school classroom as an
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independent agent, making decisions about what works and what doesn‘t in the
classroom based on data and observation of student success.
What are some sources of evidence that the dialogue has any measurable
effect? Is it possible that all this talking is just that…and there are no measurable
differences in the instructional team? It is possible that team members listen to an
opportunity and walk away unchanged? Unless a subsequent teaching sequence is
observed with the attention to a particular point brought into focus by the discussion,
there may be little to confirm that changes have occurred. Not every conversation leads
to an opportunity to observe a change. Not every change in belief can be observed in
practice. Changes may have occurred that were not observed by the researcher.
Of the seven participants that were studied, only three taught a second iteration
of the course during the data collection. Two of the three were teaching assistants and
not primary lecture section teachers. One of the teaching assistants was the researcher.
This limits the type of evidence for change that can be demonstrated by the participants
and captured by the researcher because of limitations in time and resources for this
dissertation study, although a nice area to investigate for future studies. The one
instructor who taught a subsequent iteration of the course was PROFESSOR PHYSICS.
The audiotapes of the second iteration were carefully explored for evidence of a change
in teaching practices. These were noted in chapter 4 after each example. Secondary
sources for course changes are found in the artifacts of students as described by the
instructor‘s on the audiotapes that demonstrate anecdotally increased competencies in
developing and presenting inquiries. These were also noted in chapter 4 after each
example. The only written sources for documentation were the instructor‘s manual and
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course notes which were modified by PROFESSOR PHYSICS. This means that much
of the evidence for change rests on the senior member of the team, who has taught the
course for the longest time.

It is reasonable to assume that newer members of the

team, or those with less experience in research such as the TA‘s, might have the
greatest opportunity to learn but the least opportunity to demonstrate that growth in this
naturalistic setting.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS who was responsible for documenting changes in the
course notes and instructor manual offers one source for documented changes in his
own professional growth. In his own words, written in a subsequent email about the
changes each semester in the writing, “No matter what the source, I think all changes
came up at our meetings.‖ The course notes were examined for evidence of change
subsequent to a confrontation in which PROFESSOR PHYSICS was directly
confronted by MASTER TEACHER on the connection between random and systematic
error, and accuracy and precision (see page 129 in chapter 4). The first excerpt from the
course notes was during the semester the dialogue occurred. The second excerpt from
the course notes were from the semester after the dialogue occurred.

Precision and Accuracy
The way that scientists write numbers reflects the need to deal constantly with
random error. The number returned by a calculator for the average of the weight
of a penny measured in Table 2.7 is 2.5287999999999995. This is a very precise
result because it specifies the answer to one part in 1016. But this precision is
completely misleading, because the weight of the penny is not actually known
with that much accuracy. The accuracy with which the result is known is ±0.001.
Precision and accuracy
The ideas of precision and accuracy give an additional way of thinking about
systematic error. A numerical result is very precise when it is specified to many
digits, or when the error bars surrounding it are very small. Put the numbers for
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the weight of a penny in Table 2.6 into a calculator, calculate the average, and the
calculator will return the number 2.5287999999999995. This is a very precise
result because it specifies the answer to one part in 1016: But this precision is quite
misleading, because the weight of the penny is not actually known with that much
accuracy. The accuracy with which the result is actually is known is is ± 0.001.

Clearly the influence from the team discussion is evident in the changes which
occur in the course notes the following semester. The second excerpt introduces the
connection between systematic error and accuracy and precision that the first excerpt
doesn‘t mention. If the discussion in team meetings makes documented changes in
course materials, then it might be able to make observable changes in practices as well.
The audiotaped teaching sequences of PROFESSOR PHYSICS confirm this.
What serves as evidence to the practicing scientist? Why would changes in the
course be suggested or believed to make a difference for the success of students in the
course in developing their own inquiries? The dialogue relies on shared experiences
and observed differences in student outcomes that have occurred over many iterations
of the course, made explicit in team meetings, changes in teaching practices, and
subsequent discussions on the effects of those practices. Evidence can be found in the
words of all three professors that follow:
(1,3) PROFESSOR PHYSICS: It works so much better than the things we tried
before.
(2,1)

PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: Which is not based on good hard statistics
sample, just on sample observations.

(1,7) PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

Well, you know, it‘s funny…

we‘ve… over the years that I‘ve been doing this class I think we‘ve converged
on something that works well for the statistics section.
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The Power of Confrontation
At one time in the American culture, Uncle Remus told stories to children with
a deep southern slave dialect in the manner of Uncle Tom. Later, the gold toothed,
stubble bearded Frito Bandito who lied and robbed us of our Fritos was a popular
cartoon character used to market Fritos Corn Chips and proved to be one of the bestselling advertisements in the late sixties. These stereotypes have been confronted and
exposed for the culturally insensitive bias they perpetrate. Sensitivity training, national
dialogues about political correctness, and an increasing growth in diversity of the
population in positions of power and influence have demanded this change. It is not
acceptable to characterize a group of people based on a biased, unfair, and
inappropriately disparaging set of labels. Today, even a doll hitting a window in a car
advertisement during the Super Bowl draws a high degree of criticism (Anderson,
2011).
There was a time in our country when the ―free love‖ drug culture promoted
―open thinking, ‖with popular slogans asking,― How do you know if you don‘t try it?‖
It was such an exploratory time even spiders were treated with psychoactive substances
such as LSD to see how it affected their web- making (Foelix, 1996, pp. 141–143.) I‘m
not sure what the applications of such research were but it took a very strong public
service campaign started by Nancy Reagan, whose message was either so needed, or so
unusual, it became an internationally recognized slogan: just say no. She was the first,
First Lady to address the United Nations with a public service announcement campaign
and these efforts have been recognized as affecting a decrease in drug use in American
High school students (Klieber, 2007). In 1978, high school marijuana use was 50.1%
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which decreased to 36% in 1987 and even further to 12% in 1991. Today daily
marijuana use for high school students is at its highest point since the 1980‘s, even
higher than cigarettes with data suggesting future trends upward (NIH, 2011). While
recognizing the naïve idea that the popular use of a simple statement as a collective
rejection is predictive of drug use in America, the slogan was correlated with a
reduction in high school drug use.
Confrontations depicted by the news media are heated, , and often associated
with controversial results such as the recent Supreme Court decision to allow protestors
to shout radical abrasive slogans at even the most private emotional events for families:
the funeral of an American serviceman killed in battle (MSNBC, 2011). Popular shows
like Jerry Springer where troubled dysfunctional families air their lurid trash are
prevalent purveyors of the poorest examples of confrontation dynamics. There is
perceived division between the common confrontational stereotypes that include
flagrant gestures to strangers on highways and polite well-meaning educated social
environments that are so protective of everyone for everything that it sometimes results
in confusing, sterile, and even nonproductive interactions in order to avoid the
perception of political incorrectness. We don‘t want to offend anyone. This societal
paradox of fear of confrontation with its negative associations may be the greatest
inhibitor for speaking up in educational settings, yet it offers the greatest opportunity to
learn.
Entangled in which lens we are peering through to see the event, the person,
the issue, the phenomenon, and to directly confront another person‘s ideas takes great
interpersonal skills, especially when they are not a faceless nameless stranger and a
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productive discussion is desired. One must negotiate the communication without
coming across as insensitive, demanding, or forcing a personal agenda. Research
scientists are acculturated to believe that this is the heart of the scientific process. For
example, a detailed criticism of every manuscript submitted to a peer-reviewed journal
is essential to ensure that rigor and objectivity of the process regulates publication of
scientific work today. Thomas Kuhn in 1962 wrote that ―it is only with great difficulty
that new paradigms emerge‖. When Wadlund in1928 found that the charge on the
electron was vastly different from what had been published by the famous Millikan in
1920, his hesitation in publishing his experimental results included enormous error bars
suggesting that his manuscript may not have even been reviewed fairly without
acknowledging somehow, this enormous difference in experimental result. But many
research scientists believe that the peer review process will result in a higher standard
for the publication of scientific information, and evidence must be critically studied in
order to sort truths from junk.
Research scientists are comfortable with confrontation as a method of
checking, validating and sorting; it‘s not related to race, color, creed, or gender, it‘s
simply the conclusion, and here is the evidence. In learning contexts, this approach can
make some learners uncomfortable to the point of tears. It is difficult for some to be
confronted in a group setting, with evidence that their understanding of a phenomenon
or practice is not accepted by others. Little (1990) identified that teachers sometimes
even collectively engage in negative practices supported by group dynamics. This
confrontational approach has not been commonly observed in educational settings by
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the researcher. Based on evidence from this study, educators could learn from
scientist‘s common practices.
All team members, scientists and educators, seem to accept the dynamic and
the researcher did not observe any member who appeared permanently disgruntled from
the process. It was as if all in this team understand the shared cultural value of
confrontational discourse.
The most recently added scientific professor to the team in this setting was
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY, who was most newly tenured, as well as
bearing a heavier load on establishing his own research team with newly acquired
funding. As the youngest and newest member of the professorate in the team, he was
also the one to suggest the most changes to the course. Now, all three professors have
tenure at this university, which carries with it a sense of security for their own research
programs and now places them in a more comfortable position to explore teaching
practices than researchers who are new to their positions.

PROFESSOR

EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY seemed to enjoy the challenge, and participated with
enthusiasm bringing many good ideas to the table.
Everyone at some point in the data set indicates times when they are not
confident about something being discussed. To be comfortable with confrontation, one
must be able to admit a lack of knowledge or understanding. Examples from the data
for each member follow:
(1,6) TA -RESEARCHER: See, I didn‘t know that. Hhmmm…
(1,4) TA COSMOLOGIST: I don‘t know. I don‘t know what that is..
(1,4) LECTURER BIOLOGY: : so… It‘s frustrating for her I think, I don‘t know.
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(2,2) MASTER TEACHER: …. If you don‘t understand what you are doing, it is
impossible to figure out how to generalize…
(1,5) PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: I‘m skeptical.
(2,2) PROFESSOR ASTROPHYSICS: I have a feeling that…
(2,2) PROFESSOR PHYSICS: so, I don‘t know, that‘s,… it‘s one of the biggest
struggles that I have had personally…

Context does affect the outcome. We don‘t teach or learn in a vacuum, or even
a highly controlled laboratory setting, or even a loosely controlled atmosphere. We
work with people with variable experience, knowledge, backgrounds, beliefs, and
motivations. This team works together to prepare future STEM teachers which is a
challenging goal. Tempered STEM teachers with the tools and abilities for inspiring
high school students in a country struggling under the weight of a recession, tangled
military connections around the world, bipartisan political sludge in the engine of
national leadership mechanics and all situated in a dynamic fast- paced information age.
These challenging times mean that, those entering the teaching profession face an
unknown future with little monetary reward or respect compared to other nations. The
instructional team must address real time contexts, constraints on their time and other
challenges to prepare them effectively and with rigor. One way that seems to be
working with this instructional team is entering into ongoing professional development
through interdependent disquisition that is aligned with the curriculum and focused on
student results.
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The tone and focus of the meetings addresses emerging needs, current context,
and program improvement. When opinions and ideas diverge, there is one member of
the team who most frequently refocuses the group; the co-director, PROFESSOR
PHYSICS.
Leading by example
In an email dated 4/27/11, the president of the university stated that the
traditional model for public higher education was about to change in order to ―increase
our productivity and effectiveness in an environment of diminished resources. … We
must cultivate innovation, exploring new, more effective pathways for how our students
and faculty learn and create new knowledge,‖ he wrote. One of the items from the
email featured the statement, ―We are redesigning key gateway courses in chemistry,
biology, and statistics to shift the emphasis from traditional teaching methods to more
innovative and effective student-centered learning.‖

The research methods course

which is featured in this study is leading the university by example. The STEM teacher
training program which includes this course is leading the nation by example with its
21 replication sites.
What is leadership? It has been associated with ethical and moral values
(Ciulla, 2004), emotional intelligence (Goldman , 2003), and organizational success
(Young & Blagg, 2001). High quality leader- member exchange relationships have
been shown to include a measure of trust and emotional support and subsequently lower
levels of stress primarily due to a reduction of uncertainty and ambiguity in the quality
of communication (Harris & Kacmar, 2006). PROFESSOR PHYSICS communicated
well with the team. He was the most frequent user of humor in the meetings as well as
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the most confrontational. He was also first to expose areas of his own teaching that
were most vulnerable. He always credited others with things he has learned in his
teaching skill set such as his method of looking at everyone‘s written response as a
method of evaluation learned from a previous educator in earlier meetings, or small
additions such as using colored sticky notes for frequency distributions. He never
pressured others to stick to the lesson plan in the instructor‘s manual, giving them the
freedom to try something else they may believe is better. He was quick to modify
lessons on the fly often connecting his lessons to something currently in the national
news or local spotlight in order to keep the lesson relevant to students.
All in all, he was the most frequent contributor to the discussion, to the design
of the course, and to the documented changes in the instructor‘s manual. Gachter et. al
(2010) found when studying leading by example, strong contributors had the highest
returns in team dynamics, partially because of the leader‘s own belief that if they were
strong contributors, members of the team would follow. This study provides evidence
that members did follow his lead. Were they pressured to follow or intimidated by his
power and authority? Maybe. One interpretation of the difference in dialogue
dynamics for the unusual team meeting results (week 7) on the day PROFESSOR
PHYSICS was absent, could be that his presence is intimidating or his authoritative
power negatively influenced the dialogue that might have challenged the course
structure were he present at that meeting. Based on observation of the dynamic
interaction from other team meetings, the opinion of the researcher is that this is not the
case. However, without additional data such as that which might be provided through
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interviews with the team members by outside sources, the researcher recognizes that
other interpretations of the data are possible.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS articulately held high expectations of himself and
described disappointment in his own shortcomings to create opportunities for
understanding. His response, in an email, to elements in this study was sometimes that
he missed teaching moments and didn‘t fully realize at the time what slipped by. Based
on the researcher‘s observations of his teaching practice, he demonstrated flexibility in
lessons, for making time for students, and reaching across cultural barriers. What
follows are few examples from the team meeting data that contrast other team
members‘ beliefs about student performance with PROFESSOR PHYSIC‘S:
While others describe frustration for lack of student success one way:
(1,7)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

There is a lot of very mediocre

scholarship and work that goes on in this class which is a perpetual frustration
for me…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …so the fact that you have no data in this paper is a concern
you know and I was pretty blunt with her about that. I gave her a zero. There
was absolutely no work done well.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: That was merited.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: It is just ridiculous and I found it a little bit offensive to me,
I‘m gonna try not to let that come out today, but I‘m like, ―Hey you guys, what
is this crap you are turning in to me?‖
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: A lot of them are mentally still in middle
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school when it comes to being scientifically minded.

(1,8)
TA COSMOLOGIST: I mean that‘s a particular case and she doesn‘t care at all.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I‘m not so sure.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: She doesn‘t understand.
TA COSMOLOGIST: I mean, well,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I think that‘s not true.

LECTURER BIOLOGY: I think she cares.
TA COSMOLOGIST: Well,
LECTURER BIOLOGY: …but she is still calling it a probable distribution I mean she
hasn‘t done the background research to know to understand what she is doing
TA COSMOLOGIST: Yea, I‘m not sure how I feel about this project because I‘m
worried that we haven‘t accurately explained the …she does not get the point
still. And that‘s maybe my fault but at this point I am having a hard time
assigning blame to us because …
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I‘m not talking about blame.
TA COSMOLOGIST: Well, so I think she has a lack of interest in the project because
she doesn‘t get it and I don‘t know what to do with it.

(1,9)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: She came to my office and I asked her,
―Can you explain how PCR works? ―She gave me a blank look and started to
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mumble a jumble of keywords that bore no relation to each other. She said,
―Well PCR is when you run the DNA on… on agarose and you …and you heat
it and there‘s a machine and you mix things together and I said, ―You haven‘t
done your homework!‖
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, she may have actually.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: She may have…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: (Cutting off PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY)
She may have picked up something and read it and that‘s the sense she made of
what she read.

(1,10)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: [student C, an Hispanic male] is supposed to be giving his
presentation today, we could spend the whole time just tearing his
apart…[snickers]
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: He‘s been absent a few weeks in a row
so he sort of deserves it.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Yea, he gave me the spiel.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: Yea, he had reasons…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Umm..
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: His car broke down and then it was impounded and then his
grandmother was sick.
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LECTURER BIOLOGY: No, no I do think he gave me a medical excuse - preemie
baby in the family so whatever that means… it wasn‘t his preemie baby it was
his brother‘s but ok, whatever, but he‘s fallen off the chart.

Hispanic males as a group have very low rates of success in
traditionally white universities (Butrymowicz, 2011). The Hispanic culture has
a reputation for valuing extended family and giving up individual pursuits to
support what is best for a family. We don‘t know the extent that this played in
the situation; however, finding ways to meet the needs of individuals who have
cultural traditions or experiences that are different from our own is imperative
for promoting diversity and preparing a diverse cadre of science and math
teachers. The instructors did not chastise this student in any way in class, and
his presentation was acceptable. The phrase ―awareness of cultural differences‖
is vague, but students who don‘t feel as if they belong often have higher rates of
absenteeism or are often labeled as having put in less effort (Lynch, 2000;
Engaging Schools, 2004).
He often attributes the lack of student success to the teachers, not the students
(1,10)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I will comment that one of the situations that I‘ve been
dealing with. It‘s a situation where I believe that the entire TA corps teaching
the freshman physics lab is teaching some of the stuff we teach in this class but
the TA‘s don‘t understand it…. the material… and they are responding to this
by flunking half the class in a systematic way. That is one way you can respond
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to not understanding the material.

He clearly describes how his thinking about teaching has changed: (2,2)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Yea, so I actually somewhere or other... I actually wrote up
some thoughts on this in the instructors manual last semester and talked about
my own evolution, so…. partly because of discovery learning training, when I
first taught the class I would always let people struggle with everything. And if
they asked me a question I would always say, ―Well what do you think?‖ And I
wouldn‘t answer. And as time has gone on I‘ve moved more and more and more
towards not only answering questions but being proactive in introducing
material. And the… the theory behind this is that… well part of it is that
students will struggle as hard to deal with the explanations as they ever
struggled when I withheld information. In other words, their level of personal
struggle will not go down. In fact, it will often go up because when they knew
that I was holding out on them, and I knew things that I wasn‘t telling them, a
certain fraction would just tune out. They would think this isn‘t fair, they are not
going the extra mile with me, I‘m not gonna go the extra mile with them. If I
more clearly, virtually, always tell them everything that I can see, I get a bigger
fraction of the class with me. But now the expectations about the final product
have gone up and I know that and they know that, so the struggle hasn‘t gone
down. I ‗ll frequently tell them things very fast and they‘ve got to try to make
sense of it. They still got to put it in their own words umm… they still gottta
somehow make it their own, and I see them going much further in the end.
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Now as a model of pedagogy I think this is much better for secondary teachers,
because they then see themselves learning things that they might not have, even
thought they were capable of doing it, and that‘s a good example. Whereas with
the other example they will see again in the whole class, something like half the
class was confronted by challenge and didn‘t make it what sort of model is that
for me for the future? It‘s not, I think a very favorable one so I…. I like trying
to help everyone to the extent possible for me as advanced a result as possible. I
think the final projects have looked better and better. I don‘t think they‘ve been
less their own because I provided the extra help and there is still a huge
variation in the level that people get to.

He publicly admits mistakes (1,2)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Do you… uh… when you send this to the editor do they pick
up little things?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: They may not…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: ok, I just found a missing term, I know, it‘s absurd,
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: No, no, no, no, no, no, absolutely, everything, everything is
important!
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I just found a little missing term, a little squared, that‘s all.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Ok, thank you
LECTURER BIOLOGY: You know, it‘s just some little thing that‘s easily overlooked.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: With my [last] book it took 6 or 7 years before all the little
errors got out and I had a list of about 100 people to thank for that. One of them
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found 270 errors!
LECTURER BIOLOGY: My gosh, I can‘t promise I‘m gonna read it that carefully, but
I‘ll send you a little email if I find something.

He places himself besides others who have made mistakes. (1,3)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Oh yes, absolutely I‗m just going now …..What other ones
did I screw up?
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Lots, I‘m sure.

We screw up all the time.

We feel

inadequate because we are inadequate.

He is quick to identify need for change (1,4)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I would like to have seen the drunken sailor, ‗cause I was
reading it and I had a sort of a hard time envisioning it. Maybe I was reading it
too quickly.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: It went ok, but we need an improvement.

He supports an atmosphere for identifying mistakes made by himself (1,4)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: I thought it was interesting that you maybe went back to it
after I had to leave but you said the more measurements you take, the more x
minus x bar quantity squared, the smaller will be the deviation.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Mmhhmm…
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Uh.. and it‘s ….that‘s not true.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Well, what we were saying actually was true; the smaller will
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be the deviation of that quantity from the true standard deviation.
LECTURER BIOLOGY: Oh, I don‘t think that‘s what that student maybe meant.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: Actually that‘s what I thought they did mean cause I was
hearing… overhearing them over earlier and that‘s what they were trying to say
when they said it… it was confusing whether the deviation was approaching
zero or whether the deviation was approaching the true standard deviation but I
think they said earlier I think you‘d get the true thing I think it goes to the true
thing so the deviation of the deviation is small. [This is another example of
careful noticing and assignment of meaning for classroom events].

He acknowledges when others are right (2,2)
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: I don‘t know, I wouldn‘t forbid it, but I think you are right.

All of these examples remind the reader of the role of the leader in the
team. He thinks deeply about his own contributions and implicitly expects
others to do the same. He leads by example. The agency he builds in others is
manifested in the productivity of the team and is demonstrated in student
success as determined by the quality of student inquiries presented during the
course. This leadership influences the opportunities for professional
development by encouraging team members to examine their own practices,
challenge his practices, and construct their own understanding for effective
classroom practices.
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Role of Humor
Playful language and consistently humorous episodes characterize all of the
meetings. While humor can be socially dangerous if people are not sensitive to the
interpersonal dynamics in a group it was never observed to be used hurtfully. Humor is
a form of play and play has been shown to have profound influences on neural
networks (Brownlee, 1999; Crenson, 2001; Sabbagh, 2006 in Frost, 2008). The most
powerful physical evidence for the value of play comes from imaging data which
suggests ―…potential variability in neural networks is advanced through play‖ (SuttonSmith, 1997). She further describes these states intimately related as ―…as optimism,
intrinsic motivation, flow, empowerment, ecstatic performance, effectance, positive
emotional states, and arousal, all of which suggest that there may be basic motivational
accompaniments to being flexible.‖ Play allows participants to engage in complex
communication within the paradox of an imitation of life (Bateson, 2000). Garvey
(1977) explains that play depends on contrast and is ―most frequent in a period of
dramatically expanding knowledge of self, the physical and social world, and systems
of communication‖.

Schwartzman (1978) explains that play allows for constructing

and transforming the contexts in which learners exist in an effort to make sense of
things and is intimately related to one‘s culture.

Play offers developmental

opportunities that simply don‘t exist elsewhere. Vygotsky (1978) describes a zone of
proximal development where play can facilitate learning and healthy development. Play
is connected with pleasure and provides a wide background for changes in needs and
consciousness. In the essence of play a new relation is created between reality and
meaning (Frost, 2008).
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Ziv conducted a study (1981) and replicated it (1988a) in higher education
settings finding a 3 to 4 joke per lesson structure which was closely related to content
instruction in the course to have significantly higher scores on the final exam in the
humor treatment groups. Humor can have a positive influence on learning. Teslow
(1995) describes the positive type of humor as ―something perceived that results in
surprise….but not menacing‖ (Ziv, 1984). Humor can be particularly tricky especially
across different cultures (Ziv, 1988a) or in sensitive situations involving race, gender,
or religion. The challenge for deliverers of humor is that recipients determine what is
menacing which means deliverers must know their audience. Steve Martin reminds us
that ". . only great comedy is called art, bad comedy is just terrible" (Grace,1991, p. 116
in Teslow, 1995).
Team meetings were full of humor intertwined between the confrontations.
The researcher believe these contribute to the learning in the team by increasing
attention to divergence in thought, encouraging flexibility, enjoying the opportunity for
playful language, and increasing communication between team members.

Referencing an unintended consequence of the co-director’s choice of words in
class for discussion (1,2)
TA COSMOLOGIST: [turning to TA -RESEARCHER] So, you have a recording of
―Do you have the balls to do this experiment?‖
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Oh no! [laughs]

TA -RESEARCHER: No, because I didn‘t have consent from the students yet and so I
didn‘t tape anything I just made notes.
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TA COSMOLOGIST: [sounding disappointed] oh….
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

I inadvertently said that.

[General laughter]
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: To a student who was male or female?
TA -RESEARCHER: Well, to the whole class…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

….the whole class! Really!

TA -RESEARCHER: He said, ―Oh, oh you do have the balls to do this experiment!‖
That‘s kinda what he said.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

Well, they were balls… and….

[General laughter]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS:

They didn‘t seem to think it was funny so it was

alright…they took it as a serious thing which is what was intended…

Recognizing that humor is expected and welcomed (1,2)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

I consider it my job to keep us

entertained
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: good

Introducing divergent ideas for problem solving (1,6)
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: My wife was actually working this
weekend on an IRB proposal and struggling very hard to figure out what to say
about informed consent when the people she‘s studying died about 2000 years
ago…
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TA -RESEARCHER: Oh my goodness
[laughter]
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: and she has to fill out this long… like
two page thing for the processes for getting informed consent and so on. They
are grinding and extracting DNA from 2000 year old bones…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: She can‘t just put ―non- applicable‖?
TA COSMOLOGIST: Aren‘t they just like taking the bones from…
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: No they want some explanation for it,
she has to explain why she can‘t get informed consent from dead people.
[Roaring laughter]
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: [inaudible]…. I see dead people….
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY:

Can they sign my consent form?,

That‘s right, I should suggest to [my wife] that she get in touch with a medium,
a spirit medium…
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: …a sixth sense…
TA -RESEARCHER: the consent forms are all signed, they are just invisible; cause it
was invisible ink.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: …just get a video camera and you can
tape the Ouija board as it says ―I consent.‖
TA -RESEARCHER: There you go.
PROFESSOR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY: …and then it signs its name…..Really
you don‘t need a Ouija board just a stylus on a tablet PC.
TA -RESEARCHER There you go.
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PROFESSOR PHYSICS: [in deep voice] Well [TA -RESEARCHER], do you have
enough for your research?
[laughter]

Clearly divergent thinking can be observed in these and other humorous
episodes.

How else can researchers get consent from dead people?

Actually,

descendants and their representatives can give consent as established by case law, but
the point of the humor was a playful take on the situation.

Implications
Describing the findings of this study and their implications for professional
practice are one way to evaluate the rigor of a qualitative case (Tobin & Begley, 2004,
p391). It is an interesting paradox that (1) humor and confrontation can be
professionally productive; and (2) that students‘ inputs in both formative and
summative artifacts can drive learning in teachers, with interdependent disquisition.
For a team of experienced educators to grow developmentally from a weekly
dialogue, this study provides evidence for some important structures that were in place
in this case study. This example focused on an inquiry based courses that was really
team taught; meaning that more than one teacher was in the classroom at the same time,
observing what other teachers and students are doing, subsequently discussing what
was planned, what occurred, what student learning was observed and how that could be
improved can provide professional development opportunities.

Instructors should

watch teaching sequences and talk about the choices that were made. The teachers
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should have different content areas and experiences, be open to improving their skill set
which means questioning the effectiveness of the instruction based on the student
responses and final outcomes.

The lessons must be sequential with multiple

opportunities for formative feedback and discussion on the kinds of feedback that
delivers desired results. Finally, leadership should lead by example, setting a tone
where everyone has an equal voice to prompt discussion, yet willing to admit mistakes
and express challenges. The leadership must make the big picture apparent, repeatedly,
redirecting dialogue if needed and confronting ideas that are without merit, or results
may be less than acceptable for student outcomes.
Policy makers who don‘t have access to direct observation of the synergistic
dynamic of scientists and educators, who work well together, have suggested that
research and teaching be separate endeavors (Hamilton, 2011). In the opinion of the
researcher, this is a mistake. Scientific researchers have an enormous working body of
knowledge as evidenced by this study, which includes knowing leading questions in the
field, current technologies to collect and analyze data, where successful research is
occurring, and the history leading up to the cutting edge as it sits. In addition, these
scientists can be inspiring and effective teachers as well. My own search for content
rich professional development experiences have led me to work directly with research
scientists in a team teaching setting, and this has greatly enriched my knowledge base
for teaching science.
Inviting practicing secondary science or math teachers to participate as a
member of the instructional team in a higher education setting for a semester would be
of great value for their professional development, to increase their science knowledge,
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to refine their pedagogical content knowledge, and to experience the value of this
dynamic for learning.

In return, it would provide the team who prepares STEM

teachers an opportunity to receive feedback from those currently in the field.
Bringing in new team members always encourages questioning, and
articulating evidence for current practices. One last dialogue segment which occurred
near the end of the first semester between TA‘s, the new instructor, and the co-director
sums it up.
(1,14)
LECTURER BIOLOGY: so… cool! I love this class!
TA – COSMOLOGIST: It‘s fun. [laughs]
TA -RESEARCHER: it does…it does….it does stretch you. Because somebody‘s
gonna ask something or may have an idea about something you may have
never thought about before… or at least for me.
TA - COSMOLOGIST: All the time.
PROFESSOR PHYSICS: ALL THE TIME!

Future research
For many university science teacher training programs whose content
specialists are also science researchers, teaching has been identified by the literature as
―not good enough‖. There is little in the literature to suggest how to make these
teachers better. Experience from teaching their own graduate students seems to be
overlooked in the discussion. This is a case study of an effectively taught course,
aimed at finding evidence of professional development opportunities in weekly team
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meetings. Further work will be needed to confirm that if these measures are instituted
elsewhere, teaching and student outcomes will improve there. Graduate level TA‘s are
positioned to develop teaching skills as well as research skills. These opportunities
have not been fully recognized and interdependent disquisition with skillful teachers
could have a measurable effect. This too will need to be confirmed with further
studies.
In some ways, just as students can hold a contradiction in conception of a
science concept, a teacher can hold a contradiction in belief. Beliefs are long- lasting,
and often require direct evidence to change, and even then are still robust. TACOSMOLOGIST thinks modeling projects are too hard for some students to
accomplish and that they don‘t all have the ability to understand and develop fully these
models. (2,1) When asked by the researcher two semesters later whether everyone can
learn, he responded,‖ No!‖, then laughed, then said, ―Yes, of course.‖ When he was
asked if everyone can learn to model scientific phenomena he hesitated, and said,
―What, you mean like we do in this class?‖ The researcher replied, ―Yea.‖ He said,
―Yea, everyone could learn that – it‘s possible.‖ When I asked can they do it in the 3
or 4 weeks in this course, he said, ―No, not everyone.‖ This belief has been consistent
over a period of time based on his current experience and interpretation of student
outcomes in the course. As a future science researcher/professor, it is particularly
important to recognize for him that these experiences are forming his conception of
learning and teaching. This is a perfect time to explore what beliefs may be helpful and
what beliefs may be detrimental to his teaching. While this team‘s collaborative and
confrontational atmosphere encourages thinking deeply about these issues, his research
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advisor is pressuring him to ―give up this assistantship which takes too much of his
time and is hurting his research.‖ These negative influences may have profound effects
on the future of higher education in science and this study demonstrates how valuable
interdependent disquisition can be. Unfortunately, attitudes persist among some
scientific research faculty that don‘t value teaching in research institutions. As long as
these attitudes are held by people in power, little is likely to change.
Limitations
Case study research is limited to explain a particular unique set of
circumstances in time, place and context. These kinds of studies do not necessarily
generalize to a larger population. The Western Apache believe that wisdom rests in
places (Basso, 1996). These places are local landscapes where people invest
themselves, and where subtle components can press us in powerful ways (p xiii).
The literature base is limited on the significance of professional development
for improved science teaching by scientific research professors and graduate students.
This study is novel but will hopefully begin a larger dialogue. Having little to compare
for the current study makes confirmation of results difficult. A more comprehensive
literature base is needed.
The interpretation of verbal and non-verbal communication is a limitation for
the researcher. All interpretation depends on the lens through which the researcher
views the world. What people think is not necessarily what people say. This complex
filtering system depends on power perceptions, political maneuvering, and individual
agency.
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Bias is inherent in drawing inferences in qualitative work. The researcher
acknowledges a bias towards strong leadership probably because she grew up in home
with a strong and constant father and is married to a strong willed husband, both with a
successful history of military training. Confrontation was and is never apologized for
in directing events in the home for the good of the family. While the researcher
admittedly embraces leadership in a white male dominated setting, she also values
resulting outcomes of order, responsibility, and wisdom with experience in
management. The researcher has never hesitated to question, however, probably to the
point of infuriation at times her father, her husband and often the co-director of the
program in the study.
The categories for the analysis were designed and used by one coder (the
researcher) for open coding. Interrater agreement was checked with established codes
by someone else who had experienced the research methods course and was familiar
with the context. No additional open coding agreement was conducted.
The participants in this study were motivated to improve their own practices.
All value their role as instructor and the model they portray to future math and science
teachers. The research scientists in this study may not be focused on the educational
literature but instead tend to value what their own experience teaches them. They are,
after all, scientific researchers with their own biases and approaches toward research.
In short, they may or may not be representative of other research scientists. Stake
(1995, p134) claims that the most useful and illuminating case studies are those that are
atypical. If in fact this case is atypical, that may itself be a limitation.
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The researcher was a participant in the study, and as a TA, an employee of the
program.
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Appendix: Interrater Agreement
The following inter-rater agreement reports the summary of the inter-rater
agreement between Brian Fortney and Deanna Buckley. Both raters have rating
experience with qualitative research. I wish to give special thanks to Brian for his time
and efforts. In addition, Brain was a teaching assistant in research methods more than 4
years prior to this exercise. With a general knowledge of the context of the setting and
a depth of knowledge about belief systems related to teaching practices his ratings
indicated the lens through which he categorized segments of the conversation using the
coding system designed by the researcher.
The task consisted of evaluating 27 consecutive dialogue segments from
meeting 1 of the second semester. All were in agreement with the exception of 4
segments which were consistently mixed between code 3 which recognizes a
confrontation between instructors in content, pedagogy, pedagogical content knowledge
or technology usage and code 4 which challenges an existing structure in the course.
The researcher had access to the most current form of the instructor manual and course
text. Brian did not. With the use of these two additional materials these 4 segments
were resolved to be in agreement.
In addition to the task of interrater agreement, the discussion from the coding
led to several very interesting paths of exploration on teaching beliefs within the data
set. The researcher is most grateful for the investment and would encourage this type
of pursuit when in the process of analysis of qualitative data sets.
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